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To learn more about our exclusive
Complete Classrooms® service,

see page 165.

FREE
design, delivery
and installation!

We're with you every step of the way! 
As educators, we know a well-functioning environment plays an 

important role in teaching and learning.  Our team’s collective classroom 

experience helps us carefully plan and design spaces to best fit your 

needs…and develop high-quality furniture and materials you can 

trust.  We’ll even create a custom 3-D rendering to help you visualize 

your space!  Plus, once you’ve chosen us as your partner, you have 

a partner for life.  Through ongoing training services, we’ll continue 

to provide personalized, hands-on support…because we really are 
with you every step of the way!

Next-generation learning spaces
for your entire school!
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Create collaborative, fl exible
spaces for the 21st-century classroom

DURABLE
Full-steel table frames for 
stability and strength

METAL-TO-METAL 
CONSTRUCTION
To last a lifetime

MOBILE
Top-quality casters for 
smooth, full rotation

WIPE-CLEAN
LAMINATE SURFACES
Resist moisture & stains

Furniture Features:

2
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LC529

LC511 � WOBBLE CUSHION
Just place this handy cushion on the floor or on a chair—for flexible 
seating anywhere!  Our super-durable vinyl cushion is specially 
designed to let students wiggle and wobble while they sit…helping 
children focus as they move.  It features large nubs on one 
side…and small nubs on the other—students simply select the 
sensory surface they prefer!  Measures 13 1⁄2" in diameter.  Cushion 
requires inflation with a standard ball pump (not included).  Please 
specify color:  orange, blue or green.   19.99

PREMIUM TEARDROP
BEANBAG SEATS
Perfect for reading areas, 
classroom activities and more, 
our beanbags provide cozy, 
flexible seating students love!  
The seats feature extra-high 
backs and mold to the body’s 
contour for the ultimate comfort 
and support…plus, each seat 
has a wipe-clean vinyl cover 
that includes a stitch-closed 
zipper to keep the polystyrene 
beads inside.  Please specify 
color:  green, orange or blue.

LC573 � 
Teardrop Beanbag Seat 
Measures 30"w x 32"h. 89.99    
LC574 � 
Jumbo Teardrop 
Beanbag Seat  
Measures 36"w x 34"h. 199.00LC573LC574

LC240X � COMFY STOOLS - SET OF 3    
Our comfy, compact seats are a great addition to reading nooks, 
group tables, Flex-Space desks & more!  Plus, they’re made with 
wipe-clean rugged vinyl that makes care a cinch.  Set of 3 seats in 
3 colors; each seat is 15 1⁄2" in diameter and 14" high. 399.00
LC231 � Comfy Stool - Each 
Please specify color:  green, orange or blue.  149.00

Seat back adjusts  
for maximum comfort!

LC405 � COMFY FLOOR SEAT    
Give kids a special place to sit—with a cozy chair that provides 
flexible classroom seating wherever you need it!  The chair features 
cushioned back support that adjusts to the perfect position…
simply lift the back of the seat to a comfortable height, then just lay 
it flat for convenient storage!  Removable microfiber cover is 
machine-washable; seat measures 22" wide.  Please specify color:  
green, orange, blue or gray.   59.99

3
flexible seating
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WC712

WC716

WC714

WOBBLE CHAIRS
Our specially designed chairs are a 
great flexible seating option!  Ideal for 
those who like to wiggle and wobble 
while they sit, each safe, stable chair 
has a rounded base that allows 
students a little movement—without 
tipping over!  And the super-lightweight 
design makes the chairs easy for kids 
to pick up and carry anywhere in the 
room!  Each rugged plastic chair fea-
tures an 11"-diameter seat and comes 
in gray.  Choose from the 3 heights 
listed below.  Simple assembly.

WC712 � 12" Chair 49.99
WC714 � 14" Chair 59.99
WC716 � 16" Chair     69.99

CLASSROOM STACKING CHAIRS
The contoured design of our super-
sturdy stacking chairs guarantees years 
of comfortable seating!  Heavy-gauge 
steel frames and legs are specially 
designed to resist tipping, while non-
marking, self-leveling glides give maxi-
mum stability.  Plus, the easy-to-clean 
polypropylene chairs even stack for 
storage.  Lifetime warranty.  All chairs 
come assembled.  Please specify color:  
blue, orange or gray.  For help choosing 
the right size chairs, please see the 
chart above.  Flex-Space desks and 
tables sold starting on page 6.   

LC513 � 131⁄2" Chair  44.99
LC515 � 151⁄2" Chair  56.99
LC517 �  171⁄2" Chair  69.99

We’ve made it simple to find the perfect 
size chairs for your 21st-century 
classroom!  Just check out our handy 
guide below for suggested chair heights 
for each grade level—and get the 
most out of your collaborative learning 
environments.

Grade Level Chair Height

Kindergarten-Gr. 1 12" to 131⁄2"

Gr. 2-3 131⁄2" to 151⁄2"

Gr. 4 & Up 151⁄2" to 18"

How to Choose the
Right Size Chairs 

Make a full circle 
with 6 seats!

LC272 � COMFY CURVED SEAT    Our modular, curved ottoman gives you the versatility and functionality 
you need in the 21st-century classroom!  Use it anywhere you need extra seating, or put several together to form a 
discussion circle or a winding row.  Made of dense foam, this comfy seat fits up to 2 kids and is super-simple to 
move around.  Plus, it’s covered in durable wipe-clean vinyl, so it will withstand years of regular classroom use!  
Measures 42 1⁄4"w x 22"d x 14"h.  Please specify color:  blue, orange or green.   Each    279.00

LC534 � COMFY PILLOWS - 
SET OF 6    Make any space a cozy 
space with our super-soft pillows!  Made 
of squeezable foam, the pillows feature 
wrinkle-resistant, machine-washable 
covers.  Set of 6 pillows in 3 colors; each 
pillow measures 17 3⁄4" square.  149.00

LC517 LC515 LC513

Stackable!

4
flexible seating
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LC766 LC768LC764
LC762

LC558X � GIANT COMFY PILLOWS - SET OF 3
Our oversize pillows are perfect for turning any spot in 
the classroom into an inviting learning space!  Each is 
filled with super-comfy foam and includes a soft,  
liquid-resistant polyester cover that zips right off for 
machine-washing.  Set of 3 pillows in 3 colors; each 
pillow measures 32" square. 199.00
LC555 � Giant Comfy Pillow - Each 
Please specify color:  orange, blue or green.   69.99

LC763 LC765 LC767

LC529 LC528

Seats have legs to keep them in place!

BALANCE BALL SEATS    Our durable ball seats allow students 
to move and balance—reducing restlessness and improving focus 
while they learn!  Made with sturdy, easy-clean PVC that’s lightweight 
enough for kids to move around the class, the seats each include 5 legs to keep them in place right 
where you want them.  Specify color:  green, blue or orange.  Seats require inflation and work great 
with our Automatic Ball Inflator (sold separately below).  

LC528 � 17" Ball Seat    Sized for students in kindergarten-grade 2.   19.99
LC529 � 22" Ball Seat    Sized for students in grades 3-6.   24.99

WC218 � AUTOMATIC BALL INFLATOR    Inflate our Balance Ball Seats in seconds!  Our 
portable inflator comes with interchangeable nozzles, including one for deflation, so it’s super-simple 
to use.  Measures 9 3⁄4" long; with a 6-foot power cord.  (Not shown.) 79.99

PREMIUM WOBBLE CHAIRS
This alternative to traditional seating gives kids 
a full range of movement—and the stability 
they need to wobble without tipping over!  
Each of our chairs features a comfortable, 
contoured seat and a rounded, no-slip rubber 
base…plus, the durable plastic chairs’ unique 
design helps strengthen core muscles while 
encouraging proper posture.  There are even 
built-in handles under the 13"-diameter seats 
that make the chairs super-easy to pick up and 
move anywhere in the classroom!  Choose 
from the 4 heights listed below.  Lifetime 
warranty.  All chairs come assembled.  Please 
specify color:  gray, orange, green or blue.  

LC762 � 12" Chair   69.99 
LC764 � 14" Chair   79.99
LC766 � 16" Chair   89.99
LC768 � 18" Chair   99.99

No-slip seat is contoured 
for added comfort!

Non-marking rubber base 
keeps floors looking new!

ERGO BOUNCE CANTILEVER CHAIRS
Our specially designed ergonomic chairs give 
kids the comfort they need as they sit the way 
that suits them!  With a flexible seat back and a 
unique steel frame that provides both spring 
and stability, each molded chair allows children 
to sit forward & sideways…and even bounce.  
Plus, the sturdy plastic chairs feature a built-in 
handle for portability and non-marking glides to 
protect floors!  Lifetime warranty.  All chairs 
come assembled.  Specify color:  gray, orange, 
green or blue.  For help choosing the right size 
chairs, see the chart on page 4.  Flex-Space 
desks and tables sold starting on page 6.

LC763 � 131⁄2" Chair  119.00
LC765 � 151⁄2" Chair  124.00
LC767 �  171⁄2" Chair  129.00

5
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Unique design allows for a variety of seating arrangements.

LIFETIMELIFETIME
WARRANTYWARRANTY

Combine multiple desks for partners or small groups.

Combine 2 or more desks to create small working groups.

LC787 n MOBILE WEDGE STUDENT DESK    
Our wedge desk offers tons of seating configurations for classrooms 
of all shapes and sizes!  With a thick vinyl edgeband and tough 
laminate on both the top and bottom, the desk will stand up to years 
of use.  The 3 steel legs adjust for a desk height of 23"-34" and have 
locking casters for mobility.  Measures 32"w x 22"d.  GREENGUARD® 
Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly.  (Shown.) 279.00
LC747 n MOBILE WEDGE STUDENT DESK 
WITH BOOK BOX    Just like our LC787 desk but with a steel 
box on the underside to store books, papers and more!  Box is 
approximately 12 7⁄8"l x 13 5⁄8"w x 3 1⁄8"h.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  
Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly. 329.00 

LC788 n MOBILE STUDENT DESK    Encourage 
collaboration with our rolling student desk!  The roomy 
desktop is made of durable laminate on both the surface &  
underside, with a tough vinyl edgeband  and a curved 
ergonomic design.  Plus, the adjustable desk height fits 
every level of elementary classrooms!  4 locking casters; 
28"w x 21"d x 23"-34"h.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime 
warranty.  Easy assembly. 319.00 

Tough laminate on top 
and bottom of tables & 

full-steel frames 
for stability and strength.

Smooth-rolling,  
locking casters for easy  

movement.

Flex-Space
Table Features

Put 2 or more desks together for various configurations.

LC776 n MOBILE TRIANGULAR STUDENT DESK   
Here’s a desk that fits seamlessly into any classroom—on its own or 
combined for the configuration of your choice!  The 3-sided desktop 
features a rugged vinyl edgeband, with durable laminate on both the top  
and bottom.  Plus, the 3 adjustable steel legs have locking casters—so 
you can roll it anywhere!  41"w x 22 1⁄2"d x 23"-34"h.  GREENGUARD® 
Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly. 279.00

LC808 n MOBILE STUDENT DESK FOR TWO    Designed for two students 
to sit comfortably side by side, our mobile desk provides generous surface space 
to work with hands-on materials, collaborate on projects & more!  The durable 
desktop has laminate on the top and bottom…and features rounded corners with 
rugged vinyl edging.  Plus, the desk’s full-steel frame & adjustable steel legs make 
it super-sturdy—and versatile!  With 4 locking casters; 54"w x 24"d x 23"-34"h.  
GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly.  439.00

Lakeshore

6
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LIFETIMELIFETIME
WARRANTYWARRANTY

Max. seating for  
30" x 48" table.

Max. seating for  
30" x 60" table.

Max. seating  
for 42" table.

Max. seating  
for 48" table. 

Max. seating for  
group table.  

Arrange 1 or 2 tables to seat groups of up to 8 students!

MOBILE RECTANGULAR TABLES    Our mobile tables are a breeze for 
students to move—for flexible classroom arrangements that accommodate 
groups of all sizes!  The tables feature 4 fully adjustable steel legs and specially 
designed full-steel frames underneath for stability and strength.  Plus, the sturdy 
tabletops are framed by thick vinyl edgebands and have durable laminate on 
both the top and bottom—for years of classroom use.  Tables adjust from 
23" to 34" high.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly.  
LC757 n 30" x 48" Mobile Table    (Shown.) 449.00 
LC759 n 30" x 60" Mobile Table        499.00

MOBILE ROUND TABLES    
Our tables offer the versatility teachers have been asking for!  The kid-friendly 
tables are easy to move anywhere in your classroom—just unlock the 4 casters 
and roll the table right where you want it.  Plus, with tough laminate on both the 
top and bottom of the tables, thick vinyl edgebands and fully adjustable steel 
legs, the tables are built to last.  Tables adjust from 23" to 34" high.  
GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly.  
LC681 n 42" Mobile Table    (Shown.) 449.00 
LC679 n 48" Mobile Table 499.00

LC642 n MOBILE GROUP TABLE    
Set up a small-group learning space in an instant—with a versatile table specially 
designed for today’s classroom!  Our table invites collaboration—and the hardy 
tabletop features laminate on the surface and underside, plus a thick vinyl 
edgeband for added durability.  And the 5 steel legs are completely adjustable, so 
the table height fits a variety of classroom needs.  Table also includes easy-glide 
locking casters to roll it anywhere you like.  Measures 60"w x 44"d x 23"-34"h.  
GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly.  649.00 

LC641 n MOBILE TRAPEZOID TABLE    
Use our trapezoid table to create collaborative learning areas 
in any classroom space!  The tabletop is made of super-
sturdy laminate on both sides…with a thick vinyl edgeband 
to endure years of tough use.  Plus, the 4 steel legs adjust 
from 23" to 34" and have locking casters—so you can move 
the table anywhere you like.  60"w x 30"d.  GREENGUARD® 
Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly.  489.00 

LC757 LC681

www.lakeshorelearning.com
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Max. seating for  
30" x 48" table.

Max. seating for  
30" x 60" table.

Max. seating  
for 42" table.

Max. seating  
for 48" table. 

ROUND FLOOR TABLES    
Give kids an inviting seating option with our low-to-the-ground tables!  
Each tabletop features a vinyl edgeband for durability, plus tough 
laminate on the top and bottom…and the 4 adjustable steel legs have 
protective caps.  Tables adjust from 11" to 16" high.  GREENGUARD® 
Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly.  
LC680 � 42" Floor Table    (Shown.) 299.00 
LC678 � 48" Floor Table     349.00

RECTANGULAR FLOOR TABLES    Kids love our low-to-the-ground tables—
whether they’re sitting on a cushion, our Comfy Floor Seat (sold sep. on p. 3) or right 
on the floor!  Each table has a high-quality, wipe-clean top with a super-strong vinyl 
edgeband and durable laminate on the surface and underside…safe, rounded 
corners…and 4 adjustable steel legs with caps to protect flooring.  Tables adjust from 
11" to 16" high.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly.  
LC756 � 30" x 48" Floor Table    (Shown.) 279.00 
LC758 � 30" x 60" Floor Table 329.00

LIFETIMELIFETIME
WARRANTYWARRANTY

LC721 � Mobile Standing Desk
Measures 28"w x 21"d; adjusts from 31" to 41" high.  379.00
LC722 � Mobile Standing Desk for Two
Measures 48"w x 21"d; adjusts from 31" to 41" high. 499.00
LC637 � HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE STOOL    
Great for use with our standing desks, this versatile stool easily adjusts to 
exactly the right height!  Featuring a heavy-gauge steel frame, 4 legs with 
non-marking, self-leveling glides, and a 13"-diameter laminate seat.  Adjusts 
from 21" to 31" high.  Lifetime warranty.  Comes assembled.   149.00

MOBILE STANDING DESKS    
Our mobile, height-adjustable desks provide flexible work space options, 
promote collaboration and boost physical wellness by getting kids up and 
moving!  Each desk boasts all the high-quality features of our other mobile 
desks—thick vinyl edgebands…tough laminate on the surface and 
underside of the desktop…and steel legs with 4 locking casters that roll 
anywhere in the classroom.  Plus, you can adjust the legs to one of 
11 different positions—to raise and lower the desktop to exactly the right 
height for every student.  There’s even a footrest to keep children comfy 
whether they’re sitting or standing!  Lifetime warranty.  Assembly required.

LC756
LC680

LC721

LC722

LC637

8
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RR400 � CLASSROOM STORAGE BENCH
Our roomy wooden bench has plenty of comfortable 
seating space for students…and 3 compartments to 
keep books and materials organized and within reach!  
Plus, the included padded cushion is made of vinyl and 
attaches with hook & loop fasteners…so you can 
remove it and wipe it clean!  Bench measures 
52"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 16 1⁄2"h.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  
Lifetime warranty.  Comes assembled. 379.00

LC153 � STUDENT LAP DESK
With our portable lap desk, students can work wherever 
they feel most inspired!  The handy wooden desk features 
a flat surface at just the right height for kids.  Plus, it’s 
super-durable for years of repeated use, yet light enough 
for children to move around the classroom.  Lap desk 
measures 18"w x 12"d x 11"h.  Lifetime warranty. 79.99

LC739 � MOBILE TEACHER DESK    
It’s here—the versatile mobile desk teachers 
have been waiting for!  The spacious desktop 
features a curved collaboration area that’s perfect 
for working with kids one-on-one and an integrated wire management 
system to keep cords tucked away and tidy.  Plus, it’s made from 
rugged laminate on the top and underside—framed by a thick vinyl 
edgeband for lasting durability.  There’s even a locking, 3-drawer 
metal cabinet that’s ideal for storing personal belongings, textbooks, 
files and more!  Desk rolls easily on 6 locking casters; measures 
57"w x 24 1⁄2"d x 31"h.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  
Assembly required. 899.00

PREMIUM STACKING STOOLS
Our ultra-durable stools are perfect for adding seating 
anywhere in the classroom—and their space-saving, 
easy-stack design makes it simple to store them out of the 
way!  Featuring 4 sturdy metal legs with plastic bumpers & 
glides and a 13"-diameter laminate seat, each stool is sure 
to withstand years of daily classroom use.  Choose from the 
2 heights listed below.  Lifetime warranty.  Assembled. 

LC544 � 14" Stool  69.99 
LC584 � 18" Stool   79.99

LC544 LC584

Cabinet drawers lock to 
keep items secure!

Stools easily stack!

9
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ALL-PURPOSE STORAGE UNITS
Our durable, all-purpose units store it all—books, supplies, teacher’s 
manuals and more!  Perfect for organizing classrooms, our extra-spacious, 
easy-access units are designed in 3 heights to meet a variety of storage 
needs.  Plus, the sturdy units are made of wipe-clean laminate that 
withstands years of classroom use.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime 
warranty.  All units come assembled.

LC228 � 2-Shelf Storage Unit    Features 2 super-wide shelves and a 
low, easy-reach design.  Measures 36"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 31 3⁄4"h. 349.00
LC229 � 3-Shelf Storage Unit    Unit has 3 extra-roomy shelves for 
all your big storage needs.  Measures 36"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 46"h.  459.00
LC230 � 4-Shelf Storage Unit    Store everything and anything in a 
huge unit with 4 roomy shelves.  Measures 36"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 60 1⁄2"h.  579.00

LC298 � MOBILE BOOK BIN STORAGE CENTER    Our mobile center 
makes it easy to store tons of books in a minimum of space!  The rugged laminate 
unit has 3" locking casters, so you can roll it anywhere.  Plus, it has 3 shelves that 
are perfect for organizing materials and are big enough to hold all 12 of our bins 
(sold separately below)—just fill them with books!  Measures 32"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 34 1⁄4"h.  
GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Comes assembled.    459.00
TT836 � Book Bins - Set of 12    Made especially for books, these 12 plas-
tic bins come in 3 bright colors.  Each is 14" x 7" x 5" high; with labels.  89.50

LIFETIMELIFETIME
WARRANTYWARRANTY

LC228
LC229 LC230

LC847 � 
MOBILE STUDENT WORK ORGANIZER
It’s easy to keep students’ work organized…with individual cubbies for ev-
ery member of the class!  Our heavy-duty laminate unit features 
36 compartments that are perfectly sized to hold assignments, school-to-
home communication and more.  Plus, the unit rolls on 4" locking casters, 
so you can set it up anywhere in the classroom—then roll it away when 
you’re done!  Measures 43 3⁄4"w x 14"d x 41"h.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  
Lifetime warranty.  Comes assembled.   799.00

10
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LC239

LC238

BINDER STORAGE CENTERS    
Here’s a space-saving way to store and organize tons of 
binders!  Our rugged laminate centers fit into any corner, 
and the unique curved design keeps every binder in view.  
GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Each unit 
comes assembled.  Binders not included.   

LC238 � 2-Shelf Center    Holds up to 28 binders; mea-
sures 16 1⁄2"w x 16 1⁄2"d x 26 1⁄4"h. 199.00
LC239 � 3-Shelf Center    Holds up to 42 binders; mea-
sures 16 1⁄2"w x 16 1⁄2"d x 39"h. 299.00

LC508
LC507

LC506

MOBILE STUDENT STORAGE BIN CENTERS    
Give students a central location to store supplies—with durable centers you can roll any-
where!  Simply use the units with our Student Storage Bins (sold separately below) to keep 
books, folders, journals and tons of other classroom supplies organized and within easy 
reach.  The heavy-duty laminate centers feature 3" locking casters.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  
Lifetime warranty.  Each unit comes assembled. 
LC673 � 12-Bin Storage Center    Measures 23 1⁄4"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 33 3⁄4"h.   359.00 
TT334 � Student Storage Bins - Set of 12    You get 12 tough plastic bins in 3 colors, 
plus labels.  Bins measure 14" x 5 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4" high. 89.50 
LC674 � 24-Bin Storage Center    Measures 46"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 33 3⁄4"h.  579.00 
TT675 � Student Storage Bins - Set of 24    You get 24 tough plastic bins in 3 colors, 
plus labels.  Bins measure 14" x 5 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4" high. 179.00

LC673 LC674 

MOBILE STORAGE CUBBIES    Organize and store materials, 
backpacks and more with our roomy mobile storage units!  Designed in 
3 heights and with extra-deep cubbies, these durable laminate units fea-
ture 4" locking casters that make them a breeze to move anywhere in the 
classroom.  Cubbies measure 13"w x 18"d x 13"h.  GREENGUARD® 
Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  All units come assembled.    

LC506 � 6-Cubby Storage Unit    Measures 42"w x 19"d x 33 3⁄4"h. 699.00 
LC507 � 9-Cubby Storage Unit    Measures 42"w x 19"d x 47"h. 999.00   
LC508 � 12-Cubby Storage Unit    Measures 42"w x 19"d x 61"h. 1,299.00

11
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Large storage compartment on 
bottom locks to keep valuable 
items and equipment secure.

Sturdy media 
shelves fold 

down for 
compact storage.

Store electronic devices 
in the top compartment.

Removable shelf hides
cords and outlets below.

LC288 � 

LOCKING STORAGE CABINET    
Our sturdy laminate cabinet locks for safety—so valuable 
supplies & equipment stay secure!  Extra-roomy cabinet 
has 5 spacious shelves to keep materials organized…
and 3 of the shelves even adjust for customized storage.  
Measures 30"w x 23"d x 72"h.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  
Lifetime warranty.  Assembly required. 799.00

MOBILE STORAGE TRAY CENTERS    
From everyday supplies and materials to notebooks, school-to-home communication and more—our 
portable centers provide convenient access to essential items anywhere in the classroom!  Each heavy-
duty laminate center includes handy removable storage trays that slide in and out easily, with built-in 
stoppers to prevent the trays from falling.  Plus, the centers roll on four 4" locking casters—so they’re 
a cinch to move exactly where you need them!  Durable plastic trays come in 3 colors and measure 
12 1⁄4" x 14 3⁄4" x 3" high.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  All units come assembled.  

LC244 � 18-Tray Storage Center
Measures 28"w x 17"d x 39 1⁄2"h. 699.00
LC245 � 27-Tray Storage Center
Measures 41 3⁄4"w x 17"d x 39 1⁄2"h. 999.00 
LC252 � 36-Tray Storage Center
Measures 55 1⁄2"w x 17"d x 39 1⁄2"h. 1,299.00

LC252LC245
LC244

LC453 � STORE-IT-ALL MOBILE LOCKING MEDIA TOWER    Store & connect all your class-
room media technology!  Our space-saving unit has 2 locking compartments:  The handy top com-
partment is great for storing laptops, tablets and other compact devices—all atop a removable shelf 
that hides a power strip and HDMI & VGA ports below…while the spacious bottom compartment is 
ideal for teacher manuals, books and more.  The exterior has 2 fold-up side shelves that lock in place 
to expand your work area…convenient cutouts for cable management…plus extra AC outlets & USB 
ports for charging even more devices.  Laminate unit is 31"w x 19 3⁄4"d x 38 1⁄2"h with the side shelves 
folded down; includes 4 locking casters.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  Comes assembled. 799.00
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Put 2 or more 
desks together 
for partners or 
small groups!

Arrange multiple 
desks together for 

tons of flexible 
seating options!

Versatile design allows for various seating arrangements!Use alone or combine tables for groups of different sizes!

WARRANTYWARRANTY
5 YEAR5 YEAR

LC663 � WRITE & WIPE MOBILE RECTANGULAR TABLE    
No need to go up to a classroom board or use tons of paper—kids can 
write directly on this table!  The dry-erase tabletop is surrounded by a rug-
ged vinyl edgeband for lasting durability, with a laminate surface and 
underside for added strength.  Plus, the table has a stable steel frame and 
4 adjustable steel legs with locking casters for mobility.  Measures 
60"w x 30"d; adjusts from 23" to 34" high.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  5-year 
warranty.  Easy assembly.  549.00

LC664 � WRITE & WIPE MOBILE TRAPEZOID TABLE    
At last—a truly flexible table you’ll actually want kids to write on!  Great for 
maximizing space, our versatile table has a dry-erase surface, with sturdy 
laminate on both sides of the tabletop and a durable vinyl edgeband to 
outlast classroom wear and tear.  Plus, the 4 adjustable steel legs include 
locking casters—so you can move the table anywhere.  Measures 
60"w x 30"d; adjusts from 23" to 34" high.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  5-year 
warranty.  Easy assembly.   539.00

LC662 � WRITE & WIPE MOBILE STUDENT DESK    
Our innovative desk lets kids work out math problems, draw diagrams and 
more—right on the dry-erase surface!  Plus, it’s ultra-durable, featuring a 
tough vinyl edgeband…an ergonomically contoured desktop with sturdy 
laminate on top and bottom…and 4 adjustable steel legs with locking 
casters—roll it anywhere for all sorts of seating configurations!  Measures 
28"w x 21"d; adjusts from 23" to 34" high.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  5-year 
warranty.  Easy assembly.   339.00

LC661 � WRITE & WIPE MOBILE WEDGE STUDENT DESK    
Kids can take notes, brainstorm and more—directly on our desk’s dry-
erase surface!  Plus, the wedge shape allows for tons of seating configu-
rations—rolling anywhere in the classroom on 3 locking casters.  Desk 
features a thick vinyl edgeband, durable laminate on the top and  
bottom of the desktop, and 3 adjustable steel legs.  Measures 
32"w x 22"d; adjusts from 23" to 34" high.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  
5-year warranty.  Easy assembly.   299.00

13
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ALL-PURPOSE STORAGE UNITS    All the practical functionality of tradi-
tional storage units—in a gray color that’s perfect for the 21st-century class-
room!  Our attractive units feature spacious shelves to hold all sorts of 
items—from books and binders to activity kits and board games…and come in 
3 different heights to accommodate all your storage needs.  And they’re made of 
wipe-clean laminate to endure years of busy school use!  GREENGUARD® 
Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  All units come assembled.  Available May 2020 

LC531 n 2-Shelf Storage Unit    Easy-access unit has 2 big shelves 
to keep items within reach.  Measures 36"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 31 3⁄4"h. 349.00
LC532 n 3-Shelf Storage Unit    3 deep shelves perfectly fit tons of 
supplies and materials.  Measures 36"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 46"h.  459.00
LC533 n 4-Shelf Storage Unit    Featuring 4 roomy shelves—for all 
your classroom essentials.  Measures 36"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 60 1⁄2"h. 579.00

LC696 n MOBILE BOOK BIN 
STORAGE CENTER    Our handy center makes it easy to roll tons of books 
anywhere in the classroom!  Made from rugged laminate and featuring a modern 
gray design, the center includes 3 divided shelves that perfectly fit 12 bins (sold 
separately below)—so your books stay organized and right within reach!  
Measures 32"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 34 3⁄4"h; with 3" locking casters.  GREENGUARD® 
Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Comes assembled.  Available May 2020 459.00
TT836 n Book Bins - Set of 12    Set includes 12 plastic book bins in 
3 bright colors.  Each bin measures 14" x 7" x 5" high; with labels.  89.50

LC174 n 
MOBILE STUDENT WORK ORGANIZER    
Homework, student journals, parent communication and more—this 
versatile organizer holds it all!  Featuring 36 individual compartments 
that you can assign to every student in your class, our super-durable 
laminate unit comes in a gray design to complement all sorts of class-
room decor.  And it rolls on 4" locking casters for easy setup anywhere 
you need it!  Measures 43 3⁄4"w x 14"d x 41"h.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  
Lifetime warranty.  Comes assembled.  Available May 2020 799.00

LIFETIMELIFETIME
WARRANTYWARRANTY

LC531
LC532 LC533
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LC512 n  
LOCKING STORAGE CABINET    Keep all your valu-
able supplies and equipment safe and secure—in a rugged 
double-door cabinet that locks with the turn of a key!  Our 
gray laminate unit features 5 roomy shelves—3 of which 
adjust to suit your specific storage needs.  Measures 
30"w x 23"d x 72"h.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime war-
ranty.  Assembly required.  Available May 2020 799.00

LC215 n  MOBILE 6-CUBBY STORAGE UNIT   
The 6 extra-spacious cubbies in our portable unit are big 
enough for even the hardest-to-store items!  Featuring a 
modern gray design, the durable laminate unit includes 4" locking casters, so you 
can easily move it to any location in your classroom.  Unit measures 
42"w x 19"d x 33 3⁄4"h; each cubby measures 13"w x 18"d x 13"h.  GREENGUARD® 
Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Comes assembled.  Available May 2020 699.00 

LC414

LC412

BINDER STORAGE CENTERS    
Make the most of all your classroom space with storage centers 
that fit into any corner…and keep tons of binders super-organized!  
Our durable laminate centers feature wide, curved shelves for visi-
bility—in a sophisticated gray color that’s perfect for modern class-
rooms.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Each unit 
comes assembled.  Binders not included.  Available May 2020

LC412 n 2-Shelf Center    
Holds up to 28 binders; measures 
16 1⁄2"w x 16 1⁄2"d x 26 1⁄4"h. 199.00
LC414 n 3-Shelf Center    
Holds up to 42 binders; measures 
16 1⁄2"w x 16 1⁄2"d x 39"h. 299.00

MOBILE STUDENT STORAGE BIN CENTERS    
Need a central spot to store students’ supplies?  Our handy centers are just the thing!  
Fill them with our storage bins (sold separately below)…and keep everything from books 
and journals to scissors and writing utensils readily available whenever students need 
them.  Plus, each gray laminate unit rolls on 3" locking casters—for super-easy transport 
throughout your classroom!  GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Each unit comes 
assembled.  Available May 2020
LC575 n 12-Bin Storage Center    Measures 23 1⁄4"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 33 3⁄4"h.         359.00
TT334 n Student Storage Bins - Set of 12    Set includes 12 durable plastic bins in 
3 colors to fill our LC575 center above.  Bins are 14" x 5 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4" high; with labels. 89.50 
LC576 n 24-Bin Storage Center    Measures 46"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 33 3⁄4"h.  579.00 
TT675 n Student Storage Bins - Set of 24    Set includes 24 durable plastic bins in 
3 colors to fill our LC576 center above.  Bins are 14" x 5 1⁄4" x 6 1⁄4" high; with labels. 179.00

LC575 LC576 
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LC257 n MOBILE STUDENT DESK    What better way 
to encourage student collaboration than with a desk that rolls 
anywhere in the classroom!  Our height-adjustable desk is 
ergonomically curved for comfort and features a gray, vinyl-
edge desktop with solid laminate on both the surface and 
underside for lasting durability.  28"w x 21"d x 23"-34"h; 
includes 4 locking casters.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  
Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly. 319.00 

LC256 n MOBILE WEDGE STUDENT DESK    
Our wedge desk is truly flexible—use it alone for indepen-
dent work or put several together to invite collaboration!  The 
gray desktop is surrounded by a thick vinyl edgeband, with 
rugged laminate on both the top and bottom to last through 
years of use.  Plus, the desk rolls on 3 adjustable steel legs 
with locking casters!  32"w x 22"d x 23"-34"h.  GREENGUARD® 
Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly. 279.00 

LC253 n Mobile Standing Desk
Measures 28"w x 21"d; adjusts from 31" to 41" high.  379.00 
LC254 n Mobile Standing Desk for Two
Measures 48"w x 21"d; adjusts from 31" to 41" high. 499.00
LC741 n HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE STOOL    A great companion to our 
standing desks, this handy stool gives kids the perfect place to sit—at the height 
that’s right for them!  The steel-frame stool features a gray, 13"-diameter seat, 
plus 4 legs that adjust for a stool height of 21" to 31"—with self-leveling glides 
that won’t mark up your floor.  Lifetime warranty.  Comes assembled. 149.00

MOBILE STANDING DESKS    Whether they’re sitting down or on 
their feet, students always have the perfect place to work with our versa-
tile standing desks!  Designed to provide flexible work space options 
while promoting kids’ physical well-being, each all-gray desk features a 
rugged desktop with heavy-duty laminate on the surface and under-
side—framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added toughness.  Plus, the 
steel legs have 4 locking casters and adjust to 11 different positions, so 
every student can work at exactly the right height—seated or standing!  
There’s even a handy footrest for superior comfort and support.  
GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Assembly required.

LIFETIMELIFETIME
WARRANTYWARRANTY

Put 2 or more desks together for partners or small groups. Unique desk shape offers multiple seating configurations.

LC253

LC254

LC741

Tough laminate on top and 
bottom of tables & full-steel 

frames for stability and strength.

Smooth-rolling, locking casters 
for easy movement.

Flex-Space
Table Features
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MOBILE RECTANGULAR TABLES    When your students are on the 
move, our easy-to-transport tables move right along with them!  Featuring an 
all-gray design that’s perfect for 21st-century classrooms, each of our tables 
includes a full-steel frame for ultimate stability and strength…a tough tabletop 
with a thick vinyl edgeband and durable laminate on both the top and bottom…
plus 4 adjustable steel legs with easy-rolling casters.  Tables adjust from 23" to 
34" high.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly.  
LC213 n 30" x 48" Mobile Table    (Shown.) 449.00 
LC214 n 30" x 60" Mobile Table        499.00

MOBILE ROUND TABLES    
Today’s classrooms need versatile tables, and our tables are not only that…
they’re more!  Each table was designed with durability in mind—including a gray 
tabletop framed by a tough vinyl edgeband, heavy-duty laminate on the surface 
and underside, full-steel framing and 4 adjustable steel legs.  Plus, they’re a 
breeze to transport—just unlock the 4 casters and go!  Tables adjust from  
23" to 34" high.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly.  
LC211 n 42" Mobile Table    (Shown.) 449.00 
LC212 n 48" Mobile Table 499.00

LC259 n MOBILE TEACHER DESK    Our desk has all the 
features you need—in the sophisticated gray design you want!  The 
desktop is made from rugged laminate on the surface & underside—
framed by a thick vinyl edgeband for added durability…and it fea-
tures a curved collaboration area as well as an integrated wire 
management system.  Plus, the unit includes a locking, 3-drawer 
metal cabinet that keeps belongings and materials extra-secure and 
always at hand.  Best of all, the desk rolls on 6 locking casters for 
super-easy transport.  Measures 57"w x 24 1⁄2"d x 31"h.  GREENGUARD® 
Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Assembly required. 899.00

LC539 n MOBILE TRAPEZOID TABLE    It’s a cinch to 
create collaborative learning spaces anywhere you need them with 
our mobile table!  It features an ultra-durable gray surface completely 
covered with super-strong laminate on both the top and bottom…
an extra-tough vinyl edgeband that wraps around the tabletop on 
all 4 sides…plus 4 adjustable steel legs with locking casters for 
incredibly easy portability.  60"w x 30"d x 23"-34"h.  GREENGUARD® 
Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly.  489.00 

Storage cabinet  
locks for security— 
to keep items safe!

LIFETIMELIFETIME
WARRANTYWARRANTY

Max. seating for  
30" x 48" table.

Max. seating for  
30" x 60" table.

Max. seating  
for 42" table.

Max. seating  
for 48" table. 

LC213

Arrange 1 or 2 tables to seat up to 8 students!

LC211
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LC751 � STUDENT STORAGE BACKPACK CART    
Give students a place to store their personal belongings—
and easily roll everything out of the way!  Our all-metal cart 
features open access to the front and back—with 32 kid-safe hooks in 
the middle and on the sides for hanging backpacks, jackets and more.  
Plus, the top and bottom shelves are spacious enough for items like 
boots, water bottles and sports equipment—great alone or with our 
bins (sold separately below).  Measures 49"w x 22"d x 56"h; with 
4 locking casters.  Assembly required. 699.00
TT531 � Backpack Cart Storage Bins - Set of 10    
You get 10 durable plastic bins in 3 colors; each bin measures 
9 1⁄8" x 11" x 6 3⁄4" high. 89.50

LC748 � DOUBLE-SIDED MOBILE TEACHING EASEL    Our mobile easel 
is perfect for the 21st-century classroom!  With 2 magnetic write & wipe surfaces—
one blank for drawing and demonstrating concepts and one with permanent, 
1 1⁄2" lines for writing—the versatile, multipurpose steel-frame easel also features a 
handy tray for displaying books…rings to hang charts and tablets…even a roomy 
shelf for supplies.  Best of all, the 30"w x 34 1⁄2"d x 62"h easel rolls on 4 locking 
casters—for seamless mobility anywhere you need it!  Easy assembly. 449.00

Sturdy 
shelf keeps 
supplies in 
easy reach!

Includes rings to 
display chart tablets 
and pocket charts!

Blank magnetic 
write & wipe board 

on one side.

Lined magnetic 
write & wipe board 

on the other! 

LC708

Max. seating  
for 42" table.

Max. seating  
for 48" table. 

ROUND FLOOR TABLES    
Now kids can “pull up a seat”…right on the floor!  Each extra-low gray 
table has a top made of tough laminate on the surface and underside—
surrounded by a vinyl edgeband for added durability.  Plus, the 4 adjust- 
able steel legs include protective caps.  Tables adjust from 11" to 
16" high.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly.  
LC706 � 42" Floor Table    (Shown.) 299.00 
LC707 � 48" Floor Table     349.00

LC706

RECTANGULAR FLOOR TABLES    No 21st-century learning space is complete 
without floor tables!  Perfect for use with cushions, our Comfy Floor Seats (sold sep. 
on p. 3) or for sitting right on the floor, each low-to-the-ground table features a gray top 
with rugged laminate on the surface and underside…a thick vinyl edgeband for lasting 
strength…and 4 adjustable steel legs with caps to protect floors.  Tables adjust  
from 11" to 16" high.  GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Easy assembly.  
LC708 � 30" x 48" Floor Table    (Shown.) 279.00 
LC709 � 30" x 60" Floor Table 329.00

Max. seating for  
30" x 48" table.

Max. seating for  
30" x 60" table.

18
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LOUNGE & LEARN MODULAR SEATING    
Make the most of your space with modular seating that’s effortless 
to arrange and rearrange to meet your classroom’s needs!  
Combine our Lounge & Learn Curved Couch with our 2- or 3-seat 
Lounge & Learn Couches to maximize valuable corner space…or 
use our multipurpose ottoman as seating, a table or a footrest—
the possibilities are endless!  Plus, the seats and seat backs are 
padded with high-density foam to provide extra support and 
comfort.  And it couldn’t be easier to keep each piece looking like 
new—simply wipe the smooth, durable vinyl clean!  All units come 
assembled.  Please specify color:  green, blue, orange or gray.

LC812 � Lounge & Learn Chair    
Seat is 14" high; chair measures 20"w x 21"d x 25"h. 249.00
LC246 � Lounge & Learn Couch for Two    
Seat is 14" high; couch measures 35"w x 21"d x 25"h. 379.00
LC813 � Lounge & Learn Couch for Three    
Seat is 14" high; couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h. 499.00
LC348 � Lounge & Learn Curved Couch    
Seat is 14" high; couch measures 50"w x 21"d x 25"h. 569.00
LC274 � Lounge & Learn Ottoman    
Ottoman measures 20"w x 20"d x 14"h. 199.00

LC274LC246LC812 LC813 LC348

Multiple seating options to fit your classroom’s needs! Specify color:

green

blue

orange

gray
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A PLACE FOR EVERYONE CLASSROOM CARPETS    
These bright and inviting carpets feature big, bold, extra-roomy squares that 
give each child their very own space to sit!  Plus, the color-coded rows 
make it incredibly easy to divide the class into small groups.  Classroom-
tough carpets meet a Class I rating of NFPA 253 and the fire-resistance 
standards of the Uniform Building Code.  Guaranteed for 10 years.

LC697 n Classroom Carpet for 20    
20 squares for seating up to 20 children.  Measures 8' x 9'. 379.00
LC698 n Classroom Carpet for 30    
30 squares for seating up to 30 chil dren.  Measures 9' x 12'.  (Shown.)  
 489.00

A SPOT FOR EVERYONE CLASSROOM CARPETS    With an 
alternating color pattern of big, roomy circles, our comfy carpets are both a 
classroom management tool and the perfect spot for students to participate 
in small- and whole-group activities!  Kids just find their own circle and take a 
seat!  Durable nylon carpets meet a Class I rating of NFPA 253 and the fire-
resistance standards of the Uniform Building Code.  Guaranteed for 10 years.

LC282 n Classroom Carpet for 20    
8' x 9' carpet has 20 spots for seating up to 20 children. 379.00
LC283 n Classroom Carpet for 30    
9' x 12' carpet has 30 spots for seating up to 30 children.  (Shown.) 489.00

20
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COMFY CLASSROOM CARPETS    These extra-plush carpets are made of 
thick, soil-resistant synthetic fiber that’s in credibly cozy—yet rugged enough to 
withstand the tough est classroom use!  The carpets come in a variety of sizes, so 
it’s easy to provide comfortable seating anywhere in the classroom.  Best of all, the 
carpets feature rich, inviting colors that resist fading year after year…with a sturdy, 
flexible backing that provides superior support—so carpets lie flat.  Carpets meet a 
Class II rating of NFPA 253 and the fire-resistance stan dards of the Uniform Building 
Code.  Guaranteed for 10 years.  Please see the chart to order rectangular or round 
carpets in your choice of 3 colors. 

Carpets are extra-
thick…and super-soft!

Rectangular Round
4' x 6' 6' x 9' 9' x 12' 6' 9'

Price 119.00 229.00 389.00 169.00 359.00
Gray LC859 LC862 LC865 LC851 LC854
Blue LC857 LC860 LC863 LC849 LC852
Green LC858 LC861 LC864 LC850 LC853

DESIGNER ACCENTS CLASSROOM CARPETS    With a contemporary design and a modern, 
multihued color scheme, our versatile carpets make it easy to accent areas of your classroom…add 
appealing pops of color…give kids a comfy place to sit…define specific learning zones…and more!  Tough 
nylon carpets meet a Class I rating of NFPA 253 and the fire-resistance standards of the Uniform Building 
Code.  Guaranteed for 10 years.  See the chart to order rectangular carpets in your choice of 2 colors.

 6' x 9' 9' x 12'
 Price 299.00 489.00
 Gray LC823 LC824
 Blue LC745 LC746

Our incredibly durable classroom 
carpets are guaranteed for 10 full years!
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HH410X  CAN DO! READING GAMES - GR. 1-2 - COMPLETE SET
Our easy-to-play games provide fun skill-building practice with shades of meaning, 
vowel sounds, sight-words and more—with every spin!  Each game canister 
comes with a handy lid that doubles as a spinner, plus 44 tokens and 60 game 
cards designed to build foundational skills.  Players simply spin to select a question 
in one of three categories, then collect tokens as they decode two-syllable words, 
identify key details in a text and boost other reading skills!  The first player to collect 
10 tokens wins!  You get all 8 games, each with an answer card for easy self-
checking.  Each can measures 6 1⁄2" tall. 149.00

Each game is also available separately.
HH439  Phonics Game    (Shown.) 19.99
HH507  Comprehension Game 19.99
HH412  Language Skills Game 19.99
HH132  Vowel Sounds Game 19.99
HH133  Word Families Game 19.99
HH134  Sight-Words Game 19.99
HH131  Phonemic Awareness Game     19.99
HH411  Vocabulary Game 19.99

Shown:  Phonics Game

DD226X  READING & WRITING INSTANT 
LEARNING CENTERS    Children master word 
families, develop grammar skills, boost comprehension 
and more—with skill-building centers that let them work 
at their own pace!  Each center comes with everything 
you need for up to 4 students at once—including 4 sets 
of hands-on materials, a double-sided chart with easy-
to-follow illustrated instructions and an answer key.  You 
even get an assessment card to track students’ progress!  
Set of all 8 centers; charts measure 9" x 10 1⁄2". 269.00
Each center is also available separately.
LL597  Writing Super Sentences       34.99
DD234  Word Families     34.99
DD235  Phonics     34.99
DD216  Reading Comprehension     34.99
LL596  Sequencing    (Shown.)     34.99
DD233  Contractions     34.99
LL582  Verb Tense     34.99
DD238  Capitalization and Punctuation 34.99

Grade Level 1 2

8 centers that set up in an instant!

Each center is designed for 
up to 4 students at once!  

Shown:  Sequencing

Grade Level 1 2
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LC440X  CAN DO! READING GAMES - GR. 3-4 - COMPLETE SET
Boost reading and writing skills, vocabulary and more with hands-on games 
students will love to play!  Children just spin to select one of three categories…
draw a card and answer the question…then collect tokens when they correctly 
analyze characters, identify root words, use context clues and more—building 
basic reading skills!  Each game comes in a handy can that includes 60 game 
cards, 44 tokens, an answer card for convenient self-checking—and a game 
spinner built right into the lid!  Complete set includes all 8 games.  Each can 
measures 6 1⁄2" tall. 149.00

Each game is also available separately.
LC441  Reading Literature Game   19.99
LC442  Reading Informational Text Game 19.99
LC443  Writing Skills Game 19.99
LC444  Vocabulary Game    (Shown.) 19.99
LC445  Prefixes & Suffixes Game 19.99
LC446  Parts of Speech Game 19.99
LC447  Conventions Game     19.99
LC448  Figurative Language Game 19.99

Shown:  Vocabulary Game

Grade Level 3 4

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5
DAILY LANGUAGE PRACTICE JOURNALS    
Reinforce foundational language skills with engaging, ready-to-use 
activities for every day of the school year!  Each journal features 35 weeks 
of daily activities that cover key language arts standards and help students 
boost skills in vocabulary, phonics, grammar, writing and reading compre-
hension.  Plus, children can use the helpful answer key to check their own 
work.  Each journal is 76-78 pages long and measures 8" x 10 1⁄2".  

Grade Each Set of 10

Kindergarten  GG112    4.49  GG113    42.99

Grade 1  GG101 4.49  GG102 42.99

Grade 2  GG103 4.49  GG104 42.99

Grade 3  GG105 4.49  GG106 42.99

Grade 4  GG107 4.49  GG108 42.99

Grade 5  GG109 4.49  GG110 42.99
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FF420X  READING & WRITING ACTIVITY STATIONS - COMPLETE SET    Students build 
essential language skills in 5 key areas—with fun-filled activity stations that let them work at their own pace!  
Each set features 4 different activities, all designed for up to 4 kids to work at once—with enough hands-on 
materials for each student, plus a double-sided tent-based flip book.  Just set out the materials, introduce 
the activity…then students follow the step-by-step instructions to find the main idea in a passage, build 
compound words, sort beginning and ending sounds, and more!  All 5 sets listed below; each includes 
a guide with 4 reproducible activity sheets and a recording sheet for informal assessments. 349.00
Each set is also available separately.
FF421  Phonics 69.99
FF422  Word Work 69.99
FF423  Vocabulary   69.99

FF425  Writing  69.99
FF424   Reading Comprehension    

(Shown.) 69.99

 Activity 2:  Nonfiction Scavenger Hunt

Activity 3:  Read-A-Story Rings

Activity 4:  Comprehension Sorting Mats Shown:  Reading Comprehension

Activity 1:  Roll-A-Question Cubes

Awesome!

BD540X � POWER PEN!® EARLY READING 
QUIZ CARDS - COMPLETE SET   
Here’s a super-engaging way to build early reading skills—with 
instant reinforcement!  Students just touch an answer on our 
quiz cards with the special pen…and the pen tells them 
whether they’re right or wrong.  You get all 6 card packs, each 
with 53 double-sided quiz cards, plus an answer key.  Cards 
measure 3 1⁄2" x 5 1⁄2".  Pen sold separately. 75.00
Each pack is also available separately.
BD543 � Short Vowels Quiz Cards    (Shown.) 12.99
BD542 � Consonants Quiz Cards   12.99
BD545 � Word Families Quiz Cards 12.99
BD544 � Long Vowels Quiz Cards 12.99
BD541 � Reading Readiness Quiz Cards 12.99
BD546 � Blends & Digraphs Quiz Cards 12.99
BD530 � Power Pen!®    2 “AAA” batteries not incl. 11.99
BD530X � Power Pen!® - Set of 4    Set of 4 pens.  Each 
requires 2 “AAA” batteries (not included).     46.99

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1 2 3
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PP955X  MATCH & SORT LANGUAGE QUICKIES - 
GR. 4-5 - COMPLETE SET    Students sharpen language skills in a flash—
with our quick-to-play games!  Each set focuses on a different skill area—from 
vocabulary to informational text—and includes 8 game pouches covering skills 
like detecting context clues, mastering verb tense and more.  Plus, each game 
has answer cards and simple instructions printed directly on the pouches—so 
children can play and learn independently!  Set of all four 8" game boxes, each 
with 8 different games (for a total of 120-145 cards per box). 115.00
Each game box is also available separately.
PP958  Literature    Set of 8 games.   29.99 
PP956  Grammar & Writing    Set of 8 games.   29.99 
PP957  Vocabulary    Set of 8 games.   29.99 
PP959  Informational Text    Set of 8 games.  (Shown.) 29.99

PP245X  MATCH & SORT LANGUAGE QUICKIES - 
K-GR. 1 - COMPLETE SET    
Pack tons of language practice into a short amount of time…with our 
ready-to-use card games!  Each set features 8 different card games 
that provide focused practice with a specific skill area—from phonics 
to early comprehension.  Perfect for independent use, the pouches 
have illustrated instructions printed right on…so the games are a cinch 
to play!  Set of all four 8" game boxes, each with 8 different games (for 
a total of 110-171 cards per box).  115.00
Each game box is also available separately.
PP249  Early Reading Comprehension    Set of 8 games. 29.99  
PP248  Vocabulary    Set of 8 games.   29.99   
PP247  Language Skills    Set of 8 games.   29.99    
PP246  Phonics    Set of 8 games.  (Shown.) 29.99

PP575X  MATCH & SORT LANGUAGE QUICKIES - 
GR. 2-3 - COMPLETE SET    
Our independent card games take just minutes to play—helping students build 
grade-appropriate language skills in a fun and involving way!  Each set highlights 
a different skill area—from vocabulary to phonics—and comes with 8 ready-
to-play card games in 8 individual pouches.  Children just grab a pouch, then 
follow the 3-step instructions to add prefixes and suffixes to root words, iden-
tify informational text features and more.  Set of all four 8 1⁄2" game boxes, 
each with 8 different games (for a total of 141-190 cards per box). 115.00
Each game box is also available separately.
PP578  Vocabulary    Set of 8 games. 29.99 
PP579  Phonics    Set of 8 games. 29.99 
PP576  Reading Comprehension    Set of 8 games. 29.99 
PP577  Language Skills    Set of 8 games.  (Shown.) 29.99 

Grade Level 1K Grade Level 2 3

Grade Level 4 5

VF540X � READING FLASH CARD LIBRARY    
Ideal for skills review and test preparation, our handy flash cards 
give students the practice they need to master spelling skills, boost 
vocabulary, use words in context and more!  Set of all 7 packs listed 
below, each with 72-96 cards.   55.00  
Each pack is also available separately.  Each    7.99
VF541 � Picture-Words    (Shown.) VF542 � More Picture-Words 
VF548 � Consonants,  VF545 � Sight-Words
 Blends & Digraphs VF546 � Action Words
VF549 � Word Families VF547 � Vowels & Vowel Teams

Grade Level 1K 2 3

Shown:  Phonics

Shown:  Informational Text

Shown:  Picture-Words

Shown:  Language Skills
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RR795X  READING & WRITING
SKILLS FOLDER GAME LIBRARIES -                    
GR. 2-3 - COMPLETE SET    
What better way to boost reading and writing 
skills than with super-appealing games that 
students love to play!  Each library listed below 
includes 10 different self-checking games that 
get children excited about learning—from 
using context clues to identifying point of view.  
Best of all, the games come ready to play:  Stu-
dents just grab a folder filled with everything 
they need for independent practice, then follow 
the simple instructions to build skills at their 
own pace!  Set includes all 4 libraries; folders 
measure 9 1⁄4" x 11 5⁄8". 149.00
Each library is also available separately.
RR797   Reading  

Comprehension 39.99   
RR796  Grammar & Writing 39.99   
RR799   Phonics &  

Language Skills   39.99   
RR798  Vocabulary    (Shown.) 39.99

Grade Level 2 3

PP520X  READING SKILLS 
FOLDER GAME LIBRARIES - 
K-GR. 1 - COMPLETE SET    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  
As students discover opposites in an adven-
ture around town and sort fish in a sea of 
vowel sounds, they independently master 
reading skills hands on!  Each of our ready-
to-use libraries includes 10 exciting and 
unique folder games, each with easy-to-
follow illustrated instructions so children can 
simply grab a game and start playing—then 
check their answers when they’re finished!  
You get a set of all 4 libraries, each with a 
teacher’s guide that includes a reproducible 
assessment for tracking student progress.  
The folders measure 9 1⁄4" x 11 5⁄8". 149.00
Each library is also available separately.
PP521    Phonological Awareness
 (Shown.)  39.99
PP524  Language Skills 39.99  
PP523  Vocabulary  39.99  
PP522   Phonics &  

Word Recognition 39.99

Grade Level 1K
Simple, illustrated instructions on every game folder!

Each game has simple, illustrated instructions!

Shown:  Phonological Awareness

Shown:  Vocabulary
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AA790X � READING & WRITING
SKILLS FOLDER GAME LIBRARIES -
GR. 4-5 - COMPLETE SET    
From Super Bike Speedway—where kids race 
to make inferences—to Super Spy—where 
analyzing text structure is a covert operation—
our folder games target key reading and writing 
standards while keeping kids engaged!  Each 
library listed below includes 10 unique folder 
games—perfect for independent practice!  
Students just grab a folder filled with everything 
they need, then follow the simple 3-step 
instructions on the front.  Best of all, the 
activities are self-checking…for instant 
reinforcement!  You get all 4 libraries, for a total 
of 40 games that kids will come to ask for by 
name!  Folders measure 9 1⁄4" x 11 5⁄8". 149.00
Each library is also available separately.
AA792 � Reading Literature  39.99  
AA794 � Vocabulary 39.99  
AA791 � Grammar & Writing 39.99  
AA793 �  Reading Informational  

Text    (Shown.) 39.99

Grade Level 4 5 3-step instructions students can follow on their own!

In this game, kids read a passage…then 
answer questions correctly to solve a riddle!

ARE YOU READY? GAME SHOWS®    Find out if kids are ready for the next grade…with our super-exciting game 
shows!  Perfect for assessing students’ readiness for standardized tests and the next grade level, each of our game shows 
is packed with 6 fun games that let kids win pretend cash for every math or language question they answer correctly.  Plus, 
after you play, simply enter the game results online and we’ll give you an instant online assessment that pinpoints any 
areas where students may need additional help.  We even provide tons of free printable activities that focus on the exact 
skills that kids need to practice—helping ensure a successful school year!  Each 6-game set has 198-240 playing cards, 
a game stand with a discard tray, play money, reward coupons and a score tracker.  Game stands measure 11 1⁄4" high.

AA880 � Are You Ready for Kindergarten? 29.99 AA883 � Are You Ready for 3rd Grade? 29.99
AA881 � Are You Ready for 1st Grade?    29.99 AA884 � Are You Ready for 4th Grade? 29.99
AA882 � Are You Ready for 2nd Grade?     29.99 AA885 � Are You Ready for 5th Grade?  29.99

6 games in each set!

Assess kids’ scores online 
with the score tracker! 

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5

Shown:  Reading Informational Text
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LL925X  TEACHING READING SKILLS ACTIVITY CENTERS -
COMPLETE SET    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Our skill-building centers make it easy to explore 5 major components of 
reading—with involving activities students can complete on their own!  
Each center includes different write & wipe mats that focus on specific 
reading skills, plus enough materials for up to 4 students at once—from 
letters and picture cards to high-interest stories and flip books.  Children 
just choose an activity, follow the step-by-step directions to complete it 
at their own pace…then use the included answer cards to check their 
own work!  Complete set includes 5 centers, each with 15 activity mats, 
4 write & wipe markers, hands-on materials and a guide.   199.00
Each center is also available separately.
LL961  Phonemic Awareness Center
Students count sounds, sort syllables, match middle 
vowels and more. 39.99
LL929  Phonics Center    
Children find missing sounds, build words, solve 
crossword puzzles and more.  (Shown.) 39.99
LL938  Vocabulary Center   
Children identify shades of meaning, adjectives, 
attributes and more. 39.99
LL939  Comprehension Center    
Students answer questions about cause and effect, 
main ideas and more. 39.99
LL965  Fluency Center    
Students read high-interest stories, identify difficult 
words, time their reading speeds and more. 39.99

Shown:  Phonics Center

Grade Level 1K 2 3

Each center covers a different 
component of reading!

EE940X  READING SKILLS 
ACTIVITY DICE - COMPLETE SET    
Kids develop essential reading skills with every roll 
of our hands-on activity dice!  As students roll, they 
use the color-coded dice to build CVC words, iden-
tify sight-words, recognize spelling patterns and 
more.  Plus, the jumbo dice are made of durable 
foam for a quiet classroom experience—perfect for 
independent learning and small groups!  Each set 
comes in a handy storage tub and includes 12 dice 
and an activity guide filled with lots of games.  You 
get all 4 sets; dice measure 1 5⁄8".  75.00
Each set is also available separately.
EE946  Word Families 19.99
EE947  CVC Words 19.99
EE948  Sight-Words 19.99
EE949  Prefixes & Suffixes 19.99

Grade Level 1K 2

HH870X  BUILDING VOCABULARY LISTENING CENTER
SKILL PACKS - COMPLETE SET    Students identify synonyms, 
decode context clues and more…with self-guided activities they can 
complete on their own!  Just pop in a CD, then kids use the write &  
wipe cards to complete activities at their own pace.  They can even 
check their work as they go!  All 6 packs; each has a CD, plus enough 
materials for 4 students to complete 4 different activities. 179.00
Each skill pack is also available separately.      
HH871  Multiple Meanings Skill Pack 29.99  
HH872  Prefixes Skill Pack  29.99
HH873  Suffixes Skill Pack  29.99
HH874  Synonyms Skill Pack  29.99  
HH875  Antonyms Skill Pack  29.99
HH876  Using Context Clues Skill Pack    (Shown.) 29.99  
LC5326  Storage Rack    Sturdy metal rack is 17" high. 19.99
DD105  Write & Wipe Markers - Thin-Line    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*    
Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers.  3.99

Grade Level 1 2 3

Shown:  Using Context Clues

LC5326

Lakeshore *For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see page 165.
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Grade Level 1K 2
LM390X � SPLASH! READING GAMES - COMPLETE SET    
A quick, easy way to introduce CVC words, sight-words and more—our 
super-fun pool-themed games are sure to make a “splash”!  Students just 
draw an inner-tube card, read the word aloud and keep the card if they 
read it correctly…or start again if they draw a “Splash!”  The first player to 
collect 10 cards wins!  Complete set includes all 5 games, each with 
108 cards; cards are 1 1⁄2".  For 2-4 players. 49.99
Each game is also available separately.
LM392 � CVC Words    (Shown.) 10.99 
LM391 � Two-Syllable Words 10.99
LM393 � Blends & Digraphs 10.99
LM394 � Vowel Sounds 10.99 
LM395 � Sight-Words 10.99

Shown:  CVC Words

LL863  5-MINUTE VOCABULARY PRACTICE CARDS
Students get focused practice using context clues, defining idioms, 
identifying synonyms and antonyms, and more…as they complete our 
quick, high-interest quiz cards!  Each double-sided card features multiple-
choice questions that target an essential vocabulary skill, giving students 
valuable test prep practice.  Comes with 125 cards in 5 skill areas, plus 
5 answer cards—all in a sturdy box.  Cards are 4" x 6".   29.99

GG958 � PREFIX & SUFFIX WORD BUILDING TILES - CLASS SET
Strengthen students’ vocabulary with our hands-on tiles—color-coded by 
word part!  Children simply mix and match the tiles to add prefixes and 
suffixes to root words…boosting spelling and vocabulary skills along the 
way.  You get 20 sets of 48 tiles in sturdy vinyl pouches.  Tiles measure 
1 5⁄8" wide.   89.99
GG959 � Extra Student Pack    A set of 48 tiles in a vinyl pouch. 5.99

FF470X  VOCABULARY MATCH-UPS - COMPLETE SET    As stu-
dents put together our skill-building match-ups, they explore prefixes, suffixes, 
multiple-meaning words & more!  Each set includes 12 three-piece puzzles that 
focus on a specific vocabulary skill.  Children simply match words to their 
corresponding pictures or definitions—as they pair up homophones, identify 
synonyms & antonyms, define words using context clues & more!  Plus, the puzzles 
are all self-correcting for instant reinforcement.  Each puzzle is 5" x 6".  The set 
includes all 6 puzzle sets listed below—for a total of 72 puzzles. 69.99
Each puzzle set is also available separately.
FF474   Multiple Meanings    (Shown.) 12.99  
FF476  Antonyms 12.99 
FF475  Homophones 12.99 
FF472  Context Clues 12.99  
FF477  Synonyms 12.99
FF473   Prefixes & Suffixes    12.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5Grade Level 3 4 5

Grade Level 1 2 3

 Shown:  Multiple Meanings

www.lakeshorelearning.com
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LC872 � 
FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 
READING PACK - GR. 1
From racing to recognize key 
details to solving blend and 
digraph riddles, our play-at-
home games & activities keep 
families engaged while helping 
kids boost key reading skills!  
Includes 4 books, 115 letter 
pieces, 20 sight-word game 
cards & more. Each    29.99
LC873 � 
Family Engagement 
Reading Pack - Gr. 1 - 
Set of 10     289.00

LC874 � 
FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 
READING PACK - GR. 2
Children and parents work 
together to play “Reading 
Detective,” circle text features 
for a scavenger hunt and more.  
Materials include 4 high-
interest booklets covering 
fiction and nonfiction, 60 word 
tiles and 25 key detail question 
cards. Each    29.99
LC875 � 
Family Engagement
Reading Pack - Gr. 2 - 
Set of 10     289.00

LC870 � FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 
READING PACK - KINDERGARTEN
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Families sequence stories like The Three Little 
Pigs, play a game of “Rhyming Memory Match” 
and more.  With 20 retelling and sequencing 
cards, 52 letter and picture cards, 
40 plastic chips and other hands-on 
materials. Each    29.99
LC871 � 
Family Engagement
Reading Pack - Kindergarten -
Set of 10 289.00

Grade Level K

Grade Level 1

Grade Level 2

Lakeshore *For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see page 165.
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Family Engagement Reading Packs

LC876 � 
FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 
READING PACK - GR. 3
Kids use word cubes, high-
interest readers & other materi-
als to analyze characters, solve 
riddles, play news reporter and 
more.  Pack includes a literature 
flip book, an informational text 
reader & more. Each    29.99  
LC877 � 
Family Engagement
Reading Pack - Gr. 3 - 
Set of 10     289.00

LC878 � 
FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 
READING PACK - GR. 4
Grade-appropriate reading and  
language skills are a blast to 
practice at home with our 
engaging activities—including 
a figurative language hunt and 
a game of “Inference Detec-
tive.”  With 10 informational 
text cards, 10 literature cards, 
6 reading clips and more.
 Each    29.99
LC879 � 
Family Engagement 
Reading Pack - Gr. 4 - 
Set of 10     289.00

LC880 � 
FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 
READING PACK - GR. 5
Family game night gets 
an educational twist with 
activities that help kids practice 
key skills—like identifying 
theme, comparing genres and 
analyzing text!  With 8 literature 
cards, 4 informational text fold-
ers, 25 Greek and Latin root 
cards & more. Each    29.99
LC881 � 
Family Engagement 
Reading Pack - Gr. 5 - 
Set of 10     289.00

Keep students learning at home with games and activities that target key reading and language skills…and engage 
families in the learning process!  Each pack includes easy-to-follow instructions in English and Spanish…plus a 
game board and lots of engaging materials for 15 different hands-on games and activities.  The packs cover grade-
appropriate skills like sequencing, reading sight-words, using text evidence, recognizing key details, understanding 
figurative language…and so much more.  An in-depth activity book walks families through each activity…and even 
includes a helpful letter that explains how family engagement can boost student achievement at school.  Each pack 
comes in a heavy-duty plastic pouch that measures 13" x 16". 

Games & activities come in  
a sturdy plastic pouch! 

Grade Level 3

Grade Level 4

Grade Level 5

www.lakeshorelearning.com
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Each center  
has materials for  
up to 4 children! 

EE820X � PHONEMIC AWARENESS INSTANT LEARNING CENTERS    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
These ready-to-use centers come with everything kids need to build phonemic awareness 
independently—just set out the materials, introduce the activity…and let kids work at their own 
pace!  Each center is designed for up to 4 kids at once, with a double-sided instruction chart and 
simple picture instructions that are easy for students to follow on their own.  All 6 centers. 199.00

Each center is also available separately. 
TT822 � Beginning Sounds 34.99
TT823 � Ending Sounds 34.99
EE185 � Middle Sounds 34.99
EE181 � Syllable Count    34.99
EE182 � Sound Sort 34.99
EE183 � Sound Switch    (Shown.) 34.99

Shown:  Sound Switch

Shown:  Beginning Sounds Puzzles

EE538 � HEAR MYSELF SOUND
PHONE    Our fun-to-use phone lets kids 
hear themselves talk and focus on every 
sound they say!  Great for reading out loud, 
self-monitoring speed and expression, 
practicing phonics and more.  Easy-grip 
plastic phone is 6 3⁄4" long. Each    5.99
EE539 � Hear Myself Sound Phone - 
Set of 10 56.99

EE905X � PHONOLOGICAL AWARENESS LEARNING PUZZLES - COMPLETE SET    
Students piece together early language skills with our colorful puzzles!  To complete each puzzle, children sim-
ply find 3 picture pieces that rhyme or have a matching beginning, middle or ending sound.  Only correct 
answers fit together perfectly—giving kids instant reinforcement as they master early phonological skills.  All 
4 sets, each with 12 three-piece puzzles and a guide.  Sturdy chipboard puzzles measure 5" x 6". 49.99       
EE906 � Beginning Sounds    (Shown.) 12.99 EE908 � Ending Sounds 12.99
EE907 � Middle Sounds  12.99 EE909 � Rhyming Sounds 12.99

B says /b/… 
I can hear  

myself talking!

Match the letters on 
the locks and keys to 

open the locks!

LC126 � 
ALPHABET LEARNING LOCKS
�CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.* 
Our learning locks help children 
recognize uppercase and lowercase 
letters, build alphabet skills and more!  
Kids simply choose a key and match 
it to the letter and picture on the 
lock—when they make a successful 
match, the key will turn, and the lock 
will open for instant reinforcement!  
You get 26 locks and 26 keys; locks 
measure 3 1⁄4" tall. 39.99

Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6
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For each activity, you get 
8 write & wipe cards…plus a 
step-by-step lesson on CD.

Shown:  Rhyming Sounds

JJ327 � LISTEN & LEARN
PHONEMIC AWARENESS 
ACTIVITY PROGRAM    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1).    
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Just pop in a 
CD, and students follow step-by-
step lessons to build phonemic 
aware ness—in an interactive way!  
Ready-to-use program has enough 
materials for 8 students at once, 
including 128 write & wipe cards, 
8 write & wipe markers, 125 plastic 
chips, plus 4 CDs with 16 differ ent 
activities and a guide. 129.00

JJ131 � LISTEN & LEARN 
LETTER SOUNDS 
ACTIVITY PROGRAM
�CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Children follow step-by-step audio 
lessons to identify beginning and 
ending sounds—or short and long 
vow el sounds—for every letter!  With 
enough materials for 8 students at 
once, including 208 write & wipe 
cards, 8 write & wipe markers, plus 
8 CDs with 2 different activities for 
each letter. 199.00

LL435X � MAGNETIC SOUND SORTING BOARDS - 
COMPLETE SET    Students match a sock with a clock, a block 
and a rock…and get the practice they need to build phonemic 
awareness!  Each set listed below focuses on a different con cept—
with 72 picture magnets covering 18 phon ics sounds…plus an 
8" x 10 1⁄2" mag netic board for easy sorting.  Just place 3 starter mag-
nets at the top, then students add mag  nets to the columns below to 
sort words that share the same sound!  You get all 3 sets. 85.00
Each set is also available separately.
LL436 � Beginning Sounds 29.99
LL438 � Ending Sounds 29.99
LL439 � Rhyming Sounds    (Shown.) 29.99

LC682 � VOWEL TEACHING TUBS    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
These tubs help kids master vow el sounds—and develop word recog nition and 
decod ing skills, too!  The tubs are filled with minia tures that represent 10 vowel 
sounds…with separate tubs for long and short vowels.  Kids practice vowel 
sounds as they explore the objects, sort them…or match them to the words on the 
lids!  You get 10 tubs, 60 miniatures and a guide.  (Shown.) 79.99
LA374 � BLENDS & DIGRAPHS TEACHING TUBS    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Our 12 tubs and 60 miniatures focus on initial blend and digraph sounds.  The tubs 
are labeled and come with an activity guide. 79.99

Grade Level 1K 2Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 1K
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JJ426 � LISTEN & LEARN 
PHONICS ACTIVITY PROGRAM    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Our com prehen  sive activity program has all you 
need for 24 high-interest phonics lessons students 
complete on their own—covering every thing from 
long and short vowels to blends and digraphs.  
Just pop in a CD, then children use the included 
materi als to com plete each activity and check their 
own work.  You get enough ma terials for up to 
8 students at once, including 6 CDs, 192 write & 
wipe activ ity cards, 125 chips and 8 markers—all in 
a tabbed storage box. 199.00

For each activity, you get enough materials  
for up to 8 children, plus a step-by-step  

lesson on CD!

GG365X � TOUCH & READ PHONICS WORD MATCH -
COMPLETE SET    With our engaging match-ups, children master CVC 
words, vowel sounds, and blends and digraphs—one phoneme at a time!  
Kids just select a word card and touch the textured dots as they say each 
sound.  Then they read the full word—and find its matching picture card!  
You get all 3 sets, each with 60 textured word cards, 60 picture cards, 
6 storage pockets and 6 answer cards.  Pockets are 2 1⁄2" x 6 1⁄2 ". 85.00 
Each set is also available separately.  Each    29.99   
GG369 � CVC Words    (Shown.) GG368 � Vowel Sounds 
GG367 � Blends & Digraphs

Shown:  CVC Words

GG470X � TOUCH & READ PHONICS SENTENCE MATCH - 
COMPLETE SET    From CVC words to blends & digraphs, students build phonics 
skills in a hands-on, tactile way—within the context of simple sentences!  The sen-
tence cards have a textured dot for each phoneme in the focus words, plus arrows to 
help kids blend the sounds together.  Kids read a sentence, then find the correspond-
ing picture card to make a match!  3 sets, each with 48 textured sentence cards, 48 pic- 
ture cards, 6 storage pockets & 6 answer cards.  Pockets are 3" x 10 1⁄4 ". 99.50 
Each set is also available separately.  Each    34.99   
GG472 � Vowel Sounds    (Shown.) GG471 � CVC Words 
GG473 � Blends & Digraphs

Students touch the 
textured dots as 

they say each sound!

Textured dots help 
students sound out 

the words!

Shown:  Vowel Sounds

Grade Level 1K 2Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K 2
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EE590X � ROLL & READ PHONICS GAMES - COMPLETE SET
Kids get fast-paced phonics practice…with every roll of the dice!  Our games 
help students decode new words by letting them focus on short vowel 
sounds, long vowel sounds, blends and digraphs, or word families.  Kids just 
roll the dice and try to be the first to build all their words—sound by sound!  
All 4 games; each is for up to 4 players and includes 4-8 self-checking write & 
wipe activity cards, 4 write & wipe markers, dice and a dice cup. 75.00
Each game is also available separately.
EE591 � Blends & Digraphs Phonics Game    (Shown.) 19.99
EE594 � Long Vowel Phonics Game   19.99
EE597 � Short Vowel Phonics Game   19.99
EE568 � Word Family Phonics Game 19.99

Write & wipe!

Shown:  Blends & Digraphs

TT302 � PHONICS FLIP BOOKS    
Our easy-to-use flip books each focus on a specific spelling pattern, from 
long and short vowels to blends and digraphs.  Students just flip the 
pages to create 6 to 8 simple words that share the same sound—and 
build reading and decoding skills as they go!  The 34 flip books come in a 
storage box with tabbed dividers; each book measures 2 3⁄4" x 6 1⁄4". 79.99

Digraphs

Shown:  Beginning Sounds

LL800X � PHONICS MAGNETIC SORTING TILES - COMPLETE SET    
Our skill-building magnetic tiles are the perfect tool for introducing phonics concepts—and really making 
them “stick”!  Just place header tiles on any magnetic surface and invite students to sort the picture-
word tiles below—matching up beginning sounds, vowel sounds and more!  All 3 sets, each with 100 foam 
magnet tiles in a compartmentalized storage box.  Tiles measure 2".  Magnetic board sold sep. 115.00

 Each set is also available separately.
LL803 � Beginning Sounds    (Shown.) 39.99
LL804 � Vowel Sounds    39.99
LL805 � Blends & Digraphs    39.99

Vowel Combinations BlendsTwo-Syllable Words

Short Vowels Long Vowels

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1 2 3

Grade Level 1 2 3
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Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1 2 3

Grade Level 1 2

LC148 � MAGNETIC WORD BUILDERS    
Children combine beginning, middle and ending sounds…to build words 
one sound at a time!  Perfect for hands-on phonics practice, 110 sturdy 
foam magnets are color-coded for easy word building…and come in a 
divided storage box.  Each magnet measures approximately 1 1⁄2" tall. 39.99

GG955 � WORD BUILDING TILES CLASS SET    
Children build word after word with our handy letter tiles—and explore every-
thing from spelling patterns and word families to decoding!  The set includes 
20 vinyl pouches, each with 48 double-sided letter tiles—uppercase on the 
front and lowercase on the back.  Plus, the consonants and vowels are 
color-coded—so it’s easy to build and sound out words. 89.99
GG954 � Extra Student Pack    Easy-seal vinyl pouch includes 48 sturdy 
chipboard letter tiles.  Each tile measures 1 1⁄4". 5.99

Grade Level 1 2 3
GG245X � MASTERING PHONICS GAMES LIBRARY    Students master essential phonics 
skills…as they race to a medieval castle collecting long vowel sounds, cross a treacherous ravine using 
blends and digraphs, speed through a harbor in search of short vowels, and more!  Complete library 
includes all 4 games listed at right, each with an 18" x 18" game board.  For 2-4 players. 99.50

Each game is also available separately.
GG219 � Jet-Boat Harbor: 
Short Vowels Game    (Shown.) 24.99
GG218 � Keeper of the Castle:
Long Vowels Game 24.99
GG217 � Tiki Challenge:
Blends & Digraphs Game 24.99
GG216 � Roller Coaster Craze:
Word Blending Game 24.99

GG299 � FILL-IN-THE-BLANK PHONICS STAMPS - SET 1
Our stamps each have a picture and a corresponding word with the 
beginning, middle or ending letter missing.  Kids stamp out each image, 
then fill in the missing letter to complete the word!  Set includes over 
70 foam stamps; each measures 1 1⁄4" x 1 3⁄4". 39.99
LL172 � Lakeshore Washable Ink Pad    Nontoxic ink pad is 
2 1⁄4" x 3 1⁄2".  Please specify color:  red, purple, blue, green or black. 3.99

GG294 � FILL-IN-THE-BLANK PHONICS STAMPS - SET 2    
Kids explore blends, digraphs and vowel sounds!  Our foam stamps each have 
a picture and word with one or more missing letters.  Students just stamp…
then fill in the missing sound!  Set of 74 stamps; each is 1 1⁄4" x 1 3⁄4". 39.99
LL172 � Lakeshore Washable Ink Pad    Nontoxic ink pad is 2 1⁄4" x 3 1⁄2".  
Please specify color:  red, purple, blue, green or black.  3.99

Shown:  Jet-Boat Harbor
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Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 1K 2 3
LC926 � CLASSROOM MAGNETIC LETTERS KIT    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  With our giant letters kit, it’s 
easy for the whole class to practice language skills…on any magnetic surface!  
You get 240 lowercase magnetic letters—all in a compartmentalized storage 
box with labels for easy organization.  The consonants & vowels are even color-
coded to make word building a breeze!  Plastic letters are 1"-1 1⁄2" tall. 49.99

TT331 � STACK & BUILD PHONICS FLIP BOOKS
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Students flip, stack and build phonics skills—and grow their vocabularies—
word after word!  Kids just open one of the photographic flip books and build 
the first word with the stacking tiles…then stack a new tile on top, changing 
one beginning, middle or ending sound at a time until they’ve built all the words 
in the book!  You get 12 flip books covering short vowels, long vowels, blends 
and digraphs, plus 125 tiles in 3 bags.  Flip books measure 2" x 7 3⁄4". 49.99

HH745X � POP & MATCH PHONICS GAMES - COMPLETE SET
Give students tons of fun phonics practice—with our irresistible Pop & Match Games!  
Children simply grab a set of 8" x 10" write & wipe game cards and a color-coded pop-
per…take turns popping the letter cube inside…then use the letters to complete the 
words on their game cards.  The first player to complete all their words wins!  All 3 boxes, 
each with 4 different games (12 games in all).  Each game is for 1-6 players. 115.00

Each game box is also available separately. 
HH746 � Beginning Sounds    4 games.  (Shown.) 39.99
HH747 � Middle Sounds    4 games.   39.99
HH748 � Ending Sounds    4 games.   39.99
DD105 � Write & Wipe Markers    �CHOKING HAZARD (1).   
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers. 3.99

Simply snap letters
onto the board! 

Shown:  CVC Words

EE700X � SNAP & BUILD PHONICS - COMPLETE SET    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Spelling words & mastering phonics is a snap—with hands-on picture boards 
and letter clips kids can’t resist!  Students just grab a board, then snap the clips right on it to build the 
word that matches the picture.  And with enough letter clips to build all the words at once, each 
set is perfect for multiple children to use at the same time!  All 3 sets, each with 20 picture boards, 
60-69 letter clips, a divided storage box for easy cleanup & a guide.  Boards are 2 3⁄4" x 4 1⁄2". 85.00

Each set is also available separately. 
EE706 � Snap & Build Vowel Sounds 29.99
EE707 � Snap & Build Blends & Digraphs 29.99
EE708 � Snap & Build CVC Words    (Shown.) 29.99

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K 2
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Vowel Combinations

RimesBlends & Digraphs

Letters

Prefixes & Suffixes

Shown:  CVC Words

EE417 � WORD FAMILY FLIP BOOKS    As students turn the 
pages of our hands-on flip books, they match letters, blends and 
digraphs with ending sounds—and build up to 300 words!  You get 
30 illustrated flip books that each focus on a different word ending.  
Each book is 10 pages and measures 2 3⁄4" x 6 1⁄4". 59.99

GG200X � SOUND-IT-OUT PHONICS PUZZLES 
Our self-correcting puzzles each have a cute picture clue, plus a match ing 
word divided by phonics sound.  Children fit the pieces togeth  er to build 
words sound by sound!  Each piece represents a different sound for easy 
decoding, and the target sound is highlighted for extra reinforcement.  You 
get all 3 sets listed below.  36.99
Each set is also available separately.
GG197 � Vowel Combinations    12 puzzles; each is 5" tall.  12.99
GG207 � Digraphs    12 puzzles; each is 5" tall.  12.99
GG187 � Blends    12 puzzles; each is 5" tall.  (Shown.) 12.99

Shown:  Blends

LA363 � PHONICS WORD BUILDER MAGNETIC KIT    From prefixes 
and suffixes to rimes, blends and digraphs, our language kit is packed with over 
170 magnetic tiles that are color-coded by phonics sound—so building words is 
a snap!  The tiles come complete with a 12" magnetic board.  29.99
LA288 � Extra Magnetic Board    Board measures 12" square.  7.99

GG395X � PHONICS CROSSWORD PUZZLES 
ACTIVITY CENTERS - COMPLETE SET     
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our fun-to-solve cross-
words help children master phonics skills—hands on!  Kids look at the 
picture clues on the activity mats, sound out the missing words, then 
build them with the letter tiles.  You get all 3 centers, each with enough 
materials for up to 4 kids at once—16 mats, 114-149 plastic tiles, an 
answer card and 4 drawstring bags; mats measure 8 1⁄2" x 11". 85.00
GG396 � CVC Words    (Shown.) 29.99 
GG397 � Vowel Sounds    29.99 
GG398 � Blends & Digraphs       29.99

Grade Level 1 2
Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 Grade Level 1K 2 3

Shown:  CVC Words

Lakeshore *For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see page 165.
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Each center is designed for
up to 4 students at once! 

Shown:  Short Vowels

PP620X � PHONICS INSTANT LEARNING CENTERS    
Children explore vowel sounds, decode 2-syllable words, master prefixes and more—with ready-to-
use centers that build skills independently!  Just set out the materials and double-sided instruction 
chart…then students follow the simple step-by-step directions to complete the activity—at their own 
pace!  You get all 6 centers, each with enough materials for up to 4 kids at once, plus a guide, a 
write & wipe assessment card and more.    199.00

Each center is also available separately. 
PP621 � Prefixes & Suffixes    34.99
PP622 � Decoding 2-Syllable Words  34.99    
PP623 � Blends & Digraphs    34.99   
PP625 � Final E    34.99   
PP624 � Vowel Teams   34.99    
PP626 � Short Vowels    (Shown.) 34.99

FF455X � PHONICS MAGNETIC
WORD BUILDING BOARDS - 
COMPLETE SET    
Children practice building dozens of words 
sound by sound—from simple CVC words 
to more challenging words with blends and 
digraphs!  Our magnetic boards include 
everything students need to build 
36 different words, including picture 
magnets with familiar, everyday images, 
plus letter magnets with the targeted 
sounds highlighted.  Kids simply stick 
picture tiles onto the left column of the 
board, then build the corresponding words 
by sounding each one out—exploring 
spelling patterns and building language 
skills as they go!  Each set includes an 
8" x 10 1⁄2" board, 36 picture magnets, 
36 letter magnets & an activity guide.  You 
get all 4 color-coded sets shown. 115.00 
Each set is also available separately. 
FF456 � Short Vowels  29.99
FF457 � Long Vowels   29.99
FF458 � Digraphs   29.99
FF459 � Blends 29.99

FF457

FF458 FF459

FF456

Grade Level 1 2

Grade Level 1K 2

www.lakeshorelearning.com
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call

TT235 � Lakeshore Fiction Sight-Word Readers - Level 1
Children mas ter 32 of the most common sight-words!  The 20 readers focus 
on just 5 to 7 sight-words per book.  Includes a teacher’s guide.   49.99
TT536 � Lakeshore Fiction Sight-Word Readers - Level 2 
Our 20 higher-level readers review the same 32 sight-words from 
Level 1…and intro duce 32 additional sight-words!  With a guide. 49.99
GG421 � Book Display Stand    Sturdy metal rack neatly stores and 
displays 20 of our Sight-Word Readers.  Measures 25 1⁄2" wide. 29.99

Books in Level 1 focus on 5 to 7 sight-words at a time.  Books in Level 2 review those words…and add 5 to 9 more!

DV480X  SIGHT-WORDS FLASH CARDS - 
COMPLETE SET    Students master over 280 sight-words…with 
handy flash cards that provide skill-building practice at just the right 
level!  Each card has a sight-word on front, plus a sentence on back 
showing the word in context.  You get all 3 sets, each with 95 cards 
that gradually increase in difficulty.  Cards are 3" x 5 3⁄4". 22.99
DV481  Sight-Words Flash Cards - Level 1 7.99
DV482  Sight-Words Flash Cards - Level 2   7.99
DV483  Sight-Words Flash Cards - Level 3   7.99

GG183 � SIGHT-WORD DAILY ACTIVITY JOURNAL    
Our activity-filled journal builds sight-word skills day by day—for all 
35 weeks of the school year!  Each week, students master 2 to 3 of 
the first 100 high-frequency sight-words—independently completing 
word scrambles, fill-in-the-blank sentences and much more.  Journal 
measures 8 1⁄2" x 10 1⁄2" and is 72 pages long. Each    4.29
GG184 � Sight-Word Daily Activity Journal - Set of 10 39.99

AA162 � FIRST 100 SIGHT-WORDS TALKING BOARDS      
Kids master 100 essential high-frequency words—with the touch of a button!  
Each board has 25 different sight-words printed right on it…plus 25 buttons 
with corresponding recordings.  Kids simply press a button—then listen as the 
board says the word aloud!  Set of 4 boards that gradually increase in difficulty; 
each board measures 10" x 10". 79.99

Fiction Sight-Word Readers

Level 1 Level 2

LAKESHORE FICTION SIGHT-WORD READERS    
What better way to focus on sight-words than with skill-building stories 
stu dents can read on their own!  Our easy-to-follow books are filled 
with predict able sentence patterns that help children master common 
sight-words…with helpful illustrations that closely support the text.  Best 
of all, each book is entirely made up of sight-words and simple rebus 
pictures, giving students all the focused rein forcement they need to 
master high-frequency words.  

Grade Level 1K 2
Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 1 2 3
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LAKESHORE NONFICTION SIGHT-WORD READERS    
Introduce early readers to nonfiction text—with high-interest books that provide 
tons of sight-word practice!  Each book features full-color photos and simple text 
that’s entirely made up of sight-words and rebus pictures, plus nonfiction topics 
that children will love to discover—from farm animals to the five senses.  As 
students explore each book, they focus on just 4 to 10 new sight-words at a 
time—and get the targeted practice they need to make each word their own!

TT557 � Lakeshore Nonfiction Sight-Word Readers - Level 1    
Each reader focuses on 5 to 10 sight-words at a time, helping kids master 
32 of the most common sight-words!  Set of 20; with a guide. 49.99    
TT559 � Lakeshore Nonfiction Sight-Word Readers - Level 2    
Our second set of higher-level readers reviews the 32 sight-words from 
Level 1…and introduces 32 more!  Set of 20; with a guide. 49.99
GG421 � Book Display Stand    Sturdy metal rack neatly stores and 
displays 20 of our Sight-Word Readers.  Measures 25 1⁄2" wide. 29.99

Nonfiction Sight-Word Readers

Books in Level 1 focus on 5 to 10 sight-words each. Level 2 books build on those words & add 4 to 9 more.

HH706  FLIP & READ
SIGHT-WORD SENTENCES    
These engaging flip books give students 
the practice they need to master 100 dif-
ferent sight-words…as they create fun 
rebus sentences, then read them aloud!  
Each book has 5 sets of flips covering 
10-15 sight-words, plus helpful rebus 
pictures and ending punctuation.  Kids 
just flip through the pages to build each 
sentence and read it aloud, then flip to a 
new word or punctuation mark to change 
the meaning or expression.  Each book 
even has the targeted words on the cover 
for easy reference!  Set of 15 books, each 
3 1⁄4" x 9 1⁄4"—in a storage box. 49.99

TT755X � SNAP & BUILD SIGHT-WORDS -
COMPLETE SET    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Sight-word mastery is a 
snap—with hands-on boards & letter clips children 
love to use!  Kids just grab a board featuring a pre-
printed sight-word, then attach the clips below to 
build the word one letter at a time.  And with 
enough letter clips to build all 25 words in each 
level at once, the sets are perfect for multiple 
children to work with at the same time.  All 3 levels, 
each with 25 sight-word boards, 67-93 letter clips 
and an activity guide; boards are 5 1⁄2".  85.00
Each level is also available separately.
TT752 � Level 1    (Shown.) 29.99 
TT753 � Level 2 29.99 
TT754 � Level 3 29.99

Level 1 Level 2

Simply snap letters
onto the board! 

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K
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Find the sight-words.

Build the sight-words.

Match the sight-words. Write the sight-words.

Shown:  Level 1

Grade Level 1K 2
Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 1K

TT682 � LEARNING SIGHT-WORDS ACTIVITY CHEST    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
A super-engaging way for kids to explore sight-words—hands on!  Our 
ready-to-use chest has 4 drawers filled with activity mats, chips, foam 
letters and tiles so children can match, find, build and write sight-words!  
Contains over 100 pieces, including 26 cards, 52 mats, foam letters, 
plastic chips and a write & wipe marker.  Activity chest measures 5 1⁄4" x 11"; 
activity mats are 7". 59.99

JJ130X � SIGHT-WORD PUZZLES - COMPLETE SET    
Children master 60 high-frequency words…as they put together fun-filled 
puzzles!  Each box includes 20 puzzles covering the most essential sight-
words…with each level gradually pro gressing in difficulty, so students build 
skills step-by-step.  Children just match the color-coded letter pieces to 
each sight-word to build spelling skills and word recognition!  Complete 
set includes all 3 levels (60 self-correcting puzzles total); puzzles measure 
5" high. 55.00
Each level is also available separately.
JJ132 � Level 1    20 self-correcting puzzles.  (Shown.) 19.99  
JJ133 � Level 2    20 self-correcting puzzles. 19.99 
JJ134 � Level 3    20 self-correcting puzzles. 19.99

LC345X � SIGHT-WORD MAGNETS - COMPLETE SET    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our leveled magnets make 
it easy to introduce sight-words…and practice word iden tifica tion, reading, 
word usage and more!  Each level includes 25 words that grad ually increase 
in diffi culty, plus a guide.  All 4 levels; magnets are approx. 1 1⁄2". 115.00
Each level is also available separately.
LC341 � Level 1    29.99 LC343 � Level 3    29.99 
LC342 � Level 2    29.99  LC344 � Level 4    29.99
PH345 � Magnetic Write & Wipe Board - 18" x 24"    39.99

Grade Level 1K
TT795X � SIGHT-WORD SENTENCE PUZZLES - COMPLETE SET    
Our puzzles help students match sight-words in the context of 
sentences!  Each self-correcting puzzle is made up of 2 pieces—
one with an engaging illustrated scene, plus a rebus-style, fill-in-
the-blank sentence…and the other with the missing sight-word.  
Students simply find the sight-word to complete the sentence—and 
put the puzzle together!  Complete set includes al l  3 levels 
(60 puzzles total); puzzles measure 5 1⁄2" x 6 1⁄2".  55.00
Each level is also available separately.
TT797 � Level 1    20 self-correcting puzzles.  (Shown.) 19.99  
TT798 � Level 2    20 self-correcting puzzles.      19.99 
TT799 � Level 3    20 self-correcting puzzles.     19.99

Shown:  Level 1
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Grade Level 1K 2 3

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K 2Grade Level 1K

FF468
MAGNETIC SIGHT-WORD SENTENCE BOARD    
Our easy-to-use magnetic sentence board lets students 
build tons of simple sight-word sentences!  The color-
coded magnetic board comes with 14 sight-word phrase 
magnets, 27 picture-word magnets and 3 punctuation 
magnets.  Children just place a phrase magnet in the red 
column, put any picture-word magnet in the yellow col-
umn and complete the rebus-style sentence with a period 
in the green column.  As children build and read each 
sentence aloud, they develop vocabulary, boost reading 
fluency and master tons of essential sight-words!  Plus, 
students will learn to recognize the key components of 
any sentence as they form new sentences using lots of 
different combinations.  The magnetic board measures  
8" x 10 1⁄2".      29.99

Shown:  Level 1

TT180X  SIGHT-WORD BINGO
GAME SET    Play bingo with everyday 
sight-words students need to know!  
Each game in our set helps children 
master 75 different sight-words…and the 
games gradually progress in difficulty, so 
students stay challenged as they play!  Set 
includes 3 leveled games, each with 36 bingo 
cards, 75 calling cards and tons of cardboard 
chips.  For 2-36 players. 29.99
Each level is also available separately.
TT181  Level 1    (Shown.) 10.99
TT182  Level 2 10.99
TT183  Level 3 10.99

TT510X � FISHING FOR SIGHT-WORDS - COMPLETE SET
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*   
No child can resist a fishing game…and with our games, kids improve 
sight-word recognition as they play!  Each colorful fish is printed with a 
common sight-word…as children use the magnetic fishing pole to 
“catch” the fish, they learn to recognize sight-words more easily!  Each 
level covers 25 sight-words and includes 75 fish, a magnetic fishing 
pole, a mat and an activity guide.  All 3 levels; mats are 12" x 12 1⁄2".    69.99
TT507 � Fishing for Sight-Words - Level 1    (Shown.) 24.99
TT508 � Fishing for Sight-Words - Level 2    24.99
TT509 � Fishing for Sight-Words - Level 3    24.99
EE809 � Extra Magnetic Fishing Poles - Set of 2     
Poles extend up to 18 1⁄8". 12.99

TT460X � TOWER OF SIGHT-WORDS GAMES - COMPLETE SET
Our fun-filled games help students master sight-words!  To play, children 
remove one block from the tower and read the sight-word aloud.  Students get 
to keep the block if they read the word correctly…but if the tower crumbles, 
they’ll have to start again!  The player with the most blocks at the end of the 
game wins.  Complete set includes all 3 levels, each with 51 wooden blocks 
and a guide with instructions for additional ways to play and learn.  Blocks 
measure 3" in length.     69.99
Each level is also available separately. 
TT461 � Tower of Sight-Words Game - Level 1    (Shown.) 24.99
TT462 � Tower of Sight-Words Game - Level 2    24.99
TT463 � Tower of Sight-Words Game - Level 3    24.99

Shown:  Level 1

Shown:  Level 1
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Shown:  Grades 1-2

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 1 2 3 4

Grade Level 1 2 3

Microphone 
records 
children 

speaking—
and plays  
back their 

words!

EE538  HEAR MYSELF SOUND PHONE      
Our ingenious, fun-to-use phone lets kids hear themselves talk 
and really focus on every sound they say!  Great for oral reading, 
self-monitoring speed and expression, phonics practice and 
more, the 6 3⁄4" molded plastic phone is sized just for children 
and has a lightweight, easy-grip handle. Each    5.99
EE539  Hear Myself Sound Phone - 
Set of 10    Each measures 6 3⁄4" long. 56.99

FLUENCY & COMPREHENSION 
PARTNER SCRIPTS      
Students build fluency and compre-
hension skills…as they read high-
interest passages together—then 
quiz each other on what they’ve 
read!  Each box has 2 copies each 
of 12 different reading passages, 
including stories, poems and non-
fiction selections—for a total of 
24 script folders.  Plus, each folder 
has a self-checking slider card with 
comprehension questions.  Kids 
just take turns reading the high-
lighted parts of their scripts, then 
ask each other the questions to 
recall details, make inferences and 
more!

FF478  Gr. 1-2    (Shown.) 39.99
FF479  Gr. 3-4   39.99

EE501  BUILDING FLUENCY 
CARD BANK - GR. 1-3    
Our card bank makes it easy for 
students to practice oral reading 
skills—boosting speed, accuracy 
and word recognition as they go!  
The cards feature fiction, nonfiction 
and poetry passages—all with a 
word count at the end of each line.  
Children use the included timers to 
read aloud for one minute, then 
record the number of words they’ve 
read correctly!  You get 80 cards at 
10 different reading levels…plus 
4 timers, 4 write & wipe reading 
checklists, a reproducible progress 
chart and a guide.  The cards 
measure 8 1⁄2" x 11". 59.99

Includes 80 cards at 10 different reading levels!

ES372  SPEAK & LISTEN 
RECORDING MICROPHONE    
Students will be excited to speak up—
with our innovative microphone!  Great 
for increasing fluency and oral language 
skills, the mike is easy to use:  Simply 
turn it on and press record to capture up 
to 2 hours of audio.  Kids can play back 
recordings…or teachers can use the 
included USB cable to plug the mike 
into a computer and upload files!  
Includes a wrist strap, rechargeable bat-
tery and headphone jack.  Microphone 
measures 5 3⁄8"; for Mac/PC. 49.99

Scripts are highlighted, so it’s easy  
for students to read their parts!

Includes a USB cable to  
upload files—and recharge!

Once upon 
a time…

Hat…
cat…bat…

Slide the question card 
to reveal each answer!
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Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 4 5 6

HH829  STUDENT TIMER    
Our handy timer makes fluency assessments a breeze!  The 
easy-to-use timer counts both backward and forward—so it’s 
perfect for timed reading tests, measuring students’ reading 
speed and more.  Timer is 2 1⁄2" in diameter. Each    6.99
HH828  Student Timer - Set of 6  39.99

FF511  1-MINUTE SAND TIMERS - 
SET OF 12
Add excitement to fluency practice—
with our easy-to-use sand timers!  Each 
handy timer measures exactly one min-
ute…so they’re great for fluency drills, 
timed reading practice, assessing speed 
and accuracy, games and more!  You 
get 12 plastic timers in a storage box; 
each timer measures 3 1⁄2" high. 19.99

READERS’ THEATER SCRIPT BOXES    Students build fluency—and develop a sense of pacing, 
intonation, expression and more—with entertaining read-aloud scripts!  In each box, you get a total of 32 four-
page scripts (4 copies for each of 8 plays).  The scripts are designed for 4 readers at a time…and each copy 
has a different character’s lines highlighted—so it’s super-easy for children to follow along and read their parts!

EE986  K-Gr. 1  49.99
EE987  Gr. 1-2    (Shown.) 49.99
EE988  Gr. 3-4 49.99
EE989  Gr. 5-6 49.99

Includes 80 cards at 10 different reading levels!
EE503  BUILDING FLUENCY 
CARD BANK - GR. 4-6      
Give children the practice they need to 
boost reading fluency—with leveled 
passages that help them build skills 
step-by-step!  You get 80 cards divided 
into 10 reading levels—each with line-
by-line word counts that help students 
monitor their own progress.  Children 
just use the included timers as they 
read each fiction, nonfiction or poetry  
passage aloud for one minute, then 
count the number of words they read  
correctly!  With 4 timers, 4 write & wipe 
reading checklists, a reproducible prog-
ress chart and a guide that includes 
differentiated instruction strategies.  
The cards measure 8 1⁄2" x 11". 59.99

Each box includes 4 scripts for each of 8 plays—a total of 32 scripts!

Each script has a different character’s lines highlighted—so children can easily read their parts!
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Awesome!

READ & SEQUENCE COMPREHENSION PUZZLES
Students get hands-on sequencing practice—with illustrated puzzles that are lots 
of fun to fit together!  Children just read the passage on the large puzzle piece…
then position and connect the four picture puzzle pieces to illustrate the sequence 
of events.  Best of all, the puzzles are self-correcting for no-fail practice every time!  
Each set comes with 12 five-piece puzzles and a guide; puzzles are 6 1⁄2" x 9 1⁄2".

GG949 � Nonfiction Comprehension Puzzles     16.99
GG948 � Fiction Comprehension Puzzles   16.99

Grade Level 1 2

JJ326 � LISTEN & LEARN EARLY
COMPREHENSION ACTIVITY PROGRAM
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Enhance early comprehension of literature and 
informational text—with 16 step-by-step activities 
students complete on their own!  Our ready-to-use 
program guides kids along as they explore a variety 
of comprehension skills—from story sequencing to 
identifying the main idea.  Just pop in one of the 
4 CDs, then students use the materials to complete 
each activity independently.  With everything you 
need for 8 students to work at once, including 
128 write & wipe activity cards and 8 markers—all in 
a tabbed storage box. 129.00

For each activity, you get enough materials for  
up to 8 children, plus a step-by-step lesson on CD!

Grade Level 1K

Kids touch the pen to the card to instantly find out if they’re right or wrong!

POWER PEN!® READING COMPREHENSION QUIZ CARDS    
Kids build reading comprehension skills…and get instant reinforcement for 
a job well done!  Our card sets work with our Power Pen to help reinforce 
foundational reading strategies such as using context clues, making infer-
ences and more!  Each set includes 53 double-sided cards that feature fic-
tion and nonfiction passages—plus comprehension questions, a guide and 
an answer key.  Cards measure 5" x 8" each.  Power Pen sold separately.  

BD581 � Grade 1    15.99 BD584 �  Grade 4    15.99
BD582 � Grade 2    15.99 BD585 �  Grade 5    15.99
BD583 � Grade 3    15.99
BD530 � POWER PEN!®    Our pen works with Power Pen card sets, 
providing instant feedback for both correct and incorrect responses!  
Requires 2 “AAA” batteries (not included). Each    11.99
BD530X �  Power Pen!® - Set of 4 46.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5
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Grades 1-2 Grades 3-4 Grades 4-5

Centers include 32 reading folders, each with  
2 paired passages—1 fiction and 1 nonfiction.

Students identify 
connections between 

nonfiction & fiction texts!

READING COMPREHENSION DAILY PRACTICE JOURNALS    Our skill-building practice jour-
nals help students develop reading comprehension skills—day by day!  Designed to help children meet 
key standards in grades 1-5, each journal features 35 weeks of daily comprehension activities that 
encourage children to think critically about what they are reading.  Students read an engaging fiction or 
nonfiction passage at the beginning of the week, then complete a different activity each day to deepen 
their understanding of the text.  Each journal is 76-78 pages long; with removable answer keys in back.    

DD812 � Grades 1-2   Each    4.49 
DD817 � Grades 1-2 - Set of 10 42.99
DD813 � Grades 3-4   Each    4.49
DD818 � Grades 3-4 - Set of 10 42.99 
DD814 � Grades 4-5   Each    4.49
DD819 � Grades 4-5 - Set of 10 42.99

FICTION & NONFICTION PAIRED PASSAGES 
What’s fiction, what’s fact, and how can students learn to make connections between the two?  Our 
folders each feature 2 high-interest reading passages—1 fiction and 1 nonfiction—for students to read 
and compare side by side…perfect for deepening students’ understanding of a topic through different 
points of view!  Plus, each folder features a reproducible worksheet on back to help students practice 
identifying genres, using text evidence to support their answers, and drawing connections between 
fiction and nonfiction texts.  Each center includes a total of 32 reading folders (4 copies each of 8 different 
folders) and a guide; in a storage box with dividers.  Folders measure 8 1 ⁄2" x 11".

HH149 � Grade 1 49.99 
HH151 � Grade 2 49.99 
HH152 � Grade 3    (Shown.) 49.99 
HH153 � Grade 4 49.99
HH154 � Grade 5 49.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5
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READING COMPREHENSION PRACTICE CARDS    
Build reading comprehension skills at just the right level—with high-interest texts from a wide 
variety of genres!  Each write & wipe and reproducible card features a level-appropriate reading 
passage with follow-up questions.  Students simply read through the passage, then use evidence 
from the text to support their answers!  Each set includes 90 practice cards at 3 different levels, 
so kids remain challenged as they develop skills.  Includes answer cards.  Cards are 8 1⁄2" x 11".

PP469  Grades 1-2   59.99
PP467  Grades 2-3   59.99 
PP468  Grades 4-5   59.99 
DD105  Write & Wipe Markers     
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers.     3.99

Shown:  Informational Text Game

GG615X  READING COMPREHENSION GAMES LIBRARY - GR. 1-3    
Our action-packed games help students develop comprehension skills!  
Students hunt for treasure as they read for key details, race to finish their 
paper routes as they explore informational texts, and more!  You get all 
6 games listed below, each with an 18" x 18" game board.  For 
2-4 players. 149.00
Each game is also available separately.
GG624  Extra! Extra!:  Informational Text Game    (Shown.) 24.99
GG622  Skatepark Rally:  Predicting Outcomes Game 24.99
GG623  Pirate Island:  Reading for Details Game 24.99
GG621  Star Power Premiere:  Following Directions Game 24.99
GG625  Kooky Carnival:  Context Clues Game 24.99
GG626  Adventure Camp:  Sequencing Game 24.99

Grade Level 1 2 3

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5
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NONFICTION READING COMPREHENSION PRACTICE CARDS    
Our cards feature content-rich texts that boost nonfiction comprehension…and build grade- 
appropriate knowledge in social studies, science, the arts and more!  Students just read through 
each high-interest text, then use evidence from the text to answer skill-building questions.  Each 
set includes 90 write & wipe and reproducible activity cards in 3 levels to keep children challenged 
and engaged.  Plus, you get answer cards for easy self-checking.  Cards measure 8 1⁄2" x 11".  

PP669  Grades 1-2   59.99 
PP667  Grades 2-3   59.99
PP668  Grades 4-5   59.99 
DD105  Write & Wipe Markers     
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers.     3.99

Shown:  Reading for Information Game

GG315X  READING COMPREHENSION GAMES LIBRARY - GR. 4-5
Kids master what it takes to be effective readers…with challenging games 
they’ll love to play!  Our themed games each highlight a different skill:  
Students go on a surfing adventure to improve vocabulary, search for lost 
jewels to analyze cause and effect, and more.  Library of all 6 games listed 
below, each with an 18" x 18" game board.  For 2-4 players.  149.00
Each game is also available separately.
GG371  Hazard Mountain:  Inference Game 24.99
GG372  Main Street Shopping:  Main Idea Game     24.99
GG373   Capture the Flag:  Reading Comprehension Game 24.99
GG374   Outlast:  Reading for Information Game    (Shown.) 24.99
GG375   Quest for the Jewels:  Cause & Effect Game     24.99
GG376  Wipeout!:  Vocabulary Game     24.99

Grade Level 4 5

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5
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Students write their answers on 
6 write & wipe reproducible activity mats.

Whole-group lesson card 
demonstrates the skill!

Enough reading passage cards for up 
to 6 students to complete each activity.

DD105 � Write & Wipe Markers
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers. 3.99

Each kit is also available separately.
GG790 � Main Idea    (Shown.) 39.99
GG787 � Compare & Contrast       39.99
GG796 � Point of View   39.99
GG789 � Author’s Purpose   39.99 

BOOST COMPREHENSION! SMALL-GROUP TEACHING CENTERS
Boost comprehension skills with up to 6 students at once—with our ready-to-use centers!  
Each center includes 8 teaching kits that each focus on a specific set of skills—from sequencing & 
making inferences to assessing the author’s purpose.  For each skill, you get a tabbed storage 
pocket with a step-by-step lesson plan on front and a reproducible activity on back, plus 
6 copies of a fiction or nonfiction reading passage and 12 vocabulary cards.  Just follow the 
lesson plan to read the passage with up to 6 students…use the vocabulary cards to reinforce 
key words…then have kids answer text-dependent questions and complete the activity to 
ensure comprehension!  Each center includes a guide; pockets are 8 1⁄2" x 12".  

GG792 � Character Traits    39.99  
GG794 � Text Features 39.99  
GG788 � Making Inferences  39.99 
GG797 � Key Details 39.99

PP791  Grade 1    (Shown.)          59.99  
PP792  Grade 2 59.99

PP793  Grade 3          59.99  
PP794  Grade 4          59.99

GG795X � FINDING EVIDENCE COMPREHENSION KITS - GR. 2-3 - COMPLETE SET    
Students use text evidence to support their thinking as they determine the main idea, make inferences and 
more!  Perfect for small groups or the entire class, each hands-on kit comes with a whole-group lesson card 
featuring sample texts for teachers to demonstrate the target skill, 6 each of 4 different reading passage cards 
in 4 activity folders, plus 6 write & wipe activity mats.  After reviewing the 3-step instructions, kids simply write 
their responses and supporting evidence on the mat…then refer to the answers on the back of the folder to 
check their work!  Set includes all 8 kits; folders measure 9 1⁄4" x 11 5⁄8". 299.00 

Grade Level 2 3

Each center 
includes 8 different 
kits in 8 tabbed 
storage pockets—
all with enough 
materials for up to 
6 students at once!

Shown:  Grade 1

Shown:  Main Idea

Grade Level 1 2 3 4

Lakeshore *For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see page 165.
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From casual-dining restaurants to school lunch boxes—plastic utensils are everywhere.  
Plastic forks and spoons are convenient, but they are not biodegradable.  Plastic is a material 
that does not break down naturally.   When food and other natural products are put in a 
garbage heap, they are broken down by air, moisture, or soil.  They become a part of the 
surrounding land.  Some companies offer an Earth-friendly solution to the plastic problem by 
producing utensils that can break down.  They use natural materials such as plants and minerals 
to make biodegradable utensils.  These types of utensils break down in about 120 days. 

How does the author feel about the use of plastic utensils?  

On July 16, 1969, millions of people all over the world gathered around their TV sets.  
They watched the liftoff of Apollo 11, the first spaceflight to send humans to the moon.  Just 
four days later, Neil Armstrong and Buzz Aldrin landed on the moon.  The United States and 
the Soviet Union had been competing for months to see who would make it to the moon first.
When Armstrong stepped onto the moon’s surface, he announced, “That’s one small step for 
[a] man, one giant leap for mankind.”  Glued to their televisions, people watched Aldrin and 
Armstrong hopping about the moon’s surface.  The astronauts collected rocks and soil, planted 
an American flag, and left behind footprints that are still visible on the moon today!

Why do you think the astronauts planted an American flag on the moon?

It’s hard to imagine a time when women could not vote.  But in the early days of the 
United States, women were denied this right.  Some women tried to change state laws.  
Wyoming became the first state to allow women to vote in 1890.  Twenty-eight years later, 
only 15 states had given women the right to vote.  More than half the country still opposed 
voting rights for women!  Despite a lot of opposition, women such as Susan B. Anthony, 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, and Alice Paul decided to try to change the laws of the entire country.
They organized marches, held meetings, and took cases to court to fight voting laws.  All their 
hard work paid off.  In 1920, Congress adopted the 19th Amendment, giving all women the 
right to vote!

Why do you think some women thought it was necessary to change U.S. 
voting laws instead of individual state laws?

Women’s Right to Vote

First to the Moon

Green Utensils

GG681_PassageMats_W8_MA.indd   3 8/18/15   11:53 AM

6 write & wipe and reproducible 
activity mats for students’ responses!

Whole-group lesson card 
includes sample texts!

Enough reading materials for up to 
6 students to work on each activity!

Shown:  Making Inferences

GG675X � FINDING EVIDENCE COMPREHENSION KITS - GR. 4-5 - COMPLETE SET    Encourage 
students to use text evidence to support their thinking!  These versatile kits come with everything students need to 
focus on a specific skill—from identifying the structure of nonfiction text to analyzing the characters in a story.  Each 
kit includes a whole-group lesson card with sample texts that allow teachers to demonstrate the featured skill, plus 
6 sets of materials in each of 4 different activity folders.  Kids just follow the 3-step instructions and write their answers 
directly onto a write & wipe activity mat, citing textual evidence as they go.  Plus, students can even check their work 
against the answers on the back of the folder!  Includes all 8 kits; folders measure 9 1⁄4" x 11 5⁄8". 299.00

DD105 � Write & Wipe Markers
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers. 3.99

Each kit is also available separately.
GG681 � Making Inferences    (Shown.) 39.99
GG683 � Compare & Contrast 39.99
GG677 � Summarizing   39.99
GG676 � Theme & Main Idea 39.99

GG680 � Analyzing Characters 39.99 
GG679 � Text Structure  39.99 
GG678 � Point of View   39.99
GG682 � Analyzing Key Ideas 39.99

Grade Level 4 5

FF320X READING COMPREHENSION BINGO LIBRARY
Reinforce key comprehension skills with our fun-to-play bingo games!  Each game 
covers a different skill—from predicting outcomes to using context clues—so stu-
dents get the targeted practice they need to master each one.  Library includes all 
4 games, each with mats and playing pieces for up to 36 players. 39.99
Each bingo game is also available separately.
FF321 Fact & Opinion Bingo    (Shown.) 10.99
FF322 Predicting Outcomes Bingo   10.99
FF323 Context Clues Bingo   10.99
FF324 Main Idea Bingo  10.99

Grade Level 2 3 4

LL862  NONFICTION COMPREHENSION QUICKIE CARDS
These quick, high-interest activities help students build nonfiction 
comprehension—as they read fascinating passages, interpret 
charts and more!  Each card features brief, engaging text with review 
questions on back, all in a simple multiple-choice format.  You get 
125 cards in 5 skill-building categories, plus 5 answer cards, all in 
a sturdy storage box.  Cards measure 4" x 6".  29.99

Grade Level 3 4 5

www.lakeshorelearning.com
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LL405X � TRICKY WORDS & PHRASES 
TEACHING CARDS    
Our teaching cards make tricky words and 
phrases easy to understand—from “which” 
and “witch” to “piece of cake”!  Each sturdy 
laminated card features a different idiom, 
homophone pair or multiple-meaning word—
with simple sentences that show how it’s used
in context,  plus a picture c lue for extra 
reinforcement.  We’ve even included activity 
ideas that provide targeted practice with each 
word or phrase, so students really master 
them al l !   You get a l l  3 sets, each with 
40 cards (for a total of 120 cards); each card 
measures 7" x 9".  59.99
Each card set is also available separately.
LL399 � Understanding Idioms
Set of 40 illustrated teaching cards featuring 
sentences that include a common expression 
or saying. 21.99
LL397 � Understanding Homophones
You get 40 illustrated teaching cards, each with 
sentences featuring words that sound alike but are 
spelled differently & have different meanings. 21.99
LL398 � Understanding Multiple Meanings
Set includes 40 illustrated teaching cards, each 
featuring two sentences that use the same word 
but with two different meanings. 21.99

Reproducible 
Graphic Organizer

Lesson Plan File Folder
Passage Cards 
for 6 Students

4 different titles in each set!

Shown:  Sequencing

LC465X  HIGH-INTEREST INTERVENTION READING FOLDERS - GR. 2-3 - 
COMPLETE SET    Here’s everything you need to help struggling students become 
successful and enthusiastic young readers!  Each set listed at right includes 6 copies of 
4 different fiction or nonfiction passages that feature high-interest topics and bold, eye-
catching graphics to get children excited about reading.  And the passages are written 
at a level that ensures success among even the most reluctant readers!  Just follow the 
comprehensive lesson plan outlined in each file folder, and use the reproducible graphic 
organizers and assessments to monitor students’ progress.  All 5 sets, each with 

4 folders, 24 passage cards and a guide.  Folders measure 
9 1⁄4" x 11 1⁄4". 149.00
 Each folder set is also available separately.
LC470  Central Message Folders  29.99
LC469  Reading for Details Folders    29.99
LC468  Making Inferences Folders 29.99
LC466  Main Idea Folders  29.99
LC467  Sequencing Folders    (Shown.)     29.99

Grade Level 2 3

Grade Level 2 3 4 5
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READING COMPREHENSION ACTIVITY SERIES    
Students develop comprehension skills at just the right level…with 
reproducible games, puzzles, riddles and more that really grab their 
attention!  Each set features 5 different reproducible activity books that 
explore important reading comprehension concepts—from cause & 
effect and making inferences to comparing & contrasting.  Each book is 
48 pages long and comes complete with an answer key.

BA696  Grades 1-2    Set of 5 books. 24.99
BA697  Grades 3-4    Set of 5 books.  (Shown.) 24.99
BA698  Grades 5-6    Set of 5 books. 24.99

Shown:  Grades 3-4

COMPREHENSION SKILLS PRACTICE CARDS    
Help students become better readers—one skill-building card at a time!  From 
making inferences to understanding context clues, these card sets give stu-
dents focused practice in the most important areas of reading comprehen-
sion.  Each ready-to-use card includes a short, leveled passage followed by a 
multiple-choice question.  Students just read and respond—then flip the card 
over to check their work against the answer on back.  These self-checking 
cards are perfect for independent practice, small groups and even take-home 
work.  Grades 1-2 cards are 7"; grades 2-3 and grades 3-5 cards are 5 1⁄2".

BA305 � Grades 1-2    5 sets of 40 cards each (200 cards total). 49.99
BA306 � Grades 2-3    5 sets of 54 cards each (270 cards total). 49.99
BA307 � Grades 3-5    5 sets of 54 cards each (270 cards total). 49.99

Reproducible 
Graphic Organizer

Lesson Plan File Folder Story Cards for 6 Students

4 different titles in each set!

Shown:  Main Idea

understanding!  You get all 5 sets, each with 4 folders and 
a total of 24 story cards.  Folders are 9" x 11 1⁄4". 149.00
 Each folder set is also available separately.
FF745  Reading for Details Folders  29.99
FF744  Cause & Effect Folders    29.99
FF743  Making Inferences Folders 29.99
FF742  Sequencing Folders  29.99
FF741  Main Idea Folders    (Shown.) 29.99

FF740X  HIGH-INTEREST INTERVENTION READING FOLDERS - GR. 4-5 - 
COMPLETE SET    Boost comprehension skills—with high-interest lessons that turn strug-
gling readers into confident readers!  Designed for kids who need extra support, each set 
listed at right has 4 different texts carefully leveled for struggling readers—with irresistible 
topics and magazine-like graphics that keep older kids engaged.  For each title, you get 
6 copies of a double-sided story card featuring a fiction or nonfiction passage…plus a lesson 
plan that highlights important vocabulary and includes comprehension questions for before, 
during and after reading.  There’s even a reproducible on back to assess students’ 

Grade Level 4 5

Shown:  Grades 1-2

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5
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LC640X � MATCH IT!
SPANISH-ENGLISH ACTIVITY POCKETS - COMPLETE SET    
Our quick and easy card activities boost Spanish and English vocabulary 
skills—with every match students make!  With topics ranging from food 
to feelings, the cards feature kid-friendly images that are a cinch for 
children to identify.  Kids simply match up the illustrated cards…then 
read the words, phrases or sentences in both English and Spanish.  You 
get all 3 sets, each with 8 pockets, a guide and 128-160 activity cards 
that cover 8 topics.  Pockets measure 6" wide.   85.00
Each set is also available separately. 
LC646 � Words     29.99
LC648 � Sentences       29.99
LC647 � Phrases    (Shown.) 29.99

LL584  ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNER GAMES LIBRARY    Students master the basics of 
written and spoken English—with 8 different excitement-filled games!  Each game targets a specific skill in 
grammar, vocabulary or usage…and features a super-simple format that kids can easily pick up and play 
in pairs or small groups—from a memory matching game with idioms and their meanings to a game of 
“Go Fish” with singular and plural nouns.  Each game even includes an answer card for easy self-checking, 
plus enough materials for up to 4 players at once!  Set of 8 games, all in an 11 7⁄8" box. 159.00 

Instant learning games target 8 skills! Shown:  Singular & Plural Nouns Game

Grade Level 2 3 4 5

DD560X  VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT 
PHOTO CARD LIBRARIES - COMPLETE SET    
Help children build their English vocabulary one word at a time—with 
full-color cards that make it easy to integrate students’ native 
languages!  Perfect alone or for expanding on classroom themes, each 
library has 50 cards with a photo on front…and the word on back in 
English and 13 other languages—from Spanish to Vietnamese.  Plus, 
the 4 1⁄2" x 5 3⁄4" cards have phonetic pronunciations, so anyone can use 
them!  Set of all 5 libraries.  99.50
Each photo card library is also available separately.  Each    21.99
DD522  Around Our DD529  School
 Community    (Shown.) DD527  All About Me
DD528  Foods DD525  Animals

Grade Level 1K 2 3

Just flip the cards to see  
how to pronounce each word  

in 13 different languages!
Shown:  Around Our Community

Shown:  Phrases

Grade Level 1K 2

Lakeshore *For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see page 165.
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Shown:  Level 1

LL575X � ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITY CARDS - COMPLETE SET    
Help English language learners develop key skills in reading, writing, speaking & listening!  Ideal for individual, small-
group or whole-class instruction, each leveled set includes 50 double-sided, 8 1⁄2" x 11" cards that have a step-by- 
step language lesson on one side…and a corresponding write & wipe activity to help students master the concept 
on the other.  As kids complete the activities, they’ll build the skills and confidence they need to strengthen their 
daily use of English.  Best of all, our activities mirror what students encounter on English language assessments!  
All 4 levels, each with a guide featuring a helpful teacher’s script for walking kids through the activities. 149.00 
LL571 � Level 1    (Shown.)    39.99 LL573 � Level 3    39.99  
LL572 � Level 2    39.99 LL574 � Level 4    39.99  
DD105  Write & Wipe Markers    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers. 3.99

Each card features a lesson on one 
side…and a corresponding write & 

wipe activity on the other!

Front
Back

LC135X  ENGLISH LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT SKILL-BUILDING
CENTERS - COMPLETE SET    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Packed with engaging hands-on activities, our centers help students build critical English 
language skills—from writing sentences to listening and following directions!  Children just 
follow the simple instructions on each write & wipe activity card to complete  
sentences with word tiles…listen to an audio CD as they read along with flip books…prac-
tice vocabulary with picture cards…and more.  When kids are ready, they use the included 
answer cards to check their own work!  Complete set includes all 4 centers, each with 
15 activity cards, enough hands-on materials for up to 4 children to use at once, 4 write & 
wipe markers and a guide.  Cards measure 8" x 10".  149.00

Each center is also available separately.
LC139  Writing    Students complete and write sentences 
using markers and 54 word tiles.  (Shown.) 39.99 
LC138  Reading Comprehension    Includes 6 full-color 
picture books kids use to complete a variety of activities. 39.99
LC137  Speaking & Listening    An audio CD and 4 flip 
books teach kids effective speaking and listening skills. 39.99
LC136  Building Vocabulary    You get 55 picture cards 
that make vocabulary practice engaging.  39.99

Each center covers a different component  
of English language development!

Shown:  Writing

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K 2
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AA300X � LEVELED BOOKS CLASSROOM LIBRARY 1
Help students become successful and enthusiastic readers—with 
specially selected books for every reading level!  Ideal for both 
guided and independent reading, our library includes 80 books  
leveled using Fountas and Pinnell’s system…making it easy to  
provide differentiated instruction—and meet every student’s needs.  
For each level, you get a book bin with a starter set of 5 paperback 
books, plus handy stickers to label the books by level—with enough 
extra stickers to add tons of titles to your library!  Library includes all 
16 bins shown, each with 5 books, 60 book stickers, a bin label, a 
reproducible activity and a guide. 649.00
See chart to order individual bins and book sets. 

 A (K)  AA302     42.99  AA833     32.00

 B (K)  AA303  39.99  AA834  29.00

 C (K)  AA304  41.99  AA835  31.00

 D (K-Gr. 1)  AA305  39.99  AA836  29.00

 E (Gr. 1)  AA306  40.99  AA837  30.00

 F (Gr. 1)  AA307  38.99 AA838  28.00

 G (Gr. 1)  AA308  43.99  AA839  33.00

 H (Gr. 1)  AA309  45.99  AA841  35.00

 I (Gr. 1)  AA316  45.99 AA842  35.00

 J (Gr. 1-2)  AA317  33.99  AA843  23.00

 K (Gr. 2)  AA318  38.99  AA844  28.00

 L (Gr. 2)  AA319  34.99  AA845  24.00

 M (Gr. 2-3)  AA336  38.99  AA846  28.00

 N (Gr. 3) AA337  39.99  AA847  29.00

 O (Gr. 3)  AA338  43.99  AA848  33.00

 P (Gr. 3-4)  AA339  40.99  AA849  30.00

 Reading Book Bin Extra Book Set
 Level (w/ 5 books, stickers & guide) (5 books)

Leveled Library Checkout Chart sold separately.

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4
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Each bin comes with 5 books, 60 book stickers,  
a bin label, a reproducible activity and a guide.

TT160X � LEVELED BOOKS CLASSROOM LIBRARY 2
Our second library is filled with even more level-appropriate books 
designed to get students excited about reading!  The 80 titles provide 
a variety of reading experiences at every level—so they’re perfect for 
differentiated instruction.  Each level includes a bin with a starter set of 
5 paperback books leveled using Fountas and Pinnell’s system…plus 
tons of stickers that let you label the books for easy identification.  
Library includes all 16 bins, each with 5 books, 60 book stickers, a 
bin label, a reproducible activity and a guide. 639.00
See chart to order individual bins and book sets.  

 A (K)   TT161     35.99 TT911     25.00

 B (K) TT162 40.99 TT972 30.00

 C (K) TT163 34.99 TT973 24.00

 D (K-Gr. 1) TT164 39.99 TT974  29.00

 E (Gr. 1) TT165 38.99 TT915 28.00

 F (Gr. 1) TT166 42.99 TT916 32.00

 G (Gr. 1) TT167 40.99 TT917 30.00

 H (Gr. 1) TT168 42.99 TT918 32.00

 I (Gr. 1) TT169 46.99 TT919 36.00

 J (Gr. 1-2) TT171 34.99 TT941  24.00

 K (Gr. 2) TT172 42.99 TT942 32.00

 L (Gr. 2) TT173 38.99 TT943  28.00

 M (Gr. 2-3) TT174 35.99 TT944   25.00

 N (Gr. 3) TT177 37.99 TT947  27.00

 O (Gr. 3) TT178 43.99 TT948  33.00

 P (Gr. 3-4) TT179 41.99 TT949  31.00

 Reading Book Bin Extra Book Set
 Level (w/ 5 books, stickers & guide) (5 books)

FF464 � LEVELED LIBRARY MOBILE STORAGE CART    
Specially designed for our Leveled Books Libraries, this super-sturdy cart stores 
and organizes up to 16 book bins—and easily transports them anywhere!  Ideal 
for literacy centers or shared book rooms, our metal cart has 3 racks for book 
bins (sold separately), plus a removable wire tray with 2 roomy compartments—
providing easy access to reading reproducibles, graphic organizers and more.  It 
even has built-in hooks to hang our Checkout Chart (sold sep. below).  Measures 
33"w x 15 3⁄8"d x 44"h; with 2 locking casters.  Easy assembly. 159.00
AA750X � Book Bins - Set of 16    Each is 14" x 5 1⁄4" x 7 1⁄4" high. 94.50

You get 100 checkout cards, plus  
26 letter cards to label each level!

FF576 � LEVELED LIBRARY
CHECKOUT CHART    Perfect for 
use with our storage cart listed above, 
this convenient Checkout Chart makes 
it easy to keep track of all your leveled 
books!  The 16" x 25" chart features 
100 double-sided checkout cards, 
with space to write in the book title, 
dates and students’ names.  You also 
get 26 letter cards that correspond to 
each leveled bin—so it’s easy to find 
the checkout card you need! 39.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4
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Each bin has 5 books, 
60 book stickers, a bin 
label, a reproducible 
and a guide.

LL610X
NONFICTION LEVELED BOOKS
CLASSROOM LIBRARY    
With high-interest topics, full-color photos and 
accessible text for every reading level, our 
library makes it easy to develop reading fluency 
and increase comprehension of nonfiction text!  
A great way to provide differentiated instruc-
tion, our library includes 80 books leveled using 
Fountas and Pinnell’s system…all organized 
into easy-access book bins.  Each level comes 
with a set of 5 nonfiction paperback books, 
plus handy stickers to organize the books by 
level—so kids can easily find the books they 
need.  Library includes all 16 bins, each with 
5 books, 60 book stickers, a bin label, a repro-
ducible activity and a guide. 689.00
See chart to order individual bins and book sets. 

Reading
Level

Nonfiction Book Bin
(w/ 5 books, stickers & guide)

Extra Book Set
(5 books)

A (K) LL611 43.99 LL711 33.00
B (K) LL612 39.99 LL712 29.00
C (K) LL613 37.99 LL713 27.00
D (K-Gr. 1) LL614 40.99 LL714 30.00
E (Gr. 1) LL615 43.99 LL715 33.00
F (Gr. 1) LL616 46.99 LL716 36.00
G (Gr. 1) LL617 45.99 LL717 35.00
H (Gr. 1) LL618 41.99 LL718 31.00
I (Gr. 1) LL619 44.99 LL719 34.00
J (Gr. 1-2) LL621 43.99 LL721 33.00
K (Gr. 2) LL622 49.99 LL722 39.00
L (Gr. 2) LL623 42.99 LL723 32.00
M (Gr. 2-3) LL624 40.99 LL724 30.00
N (Gr. 3) LL625 40.99 LL725 30.00
O (Gr. 3) LL626 39.99 LL726 29.00
P (Gr. 3-4) LL627 47.99 LL727 37.00

Each level includes 20 books—5 copies each of 4 different titles—plus a guide.

EE210X n GUIDED READING 
LEVELED BOOKS - COMPLETE SET
Build reading skills at just the right level!  
With fiction and nonfiction titles that let 
small groups of students explore a variety 
of texts, our engaging books are 
leveled using Fountas and Pinnell’s 
system, featuring simple language and 
familiar subjects to support young readers.  
You get all 5 levels listed below, each 
with 20 books (5 copies each of 2 fiction 
and 2 nonfiction titles), plus an activity 
guide.  Books are 8-12 pages. 179.00
Each level is also available separately. 
EE203 n Level A   39.99
EE204 n Level B   39.99
EE205 n Level C    (Shown.) 39.99
EE206 n Level D   39.99
EE207 n Level E   39.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4

Grade Level 1K
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GG710X  UPPER GRADES 
LEVELED BOOKS 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY
With super-engaging novels, fantasy stories 
and more, our library has all the level-
appropriate books you need to satisfy advanc-
ing readers!  Each bin features a starter set of 
5 paperback books leveled using Fountas and 
Pinnell’s system—all carefully selected accord-
ing to subject, structure and vocabulary—mak-
ing it easy to apply differentiated instruction 
strategies.  Plus, we’ve included plenty of 
stickers to label the books by level—and keep 
your entire library organized.  All 10 bins, each 
with 5 books, 60 book stickers, a bin label, a 
reproducible activity and a guide. 469.00
See chart to order individual bins & book sets.  

Each bin has 5 books, 
60 book stickers, a bin 
label, a reproducible 
and a guide.

 Q (Gr. 4)   GG709 44.99 GG909       34.00
 R (Gr. 4)  GG711 44.99  GG911 34.00
 S (Gr. 4-5)  GG712 46.99 GG912 36.00
 T (Gr. 5)  GG713 43.99 GG913 33.00
 U (Gr. 5)  GG714 46.99 GG914 36.00
 V (Gr. 5-6)  GG715 47.99 GG915 37.00
 W (Gr. 6)  GG716 50.99 GG916 40.00
 X (Gr. 6)  GG717 48.99 GG917 38.00
 Y (Gr. 6)  GG718 46.99 GG918 36.00
 Z (Gr. 7-8)  GG719 49.99 GG919 39.00

 Reading  Book Bin  Extra Book Set
 Level (w/ 5 books, stickers & guide) (5 books)

Grade Level 4 5 6 & Up

LL730X  UPPER GRADES 
NONFICTION LEVELED BOOKS 
CLASSROOM LIBRARY    
Fascinating nonfiction titles selected just for 
advancing readers, covering everything from 
glaciers and global warming to poets, painters, 
the pyramids and more!  Perfect for providing 
differentiated instruction, our library includes 
50 paperback books leveled using Fountas 
and Pinnell’s system—all selected according 
to vocabulary, structure, text features and 
more.  Each level includes a bin with a starter 
set of 5 books, plus plenty of stickers to label 
each book—with enough extra stickers to 
add tons of additional titles!  All 10 bins, each 
with 5 books, 60 book stickers, a bin label, a 
reproducible activity and a guide. 519.00
See chart to order individual bins & book sets.  

Each bin has 5 books, 
60 book stickers, a bin 
label, a reproducible 
and a guide.  Q (Gr. 4)   LL728 48.99 LL739 38.00

 R (Gr. 4)  LL729 46.99 LL741 36.00
 S (Gr. 4-5)  LL731 46.99 LL742 36.00
 T (Gr. 5)  LL732 50.99 LL743 40.00
 U (Gr. 5)  LL733 55.99 LL744 45.00
 V (Gr. 5-6)  LL734 62.99 LL745 52.00
 W (Gr. 6)  LL735 47.99 LL746 37.00
 X (Gr. 6)  LL736 48.99 LL747 38.00
 Y (Gr. 6)  LL737 59.99 LL748 49.00
 Z (Gr. 7-8)  LL738 53.99 LL749 43.00

 Reading   Nonfiction Book Bin  Extra Book Set
 Level (w/ 5 books, stickers & guide) (5 books)

Grade Level 4 5 6 & Up
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Level 2 Level 3 Level 4Level 1

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Each level is also available separately.
FB711 � Eyewitness Nonfiction Readers - Level 1    
Simple words and sentences with lots of pictures for early readers.  Set of 10 books. 49.50
FB712 � Eyewitness Nonfiction Readers - Level 2    
With enticing illustrations and slightly more difficult text for beginners.  Set of 10 books. 49.50
FB713 � Eyewitness Nonfiction Readers - Level 3    
Thrilling stories feature greater detail and more advanced themes.  Set of 10 books. 49.50
FB714 � Eyewitness Nonfiction Readers - Level 4    
Perfect for fluent readers—with complex sentences and fun facts.  Set of 10 books. 49.50

FB710X � EYEWITNESS NONFICTION 
READERS COMPLETE SERIES
This fascinating series includes 40 accessible 
photo-filled books that really inspire students 
to read…and explore real-life subjects they’ll 
enjoy from cover to cover.  Series includes all 
4 levels listed at right—with books for 
emerging to fluent readers. 189.00

HH188 � READING CORNER 
CLASSROOM CARPET  
Science fiction, mystery, adventure 
and more—our cozy carpet brings 
literature to life!  Perfect in a 
classroom library or reading center, 
the soft nylon carpet features 9 of 
students’ favorite literary genres…
and an incredibly rugged, stain-
resistant design to last through 
years of classroom use.  The 
carpet meets a Class I rating of 
NFPA 253, as well as the fire-
resistance standards of the 
Uniform Building Code.  Measures 
5 feet x 6 1⁄2 feet.  Guaranteed for 
10 years. 179.00

CR690X � I CAN READ!
COMPLETE SERIES    Engaging 
stories, lovable characters and helpful 
illustrations make these high-interest 
readers the perfect transition from 
picture books to text-based books!  
The sets gradually increase in 
difficulty—from short, simple stories 
to  chapter  books fo r  newly 
independent readers—so students 
build reading skills and confidence as 
they go.  Includes all 3 levels. 145.00
Each level is also available separately.
CR691 � Level 1    
10 paperback books; 32-64 pp. 49.50
CR692 � Level 2    
10 paperback books; 52-64 pp. 49.50
CR693 � Level 3    
10 paperback books; 62-64 pp. 49.50

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4

Grade Level 1 2 3 4
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BK470X � BIG BOOK FAVORITES - SET 4    
Enjoy 6 more kid-pleasing titles that are per-
fect for reading aloud—and boost language 
and literacy skills with every flip of the page!  
Set includes all 6 classic titles shown; each 
measures 14 3⁄8"-18" tall. 155.00
RA384 � Owl Babies 24.99
BK501 � Mouse Paint 26.99 
BK471 � The Three Bears 26.99 
BK660 � Big Red Barn 24.99 
BK472 �  If You Give a  

Mouse a Cookie 24.99
BB198 � The Cow That Went Oink 26.99

BK415X � BIG BOOK FAVORITES - SET 3    
Our third set of big books features 6 more of chil- 
dren’s favorite titles—with charming stories and 
captivating illustrations the whole class is sure to 
enjoy!  Set of all 6 books; 14"-19 1⁄4" tall.  149.00
BK338 � The Little Red Hen  24.99 
BK371 �  Brown Bear, Brown Bear, 

What Do You See?  27.95 
BK333 �  Five Little Monkeys  

Jumping on the Bed   26.99 
BK1812 � It Looked Like Spilt Milk 24.99 
BK428 � What I Like About Me!  20.99    
BK417 � Where’s My Teddy?  24.99

RE335X � BIG BOOK FAVORITES - SET 2    
Expand your library even further…with 6 more 
beautifully illustrated big books that invite the entire 
class to participate!  You get all 6 books shown; 
books measure 13"-19" tall.  159.00
BK334 � In the Small, Small Pond 27.99 
BK668 �  If You Give a  

Moose a Muffin 24.99
BK337 � Chrysanthemum 24.99 
BK646 � Three Billy Goats Gruff 26.99
BK336 �  Panda Bear, Panda Bear, 

What Do You See? 27.99
BK331 � The Gingerbread Boy 26.99

RA730X � BIG BOOK FAVORITES - SET 1
These kid-favorite books are large enough to be 
shared, yet simple enough for beginners to 
enjoy on their own.  Set of all 6 books shown; 
each measures 14 1⁄2"-18" tall. 155.00
BK2231 � My Five Senses 24.99
BK871 �  If the Dinosaurs  

Came Back 26.95
BK994 � In the Tall, Tall Grass 27.99
BK6528 � The Napping House 26.99
BK1968 � The Rainbow Fish 24.99
BK273 � Silly Sally 26.95

RE805X � SCIENCE BIG BOOK FAVORITES
Discover  the wonders of  sc ience…with 
irresistible big books that provide a fascinating 
introduction to l i fe cycles, animal sounds, 
natura l  resources and more!   Set of  a l l 
5 books; each measures 14"-22" tall. 129.00
BB109 � Stellaluna 26.99 
BK568 �  From Caterpillar  

to Butterfly 24.99
BK460 �   Polar Bear, Polar Bear,  

What Do You Hear? 27.99
BB816 � The Great Kapok Tree 26.95
BK512 � Planting a Rainbow 26.99

BK830X � MATH BIG BOOK FAVORITES
Math concepts are incredibly easy to grasp…with invit-
ing big books for students of all levels!  Our collection 
covers beginning concepts like counting and grouping, 
as well as more challenging skills like multiplication and 
division.  Set of 5; each is 14 1⁄4"-18" tall. 125.00
BK832 �  Curious George Learns  

to Count from 1 to 100 28.99
BK834 �  Full House:    

An Invitation to Fractions 24.99 
BK723 � Caps for Sale 24.99
BK831 � The Doorbell Rang 24.99 
BK833 � One Is a Snail, Ten Is a Crab  24.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3

Grade Level 1K 2 3

Grade Level 1K 2 3

Grade Level 1K 2 3

Grade Level 1K 2 3

Grade Level 1K 2 3
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RE570X  MY FIRST I CAN READ!  
READ-ALONGS    
Simple text, adorable illustrations and delightful 
characters make these charming storybooks just 
right for emerging readers!  Complete set includes 
all 5 kits listed below, each with 4 copies of the 
book and a read-along CD. 159.00
RE577  Biscuit’s New Trick 32.50  
RE355  Biscuit Goes to School 32.50
RE511  Bathtime for Biscuit 32.50
RE578  Biscuit Finds a Friend 32.50 
RE349  Go Away, Dog 32.50

“Hello, Little Peep,  
I see you,” said  

Little Bear.

RE320X  I CAN READ!  
READ-ALONGS - LEVEL 1    This storybook 
collection is designed just for beginning readers…
with inviting illustrations, familiar words and lots of 
friendly characters!  Set of all 5 kits, each with 
4 copies of the book and a CD.  159.00
RE353  Danny and the Dinosaur 32.50 
RE516  Little Bear 32.50  
RE572   Danny and the Dinosaur 

Go to Camp 32.50  
RE579  Sammy the Seal   32.50 
RE351  Little Bear’s Friend   32.50

With irresistible characters, fascinating facts and easy-to-follow narrations, these engaging fiction and nonfiction read-along kits ensure success for 
beginning readers!  Each kit contains 4 copies of a paperback book, plus a read-along CD that narrates the text word for word.

EARLY READERS READ-ALONGS

RE855X � INFORMATIONAL TEXT
READ-ALONGS - LEVEL 1    
These read-alongs are just the right level for 
students learning to read on their own!  Each book 
lets students explore a fascinating nonfiction topic—
with simple text and beautiful photos & illustrations.  
All 5 kits, each with 4 books and a CD. 159.00
RE856 � Ants    32.50 
RE857 � Trains    32.50 
RE858 � Dinosaurs   32.50 
RE859 � Storms    32.50
RE854 � Ponies    32.50

RE735X � MY FIRST INFORMATIONAL 
TEXT READ-ALONGS    Introduce nonfiction 
topics to early readers…with super-exciting 
National Geographic Kids books!  Stunning 
photography and simple text make them an 
ideal choice for read-alongs.  Set of all 5 kits, 
each with 4 books and a CD. 159.00 
RE736 � Jump, Pup! 32.50
RE737 � Race Day 32.50
RE739 � Swim, Fish! 32.50
RE738 � Safari 32.50
RE741 � Swing, Sloth! 32.50

RE905X � INFORMATIONAL TEXT 
READ-ALONGS - LEVEL 2    
With easy-to-read sentences, stunning photo-
graphs and exciting new vocabulary words, these 
paperback read-alongs help students sharpen 
independent reading skills!  Set includes all 5 kits, 
each with 4 books and a CD.   159.00 
RE907 � Volcanoes     32.50
RE909 � Planets  32.50
RE904 � Dolphins  32.50
RE908 � Cheetahs 32.50 
RE906 � Pandas    32.50

Welcome 
to the 

rain forest!
Ponies are 

special
animals!

They munch on 
bamboo for hours 

each day. 

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 1K Grade Level 1 2 3

Can you  
run as fast  
as I can?

RE457X  I CAN READ! 
READ-ALONGS - LEVEL 2    Favorite char-
acters like Frog and Toad and Amelia Bedelia 
bring these enchanting stories to life for 
developing readers!  Set includes all 5 read-
along kits listed below, each with 4 copies of 
the book and a CD. 159.00
RE354   Frog and Toad  

Are Friends   32.50
RE352  Amelia Bedelia     32.50
RE438  Frog and Toad Together 32.50  
RE459   Frog and Toad All Year 32.50
RE451   Mouse Soup   32.50

Grade Level 1 2 3

The weasel put 
the mouse in a 
cooking pot.
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These charming picture books help beginning readers develop fluency…with enchanting stories, enticing images and lively narrations that really get 
students involved!  Each kit includes 4 copies of an English or a Spanish book, plus a CD that narrates the story. 

PICTURE BOOK READ-ALONGS

“Caps!  Caps 
for sale!  Fifty 
cents a cap!”RE207X  FAVORITE PICTURE BOOK

READ-ALONGS - SET 2    Five more beloved 
titles…chosen especially for emerging readers!  
Each kit has 4 copies of the book, plus a CD that 
narrates the story.  Complete set includes all 5 kits 
listed below. 219.00
RE754  The Relatives Came 48.50 
RE746   When Sophie Gets Angry—  

Really, Really Angry… 40.50
RE491  Miss Nelson Is Back 42.50
RE241   Sylvester and the  

Magic Pebble 48.50
RE758  Tacky the Penguin  44.50

RE206X  FAVORITE PICTURE BOOK 
READ-ALONGS - SET 1    
Selected especially for beginning readers, these 
delightful kits each feature 4 copies of an enticing 
picture book, plus a read-along CD.  You get all 
5 kits listed below. 225.00
RE732  Stone Soup 44.50
RE357  Anansi and the Magic Stick 44.50
RE192   Cloudy with a  

Chance of Meatballs 44.50
RE841   Harold and the 

Purple Crayon 44.50
RE747  Where the Wild Things Are 48.50

RE208X  FAVORITE PICTURE BOOK 
READ-ALONGS - SET 3    These classic titles 
feature lots of enticing pictures and entertaining 
plots that are perfect for beginning readers!  Each 
kit comes with 4 copies of the book, plus a read-
along CD.  Set of all 5 kits listed below.  219.00
RE191  Sheila Rae, the Brave 44.50
RE751  Imogene’s Antlers   44.50
RE677  The Snowy Day   44.50
RE936   Miss Nelson Is Missing! 42.50
RE733  Caps for Sale   44.50

En ese  
momento, llamaron  

a la puerta.

…un árbol cubierto 
de nieve. 

Asegúrate  
de vaciar todos  

tus bolsillos, Lisa  
querida.

RE876X  SPANISH PICTURE BOOK
READ-ALONGS - SET 2    Expand your 
Spanish read-along library with 5 more of the most 
beloved titles in children’s literature!  Each kit 
includes 4 copies of a paperback book, plus a CD 
that narrates the story.  As children follow along, 
they increase reading fluency and become more 
confident readers!  All 5 kits listed below. 219.00
RE872  Salí de paseo 44.50 
RE373  Corduroy    44.50
RE371  ¡Salta, ranita, salta!  44.50
RE554  Se venden gorras 44.50 
RE359  Un día de nieve 44.50

RE940X  SPANISH PICTURE BOOK
READ-ALONGS - SET 1
Ideal for storytime and independent reading, our 
delightful read-along kits feature children’s all-
time favorite stories—in Spanish!  Each kit has 
4 copies of a paperback book written especially 
for early readers, plus a CD that narrates the 
story.  Complete set of all 5 kits. 229.00
RE941  ¡La verdadera historia…! 48.50
RE944  Sopa de piedras 52.50
RE942  Un sillón para mi mamá  40.50
RE943  Alexander y el día terrible… 44.50
RE945  Llaman a la puerta 44.50

RE877X  SPANISH PICTURE BOOK 
READ-ALONGS - SET 3    Lovable characters 
and fun-filled story lines make our third set of Spanish 
read-alongs a great addition to your classroom 
library!  Each kit includes 4 copies of a paperback 
book and a CD that reads the story word for word as 
students follow along.  You get all 5 kits. 215.00
RE536  ¡Qué montón de tamales! 48.50
RE868   ¿Cómo comen  

los dinosaurios? 40.50
RE874  ¿Tu mamá es una llama? 40.50
RE555  El perro vagabundo 44.50
RE569  Un bolsillo para Corduroy 44.50

Grade Level 1K 2 3 Grade Level 1K 2 3

Grade Level 1K 2 3

Grade Level 1K 2 3 Grade Level 1K 2 3 Grade Level 1K 2 3

His name was 
Tacky.  Tacky  
was an odd  

bird. 

That very night in 
Max’s room a 
forest grew.
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RE550X � LEVELED C-G READ-ALONGS
With level-appropriate text and lots of enticing 
pictures, these read-alongs are ideal for 
beginning readers!  Set includes all 5 kits, each 
with 4 copies of the book and a read-along CD 
that narrates the story.    215.00
RE676 � I Went Walking 44.50
RE558 � Shoes 44.50
RE543 � It Looked Like Spilt Milk 44.50
RE553 � Rosie’s Walk 44.50
RE281 � Sheep in a Jeep 40.50

They lifted 
a nocturnal song, 
a weird and eerie 

chant…

Now you can create a customized library right in your classroom—with our reading book kits leveled using the Fountas & Pinnell system!  Specially selected 
to meet the needs of readers of all levels, our kits help students become competent, successful and enthusiastic readers.

LEVELED READ-ALONGS

RE835X � LEVELED O-Q READ-ALONGS 
These lively chapter books feature entertaining 
stories that 3rd- and 4th-grade readers of all 
levels will enjoy from cover to cover!  Set of 
all 5 kits, each with 4 copies of the book and 
2-6 CDs that narrate the text.  235.00
RE837 � Ramona and Her Father 46.50
RE836 �  The Mouse and  

the Motorcycle 47.50
RE387 �  Ellen Tebbits 45.50
RE838 �  Little House on  

the Prairie  50.50
RE417 �  Tales of a 

Fourth Grade Nothing 46.50

Fudge was in 
his crib slurping 

away.

Jeep goes deep in 
gooey mud.

“Look!  There’s 
the very bear I’ve 
always wanted.”

RE965X � LEVELED H-K READ-ALONGS
These delightful storybooks feature short, simple 
text and lots of helpful illustrations—all leveled for 
1st- and 2nd-grade readers!  All 5 kits, each with 
4 copies of the book and a CD.     219.00
RE542 � Goodnight Moon 48.50
RE794 �  The Dinosaur Who Lived  

in My Backyard 40.50
RE962 � The Doorbell Rang 44.50
RE763 � Inch by Inch 44.50
RE963 � Corduroy 44.50

RE430X � LEVELED R-T READ-ALONGS
Captivating characters and more complex themes 
make this read-along set perfect for 4th- and 
5th-grade readers of different levels.  You get 
all 5 kits, each with 4 copies of the book and 
3-4 read-along CDs that narrate the story. 265.00
RE395 � Charlotte’s Web  62.50
RE439 �  The River   54.50
RE431 � Room One   51.50 
RE418 �  The Lion, the Witch  

and the Wardrobe   45.50
RE432 � Bridge to Terabithia   53.50

“We need a 
place,” she said, 

“just for us.”

RE895X � LEVELED U-Y READ-ALONGS
With longer chapters and more complicated 
plots, these terrific books keep 5th- and 
6th-grade readers engaged…while encouraging 
their progress!  All 5 kits, each with 4 copies of 
the book and 4-6 CDs. 279.00
RE452 � Bud, Not Buddy  55.50
RE926 � Holes  55.50
RE455 � A Wrinkle in Time  52.50 
RE928 �  Where the  

Red Fern Grows  65.50 
RE897 � The Call of the Wild  52.50

There was a girl 
in the village who 

loved horses.

RE209X � LEVELED L-N READ-ALONGS
Young readers develop comprehension and 
fluency…with well-loved stories they’ll enjoy 
again and again!  All 5 kits, each with 4 copies 
of the book and a read-along CD.  225.00
RE202 � Whistle for Willie 44.50
RE258 � Red Riding Hood 44.50
RE247 � Too Many Tamales 48.50
RE774 �  The Three Little Pigs 44.50
RE249 �  The Girl Who Loved   

Wild Horses 44.50

Grade Level 1K Grade Level 1 2 Grade Level 2 3

Grade Level 3 4

Grade Level 4 5 Grade Level 5 6
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FN2924C  LISTENING 
CENTER HEADPHONES    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Specially sized for 
children, our headphones have comfy, 
washable ear cushions and adjustable, 
wipe-clean vinyl headbands that won’t 
stretch out or lose their shape.  With 1⁄4" and 
1⁄8" adaptor plugs. Each    16.99
FN2924CX  Listening Center
Headphones - Set of 8    Perfect for 
use with our junction box at right. 129.00

LA802  8-STATION
JUNCTION BOX WITH
VOLUME CONTROLS
Junction box has individual volume 
controls that let kids adjust their 
own sound level.  With 1⁄4" jacks for 
headphones.  (Shown.) 26.99
LA803  8-Station 
Junction Box Without 
Volume Controls    Just like the 
junction box above, only without 
the volume controls. 16.99

GG820  READ-ALONG LISTENING CENTER    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  An instant listening center and 
easy-access storage space for all your read-along materials—in a convenient, 
compact design that fits right on your tabletop!  The sturdy wooden center 
comes with our LA802 8-station junction box with individual volume controls, 
plus 8 pairs of FN2924C adjustable headphones that fit onto the center—all with 
washable ear cushions & wipe-clean vinyl headbands that keep their shape year 
after year.  Plus, there’s plenty of extra space to store your read-along materials 
and books inside!  19 3⁄4"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 8 1⁄2"h.  Read-along kits not incl. 269.00
GG819  Read-Along Storage Unit Only    Our rugged wooden unit 
has room for a junction box and 8 pairs of headphones…plus additional space 
inside for your books & read-along materials.  19 3⁄4"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 8 1⁄2"h. 119.00
 Additional Listening Center 
 components are also 
 available  separately below. 

FF290 � BEST-BUY LISTENING CENTER    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set up a complete listening center…in half the table 
space!  The rugged metal center comes with our JJ665 CD player (at right), 
4 pairs of FN2924C adjustable headphones (below) and our LA802 junction 
box with volume controls (below).  Plus, it’s easy to keep materials organized 
with a designated space for everything—including read-along books and 
CDs!  Measures 12"w x 9"d x 9 1⁄4"h.  CDs and books not included. 229.00 
FF289 � Best-Buy Storage Center Only    Our compact metal storage 
center only; designed to fit our junction box (sold below) and a player.  With 
handy hooks for headphones and storage space for books and CDs. 39.99

FF290 (Includes CD player, 
headphones and junction box.)

JJ665  PORTABLE
CD PLAYER    This top-
quality player is lightweight, 
compact and completely por-
table!  Our heavy-duty player 
features a built-in speaker, anti- 
skip technology, repeat and 
shuffle functions…plus 1⁄4" and 
1⁄8" headphone jacks.  CD 
player measures 10 1⁄2" long; 
plugs into the wall or runs on 
4 “C” batt. (not incl.). 99.50

DD210  
MULTIPURPOSE HEADPHONES WITH 
VOLUME CONTROL    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Versatile, comfortable and easy to use, our high-quality headphones are 
perfect for any classroom!  Padded, adjustable headphones feature 
adaptable plugs that fit into CD and cassette players, junction boxes—
even computers.  Plus, they have a volume control right on the cord!  
Cord measures 74". Each    10.99
DD220X  Multipurpose Headphones with 
Volume Control - Set of 8     86.99

Adaptable plugs

Volume control
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LL843 � NONFICTION SEQUENCE & WRITE TILES
Students learn to instruct, inform and persuade through writing—with non-
fiction tiles that guide young writers through the process!  Children simply 
sequence the beautifully photographed tiles right on the mat—then use the 
pictures to help them write a nonfiction passage with a clear beginning, 
middle and end.  Each tile even has a word bank on back to help children 
get started!  You get 10 sequencing mats and 10 corresponding sets of 
tiles (50 tiles total); mats measure 5 1⁄2" x 14". 29.99

FF236 � SEQUENCE & WRITE STORY TILES     
Our fun-to-sequence story tiles are specially designed to get students 
writing creatively—as they describe the setting and characters, explain 
the story’s plot, and more!  You get 10 sequencing mats and 10 different 
sets of illustrated story tiles.  Children place the tiles in order on their 
mat, then use the pictures to write their own story step-by-step!  Plus, 
key words on the back of each tile help students get started.  Set 
includes 60 tiles total; mats are 4 1⁄2" x 16 1⁄2". 29.99

Front Cover Helpful Word ListsAlphabet & Descriptive Words

AA394 � EARLY WRITING  
PROCESS STUDENT FOLDER
Our handy folder guides early writers 
through the writ ing process—so 
they can turn out a polished piece 
every time!  Each folder simplifies 
the process into three steps—
plan, write and finish—with helpful 
i l lustrat ions that show students 
what to do before moving on.  Plus, 
when children get stuck, they just 
flip the folder over and find tons of 
helpful  resources—including the 
alphabet, the first 50 sight-words, 
a handy word bank for reference, 
and more.  Best of all, there’s room 
to store everything inside—from the 
story plan to the final draft!  The 
9 1⁄2" x 12" folder features three 
convenient pockets.  Each    2.39
AA395 � Early Writing Process 
Student Folder - Set of 10 21.99

AA997 � BUILD-A-STORY FLIP BOOK    
Our easy-to-use flip book gives students a fun, hands-
on way to create their own stories!  It features colorful, 
illustrated cards for each essential story element—including 
characters, settings, events and conclusions.  Children 
simply flip through the cards to choose the elements for their 
story…then fill in the details on their own!  As students flip 
and choose different story elements, they can create tons of 
unique stories!  The book measures 4 3⁄4" x 8 3⁄4" and includes 
4 sets of 20 flips.  16.99

*For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see page 165.

Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 1 2 3

Grade Level 1 2 3 Grade Level 1 2 3
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GG139 � BUILD-A-PARAGRAPH   
FLIP BOOK    Our easy-to-use flip book gives 
students all the elements they need to write 
complete paragraphs one step at a time!  It 
features 72 flip cards that let students choose 
their own topics…select three detail words 
to include in support ing sentences…then 
choose preprinted conclusions to make their 
paragraphs complete.  The book features six 
fun topics organized with color-coded tabs; 
measures 5" x 8 1⁄2".  16.99

FF358 � THE WRITING  
PROCESS STUDENT FOLDER
This super-helpful folder guides 
students step-by-step through 
the writing process—with foldout 
pockets that store everything 
from the initial story map to the 
final draft!  Plus, each side of 
the folder is jam-packed with 
informat ion to help students 
along the way, including possible 
wr i t ing  top ics ,  rev is ing and 
editing checklists, a huge list of 
commonly misspel led words, 
and more.  Students just follow 
the simple steps on each of the 
four  handy ins ide pockets…
and produce a polished piece 
every time!  The folder measures 
9 1⁄2" x 12".  Each    2.59
 FF359 � The Writing Process 
Student Folder - Set of 10 
 24.99Front Cover Helpful Word Lists Revising & Editing ChecklistsList of Writing Topics

GRAB & WRITE SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL PROMPTS    Strengthen social-
emotional learning in the classroom with our engaging prompt cards!  Great for 
daily writing or group conversations, the cards cover topics such as friendship & 
teamwork, self-control and more.  Simply pick a card from the mystery box for the 
class to write about or discuss—or let students choose and respond on their 
own.  Each set includes 100 prompt cards and a 7 1⁄2"w x 7 1⁄2"d x 6 1⁄2"h mystery box.

EE117 � K-Gr. 2    (Shown.)    29.99 EE118 � Gr. 3-5    29.99

Students learn to 
understand themselves & 

others, social cues & more!

Shown:  K-Gr. 2

LC1639 � MAGNETIC STORY BOARD    �CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our fun-to-use story board comes with 190 magnetic 
word, punctuation and blank make-your-own tiles that stick to it with ease, so 
students can create entire stories again and again!  The word tiles are color-
coded by part of speech, and each is 1" high.  Story board is 12". 29.99
LA288 � Extra Magnetic Board    The board measures 12". 7.99 
LA286 � Extra Magnetic Words    Set includes 191 additional magnetic 
words and punctuation marks; each is 1" high.   24.99

Grade Level 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 2 3

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5
Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6

www.lakeshorelearning.com
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READY TO WRITE! 
PROMPT BOXES    
Our prompt boxes are a fantastic way 
to strengthen young writers’ skills…with 
focused practice in 3 different writing 
styles!  Each level includes 98 to 
100 prompt cards that cover narrative, 
informative/explanatory and opinion/
argument writing—perfect for indepen-
dent use, small groups and writing 
centers!  The cards feature step-by-
step instructions and easy-to-follow 
writing prompts, so kids can complete 
the writing activities on their own and 
get experience with everything from the 
pre-writing process and gathering ideas 
to grouping related information into 
paragraphs.  Each set comes in a 
storage box with tabbed dividers and 
includes a wooden display stand and a 
rubric to evaluate student work.  Cards 
measure 8" x 8".

PP567 � K-Gr. 1 49.99
PP568 � Gr. 2-3 49.99
PP569 � Gr. 4-5 49.99

GG266 � 
GIANT SENTENCE BUILDING CUBES   
Sentence building is more fun than ever—
with jumbo cubes students love to mix & 
match!  The super-size cubes are color-
coded by part of speech, featuring nouns, 
verbs, adjectives, punctuation marks and 
more.  Students simply arrange the cubes to 
build logical or silly sentences—again and 
again!  Set includes 40 dense foam cubes 
printed on all six sides, plus an activity 
guide; cubes measure 11⁄2". 29.99

Grade Level 3 4 5 6
GS540X  VOCABULARY & GRAMMAR BINGO LIBRARY    
Boost vocabulary and grammar skills—with exciting bingo games stu-
dents love to play!  Library includes all 4 games listed below—each 
with everything you need for up to 36 players. 39.99
Each bingo game is also available separately.
GS536  Prefixes & Suffixes Bingo    (Shown.)   10.99
GS531  Synonyms Bingo     10.99
GS534  Parts of Speech Bingo    10.99 
GS532  Homophones Bingo     10.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5

Grade Level 1 2 3

DT645X � LET’S GET WRITING! FLIP BOOKS - GR. 1-3 - 
COMPLETE SET    Just flip the pages to combine character, setting & plot…
create silly scenarios…or pose amusing questions for kids to write about!  All 
3 books, each with 3 sets of 25 mix & match flips.  Books are 3 5⁄8" x 9". 29.50
DT641 � Silly Starters Flip Book 9.99 
DT644 � Creative Thinking Flip Book   9.99
DT642 � Story Starters Flip Book    (Shown.) 9.99
DT660X � LET’S GET WRITING! FLIP BOOKS - GR. 4-8 - 
COMPLETE SET    Our higher-level books expand students’ skills—as kids 
flip the pages to create tons of fun, thought-provoking writing prompts!  All 
3 books, each with 3 sets of 25 mix & match flips.  Books are 3 5⁄8" x 9". 29.50
DT662 � Story Starters Flip Book   9.99 
DT663 � Creative Thinking Flip Book   9.99 
DT661 � Writing Starters Flip Book   9.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6 & Up
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Write & wipe!

EE136 � TRACE & WRITE STORY STENCILS
Perfect for inspiring even beginning writers, our easy-to-use stencils are a great 
way to introduce creative writing!  Students simply select a stencil, trace the 
image and then use the handy word bank on each stencil to write a story about 
it.  The sturdy plastic stencils are even designed to work with the drawing area 
on standard picture story paper!  Set includes 30 stencils and an activity guide.  
Each stencil measures 4 5⁄8" x 7 1⁄4".  24.99

HM231  AMERICAN HERITAGE CHILDREN’S DICTIONARY    
Designed for advancing students, our visually appealing dictionary 
features thousands of definitions, full-color photographs and 
illustrations, synonyms and word histories.  Hardcover dictionary is 
886 pages. 21.99

DD728 � DEVELOPING WRITING SKILLS MAGNETIC TEACHING CHARTS    Students develop the skills they need to write in 8 essential styles…
with jumbo teaching charts that help them organize their thoughts—before they start writing!  The 8 write & wipe charts each have a different graphic organizer 
that can be used with any writing topic.  Just stick a chart onto a magnetic surface, then work with students to fill it in as you discuss the main idea, supporting 
details, story elements and more.  The guide even has reproducible versions of each chart for independent practice!  Charts are 17" x 22". 29.99 
DD105 � Write & Wipe Markers    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers. 3.99

GM706 � GRAMMAR TALES 
BOOK SET    Kids master the 
rules of grammar with entertaining 
books they’ll love to read!  Each 
16-page book features an amus-
ing story that focuses on a differ-
ent skill—from parts of speech to 
the proper use of commas—help-
ing students become confident 
writers.  10 paperback books in a 
storage box; with a 120-pg. repro- 
ducible teaching guide. 39.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 3 4 5

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 3 4 5 6
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AA786 � MY FIRST DRAW & WRITE 
JOURNAL    Perfect for beginners, this handy 
journal features plenty of writing and drawing 
space, plus alphabet reference pages.  Journal 
measures 8" x 10 1⁄2" and is 60 pages long.  With 
1 1⁄8" ruling. Each    3.99
AA787 � My First Draw & Write Journal -
Set of 10     38.99

RR631 � DRAW & WRITE JOURNAL    
Ideal for older children, our higher-level journal has 
more writing space and room for drawing, plus a 
writing guide and a list of high-frequency words.  
8" x 10 1⁄2"; 60 pp.  With 1⁄2" ruling. Each    3.99
RR630 � Draw & Write Journal - 
Set of 10     38.99

ZANER-BLOSER WRITING JOURNALS    
Specially designed for students at varying writing levels to record their 
thoughts, compose stories and more, each spiral-bound journal listed 
below includes 50 lined pages.

UP489 � Gr. 1    Sized for beginners with extra-wide pages for large 
script.  Lined pages have a 5⁄8" rule.  Journal is 8" x 10 1⁄2". Each    4.99
UP489X � Gr. 1 - Set of 10 47.99
UP499 � Gr. 2-3    Includes pages with a 1⁄2" rule for printing and 
cursive practice.  Journal measures 8" x 10 1⁄2". Each    4.99
UP499X � Gr. 2-3 - Set of 10  47.99

UP489 UP499 DR221 DR222

AA786 RR631 Grade Level 1K 2

PP161 GG274
PP161 � WRITING PROMPTS JOURNAL -
GR. 1-2    Our fun-to-use journal has 
30 preprinted prompts to get writers started, 
plus writing and drawing space, word banks 
and more.  Journal is 8" x 10 1⁄2" and 60 pages 
long.  With 1⁄2" ruling.   Each    3.99
PP162 � Writing Prompts Journal - 
Gr. 1-2 - Set of 10     38.99

GG274 � WRITING PROMPTS JOURNAL -
GR. 3-4    Our 29 engaging prompts cover nar-
rative, opinion/argument and informative writing—
with helpful tips and checklists for self-editing, plus 
graphic organizers to get students started.  60-pg. 
journal is 8" x 10 1⁄2".  With 3⁄8" ruling. Each    3.99
GG275 � Writing Prompts Journal - 
Gr. 3-4 - Set of 10     38.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4

Grade Level 1K 2 3
ALL ABOUT ME JOURNALS    Kids create a special keepsake as they 
share fun personal facts and favorites, express their feelings, and lots 
more in these inviting journals full of engaging prompts that get students’ 
thoughts flowing!  Each journal is 48 pages long.

DR221 � K-Gr. 1    Each page features easy-to-read prompts and 
plenty of space to write or draw.  Journal is 8 1⁄2" x 11". Each    4.99
DR221X � K-Gr. 1 - Set of 10 47.99
DR222 � Gr. 2-3    Grade-appropriate prompts encourage kids to use 
descriptive details.  Journal is 8 1⁄2" x 11". Each    4.99
DR222X � Gr. 2-3 - Set of 10    47.99

Grade Level 1 2 3
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Grade Level 1K 2
DD971 � PHONICS INTERACTIVE 
JOURNAL    Kids create their own phonics jour-
nal—building decoding skills every step of the 
way!  Our journal is packed with 36 activities to 
help students master word families, blends & 
digraphs, final e and more.  Kids just choose an 
activity…find the corresponding cutouts at the 
back of the journal…and create interactive pages 
that reinforce each skill!  Journal measures 
8 1⁄2" x 10 1⁄2" and is 58 pages long. Each    4.49
DD972 � Phonics Interactive Journal - 
Set of 10 42.99

CORRECT THE SENTENCE! DAILY JOURNALS    Reinforce punctuation, capitalization and 
more…with skill-building activities for every day of the school year!  Each daily journal features level-
appropriate sentences that contain grammatical errors.  Students just rewrite each sentence cor-
rectly—and build grammar skills day by day!  Journals measure 7" x 8 1⁄2"; each is 84-86 pages long.

    Level               Each                Set of 10 

Grades 1-2 DD959 4.29 DD958 39.99

Grades 3-4  DD957 4.29 DD956 39.99

Grades 5-6  DD955 4.29 DD954 39.99

GG121 � VOCABULARY JOURNAL    
Building vocabulary is easier than ever—with a 
handy journal that lets students record, organize 
and use new words!  Our journal has room for 
120 vocabulary entries—with space for kids to write 
definitions, synonyms and sentences for each word.  
There are even picture boxes for illustrations!  
8" x 10 1⁄2" journal is 60 pages.     Each    3.99
GG125 � Vocabulary Journal - 
Set of 10     38.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

GG991 � GROWTH MINDSET DAILY 
PRACTICE JOURNAL - GR. 1-2    Our journal 
is designed to help students develop a positive,  
optimistic approach toward learning!  Featuring 
180 daily activities, including 36 weekly reading pas-
sages.  78-pg. journal is 8" x 10 1⁄2". Each    4.49
GG992 � Growth Mindset Daily Practice 
Journal - Gr. 1-2 - Set of 10     42.99

GG993 � GROWTH MINDSET DAILY 
PRACTICE JOURNAL - GR. 3-5    Guide stu-
dents toward becoming more flexible, confident 
learners—with 36 weekly reading passages and 
corresponding daily activities for the whole school 
year!  78-page journal is 8" x 10 1⁄2". Each    4.49
GG994 � Growth Mindset Daily Practice 
Journal - Gr. 3-5 - Set of 10      42.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5

RR673 � MY WORD JOURNAL    Kids create 
dictionaries of hard-to-spell words!  Includes a list of 
commonly misspelled words, spelling tips and more.  
50 pages; 8" x 10 1⁄2".  1⁄2" ruling. Each    3.79
RR674 � My Word Journal - 
Set of 10  36.99

AA185 � MY SPANISH WORD JOURNAL
Like our journal above—in Spanish!  50 pages; 
8" x 10 1⁄2".  (Not shown.) Each    3.79
AA186 � My Spanish Word Journal - 
Set of 10 36.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

GG991 GG993
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JJ386  DOUBLE-SIDED 
LEARN TO PRINT WRITE & WIPE BOARD    
This ingenious board gives students a writing 
and drawing surface…all in one!  Wipe-clean 
board has permanent baselines on one side 
and blank drawing space on the other.  Tempered 
hardboard; measures 9" x 12". Each    5.99
JJ386X  Double-Sided Learn to Print
Write & Wipe Board - Set of 10  58.99

RR621 � MAGNETIC WRITE & WIPE 
LAPBOARD    This handy lapboard features 
a write & wipe surface that’s also magnetic!  
Tempered hardboard; 9" x 12". Each    6.99 
RR621X � Magnetic Write & Wipe
Lapboard - Set of 10 68.99 
RR657 � Lakeshore Lapboard Stand
Our solid wood stand holds lapboards that 
measure up to 9" x 12"—for easy display!  Stand 
is 3" x 13"; with a marker tray.  5.99

ALPHABET STAMPS    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
These big, bold 3⁄4" letter stamps have easy-
to-grasp handles.  Each set contains 26 letter 
stamps, plus 4 punctuation stamps, all packed 
in a compartmentalized storage box.

PP421 � Uppercase 16.99
PP420 � Lowercase 16.99
LL172BK � Black Stamp Pad 3.99

MAGNETIC LETTERS
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Our chunky plastic letters stick to any magnetic 
surface—perfect for hands-on practice with 
the alphabet, word building & more!  Each set 
includes 35 consonants and 13 vowels in an 
assortment of colors.  Uppercase letters are 1 3⁄8".   

LC206 � Uppercase    Set of 48. 9.99
LC207 � Lowercase    Set of 48.    9.99

WORD BUILDING MAGNETIC LETTERS
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Children get all the practice they need to 
master word building—one sound at a time!  
Each magnetic set includes 35 consonants and 
13 vowels, all color-coded to make word building 
a breeze.  Plastic letters measure 1"-1 1⁄2". 

LC356 � Uppercase    Set of 48. 9.99    
LC357 � Lowercase    Set of 48. 9.99

PP539 � GIANT MAGNETIC LINED PAGE    
Designed to look just like notebook paper, our 
magnetic write & wipe page is perfect for demon-
strating writing concepts for the entire class to see!  
The 22" x 28" page has permanent 11⁄2" baselines, 
plus a reusable write & wipe surface. 29.99

KC60  WRITE & WIPE LAPBOARD
Students can write or draw on our dry-erase 
lapboard, then simply wipe the board clean 
without a trace!  The 9" x 12" board is super-
sturdy and sized for students. Each    3.39
KC70  Write & Wipe Lapboard - 
Set of 10    Each is 9" x 12". 32.99
RR423  Write & Wipe Lapboard Erasers -
Set of 10    Each is 2 1⁄4" long. 14.99

LC496 � BEST-BUY TOTE BAGS - SET OF 10    
Store or transport learning materials in our clear-
view bags!  With snap-together plastic handles, 
each sturdy plastic bag closes completely to keep 
items from slipping out.  There’s even space to label!  
10 bags; 2 each of 5 colors.  13" x 16". 24.99

WRITE & WIPE MARKERS - THIN-LINE
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* 
Our narrow-tip dry-erase markers make it easy 
to create fine lines—so they’re ideal for use 
with write & wipe cards, lapboards and more.  
Markers are nontoxic.

DD103  4-Color Set 3.99
DD104  8-Color Set 7.49
DD105  Black - Set of 4 3.99
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LL628  DOUBLE-SIDED MAGNETIC
WRITE & WIPE BOARD    Double-sided, write &  
wipe and magnetic—this handy lapboard has it all!  
The board has blank writing and drawing space on 
front…with permanent baselines on back.  Tempered 
hardboard; measures 9" x 12". Each    8.99
LL628X  Double-Sided Magnetic
Write & Wipe Board - Set of 10  88.99

LL786 � DOUBLE-SIDED MAGNETIC
WRITE & WIPE MINI BOARD    
Our mini write & wipe board has twice the activity 
space!  Use the blank side to draw or stick on mag-
netic letters & numbers…or flip it over & use the 
baselines for writing!  5" x 7". Each    4.99
LL786X � Double-Sided Magnetic 
Write & Wipe Mini Board - Set of 10 48.99

LL869 � MAGNETIC WRITE & WIPE
MINI BOARD    Our compact activity board 
is write & wipe and magnetic…and its ver-
satile design makes it ideal for tabletop 
use—or students’ laps!  Tempered hard-
board; measures 5" x 7". Each    3.39
LL869X � Magnetic Write & Wipe 
Mini Board - Set of 10 32.99

RR718 � WRITING PRACTICE MAGIC
BOARD    Our board has 1 1⁄8" baselines right on 
the screen—so it’s easy to practice writing!  Kids 
just use the permanently attached magnetic pen 
to write on the 9 1⁄2" x 10 1⁄2" board, then slide the 
eraser bar to wipe it clean! Each    12.99
RR718X � Writing Practice Magic Board - 
Set of 10    Each is 9 1⁄2" x 10 1⁄2". 129.00

Reusable pockets 
are write & wipe!

DE191 � REUSABLE WRITE & WIPE POCKET   
Save time, money & paper—with  
our reusable write & wipe pocket!  
Just slide a worksheet into the 
see-inside pocket…and stu- 
dents write on the sur-
face with a dry-erase 
marker, then wipe it 
clean to use again!  
10 1⁄4" x 13 1⁄8" double-
sided vinyl pocket 
holds paper up to 
9" x 12".  Comes in red.    
 Each    2.49
DE190 � Reusable 
Write & Wipe 
Pockets - Set of 10    
2 each of 5 colors. 22.99 
GG379 � Reusable 
Write & Wipe 
Pockets - Set of 30    
5 each of 6 colors. 59.99

TT387 � JUMBO DOUBLE-SIDED MAGNETIC WRITE & WIPE BOARD    
Our extra-large magnetic write & wipe board is ideal for whole-class lessons, mod-
eled writing and more!  With ruled baselines on one side and blank writing & drawing 
space on the other.  Tempered hardboard; measures 12" x 15 3⁄4". Each    16.99 
TT387X � Jumbo Double-Sided Magnetic Write & Wipe Board - 
Set of 4    Each board measures 12" x 15 3⁄4".   64.99

PP749 � LAKESHORE WRITE & WIPE 
ANSWER BOARDS    These handy boards are 
perfect for all sorts of classroom quizzes, team 
games and more…giving children a fun way to reveal 
their answers—without shouting!  The 8" answer 
boards feature a blank write & wipe surface on 
both sides…and they’re made of thick, incredibly 
sturdy hardboard for years of classroom use.  Set of 
10 boards in 2 colors. 49.99

PP708 � ANSWER BOARD SUPPLY
CENTER    Our handy center keeps answer 
boards and supplies organized!  Portable unit 
holds up to 12 answer boards—including our 
boards at right or our Ten-Frames and Number 
Bond Magnetic Answer Boards (pages 99 
and 104)—with plenty of space for markers, 
erasers and more.  Durable, lightweight metal; 
9"w x 13"d x 8"h.  Supplies not incl. 34.99
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DD851 � BEGINNER’S 
READING TRACKERS - 
SET OF 30    30 trackers highlight 
one line of text at a time…so kids can 
focus on reading without being over-
whelmed!  Each is 2" x 7 1⁄2"; with a 
1⁄2" transparent plastic window. 16.99

DD852 �  INTERMEDIATE
READING TRACKERS - 
SET OF 30    Ideal for intermediate 
readers who are tracking slightly 
smaller text—with a tinted yellow 
window that’s 1⁄4" high.  Set includes 
30 trackers; 2" x 7 1⁄2" each. 16.99

MN10  EASY-GRIP 
TRIANGULAR PENCILS    
The 12 triangular pencils are super-
easy to hold and control. 5.99
SU28  PENCILS - 
STANDARD #2    Set of 12. 1.99
MN6  JUMBO PENCILS
36 chubby 3⁄8"-thick pencils.  14.99

GR117  PENCIL GRIPS - 
PACK OF 12    
Our super-soft pencil grips put fin-
gers in the proper position to write!  
The 12 rubber grips easily fit stan-
dard and jumbo pencils.  Each mea-
sures 1 1⁄2"; in 6 colors. 22.99

MN6

MN10 SU28

HIGHLIGHTER TAPE CENTERS    �CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our highlighter tape sticks to sentence strips, word 
cards, even books…and easily peels off to use again!  Reusable tape comes 
in 2 sizes, each in a wooden dispenser with no-slip feet.  Rolls are 32 3⁄4 feet.

EE786 � 1 7⁄8" Tape Center    9" center & 4 rolls of 1 7⁄8" tape. 59.99
EE785 � 1 7⁄8" Refill Tape Pack    4 rolls in 4 colors. 29.99
EE787 � 1⁄2" Tape Center    4 3⁄4" center & 6 rolls of 1⁄2" tape. 39.99
EE789 � 1⁄2" Refill Tape Pack    6 rolls in 6 colors. 19.99

EE787

EE786

AA348 � MAGNETIC WRITE & WIPE 
ADJUSTABLE EASEL    The perfect easel for standing up or sitting on the floor!  
It has telescoping legs that adjust and lock into place…plus a roomy surface that’s 
magnetic and write & wipe.  There’s even a clip for charts and posters and a tray for 
books and markers.  28 1⁄4" wide; adjusts from 35 1⁄2" to 61" tall.  Assembled. 179.00

Height adjusts from  
35 1⁄2" to 61".

Handy clip holds  
charts, tablets & more.

JJ798  CLASSROOM SPACE-SAVER BOOKCASE    
With a low, space-saving design, our easy-access bookcase fits 
right underneath chalkboards, bulletin boards and more—maximizing 
valuable wall space!  The heavy-duty hardwood bookcase features 
plenty of sturdy storage space for books of all sizes—with 2 extra-
wide shelves that hold up to 85 pounds each!  Bookcase measures 
35"w x 12"d x 25"h.  Comes assembled. 279.00

FF439 � HELP-YOURSELF SUPPLY CENTER
Store everything you need for a supply station—in one organized, compact 
center!  The durable metal center comes with 4 plastic storage boxes in 
2 sizes—perfect for everything from pencils and markers to glue and 
calculators.  We’ve even included space for a tissue box, plus a rack on 
bottom for paper!  Supply center measures 13"w x 9 1⁄2"d x 5 7⁄8"h. 36.99
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FG465FG360

FG445FG350

FG465  CLASSIC PRIMARY COMPOSITION BOOK    This classic 
composition book has room to write and illustrate!  7 1⁄2" x 9 3⁄4"; with 200 pages 
ruled at 1⁄2", plus drawing space on top.  For grades 1-2. Each    2.99
FG465X  Classic Primary Composition Book - Set of 10 28.99
FG445  CLASSIC COMPOSITION BOOK   
Ideal for reports, journal writing and more—with 200 lined pages ruled at  
3⁄8".  Book measures 7 1⁄2" x 9 3⁄4".  For grades 3-5. Each    2.99
FG445X  Classic Composition Book - Set of 10       28.99

FG360 � FIRST PICTURE-STORY COMPOSITION BOOK    
Our picture-story book has plenty of room to write and illustrate!  7 1⁄2" x 9 3⁄4"; 
with 200 pages ruled at 5⁄8".  For kindergarten-grade 1. Each    2.99
FG360X � First Picture-Story Composition Book - Set of 10 28.99 
FG350 � FIRST COMPOSITION BOOK    This handy composition book 
is perfect for writing stories, journal entries & more!  Features 200 lined pages 
ruled at 5⁄8".  Measures 7 1⁄2" x 9 3⁄4".  For kindergarten-grade 1. Each    2.99
FG350X � First Composition Book - Set of 10 28.99

TT925X  NEON HELP-YOURSELF BOOK BINS - SET OF 6    
Create bright, inviting and organized displays of books with our easy-access 
bins!  The bins are wide enough to hold favorite picture books—or simply 
turn the bins to display a row of chapter books.  Plus, the included labels 
make it a breeze to organize books by genre, reading level and more!  Set 
of 6 tough plastic bins in 6 colors.  Bins measure 14" x 7" x 5". 44.99
TT926  Neon Help-Yourself Book Bin 
Specify color:  bright orange, bright yellow, bright pink, bright purple, 
bright green or bright blue.  Each    7.99

GG965X  HELP-YOURSELF BOOK BINS - SET OF 6    
Keep books of all sizes organized and accessible to students!  Facing 
one direction, our versatile bins are big enough for picture books…turn 
them the other way, and they’re perfect for smaller chapter books.  Best 
of all, kids can see each title as they flip through the bins…so they can 
easily find the books they need!  You get 6 plastic 14" x 7" x 5" bins in 
6 colors; with labels.    44.99
GG963  Help-Yourself Book Bin    
Specify color:  red, blue, purple, orange, green or yellow. Each    7.99
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SENTENCE STRIPS    
Our ready-to-use sentence strips measure 3" x 24" and are ruled at 1 1⁄2".  
You get 100 strips in each pack.

NF9763  White Sentence Strips      4.99   
NF9765  Rainbow Sentence Strips     5.99
WRITE & WIPE SENTENCE STRIPS    
These 3" x 24" strips can be used again and again!  Each pack includes 
30 strips ruled at 1 1⁄2".  (Not shown.)

WS158  Write & Wipe White Sentence Strips      6.99
WS157  Write & Wipe Rainbow Sentence Strips     7.99
LC1561  SENTENCE STRIPS STORAGE BOX    
Sturdy box holds up to 400 sentence strips.  With 4 handy dividers. 10.99

RR565
(chart stand)

LK297
(chart)

LA964
(chart stand)

LK522
(chart)

LA964
(chart stand)

POCKET CHARTS    Our heavy-duty nylon charts let you display task cards, 
flash cards, sentence strips and more—neatly and conveniently!  Charts come 
in 3 sizes, all with stitched-on plastic pockets and metal grommets for easy 
hanging.  For each chart listed below, please specify color:  red, blue or green.

LK297  Heavy-Duty Pocket Chart    The 10 rows of pockets hold 
cards up to 4" high and 31 1⁄2" long.  Nylon chart is 33 1⁄2" x 41 1⁄2" high.   24.99
RR476  Heavy-Duty Extra-Wide Pocket Chart    Features 10 extra-
wide rows of clear-view pockets; measures a big 55 1⁄2" x 41 1⁄2" high.   39.99
LK522  Heavy-Duty Small Pocket Chart    The 6 rows of clear 
pockets hold cards up to 3 1⁄2" x 26".  Nylon chart is 26" x 27" high.   18.99

POCKET CHART STANDS    The perfect way to display pocket charts!  
Our rugged metal stands are fully adjustable…and feature tough chrome-
plated steel frames for lasting durability.  Stands are available in 2 sizes, 
each with 5 metal rings for easy hanging and locking casters for mobility.  

LA964  Adjustable Pocket Chart Stand    Adjusts from 46 1⁄2" to 
71" high; 36" wide.  Fits all our small and standard-size pocket charts. 59.99    
RR565  Extra-Wide Adjustable Pocket Chart Stand
Sturdy steel stand measures a big 62" wide…with plenty of space to display 
any of our hanging pocket charts.  Adjusts from 48 1⁄2" to 75" high. 79.99   
RA415  Extra Chart Stand Rings - Set of 5    Steel; 4 3⁄4" diam. 7.99

RR476 
(chart)

All of these pocket charts are 
available in the following colors:

bluered green

AA853  LITERACY CENTERS MANAGEMENT CHART    The ideal way 
to organize independent literacy centers!  Our 26" x 26 1⁄4" nylon chart comes with 
illustrated cards for 20 centers.  Just slip the center cards into the chart, add the 
color-coded write & wipe name and header cards to organize each group—and 
kids can instantly see where they should be working!  With a total of 55 write & 
wipe cards and over 80 center cards (4 cards per center, plus blanks). 39.99
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JJ227 MAGNETIC POCKET CHART    
Our durable nylon chart has a magnetic strip on back, 
so it sticks to any magnetic surface!  Plus, it features 
10 rugged, stitched-on plastic pockets…and sturdy metal 
grommets that let you hang it from traditional chart stands, 
too.  Chart measures 33 1⁄2" x 41 1⁄2" high; holds cards up to 
3 1⁄2" x 31 1⁄2" long.  Comes in blue. 29.99

FG362  FILE
FOLDER POCKET
CHART    Keep file 
folders in easy view and 
easy reach!  Chart fits 
10 file folders and is 
14" x 46 1⁄2". 14.99

GG297  BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT 
POCKET CHART
Monitor behavior for up to 30 students!  
Simply write each child’s name on a label 
and slide it into a clear pocket, then use 
the color-coded behavior cards to instantly 
monitor kids’ status!  With 30 labels, 
120 cards and a guide with reproducibles 
for recognizing good behavior and 
communicating progress to parents.  
Chart measures 19 5⁄8" x 22 3⁄4". 26.99   
GG296  Behavior Management 
Replacement Cards
Extra set of 35 name labels and 
140 color-coded behavior cards. 5.99

AA343  TEACH & STORE
CHART STAND    At last—a 
versatile chart stand and storage 
center in one!  Our mobile stand has 
a giant magnetic write & wipe board 
on top…with 5 rings to hang pocket 
charts and chart tablets.  Plus, 
there’s a roomy bin underneath—so 
frequently used tools and supplies 
are always within reach!  Measures 
35 1⁄2"w x 24 3⁄4"d x 63 1⁄2"h; with a 
sturdy steel frame and 4 locking 
casters.  Easy assembly. 269.00

GG179 � WRITE & WIPE POCKETS STORAGE CHART
Keep write & wipe pockets, worksheets and other classroom 
necessities organized…where students can reach them!  Our 
nylon chart has 8 roomy pouches—the 6 on top each hold tons 
of worksheets or up to 5 of our Reusable Write & Wipe Pockets…
and the 2 on bottom are perfect for storing markers, erasers 
and more.  Measures 24" x 28"; includes 40 cards for labeling 
the pouches.  Reusable Write & Wipe Pockets sold sep. 24.99
GG379 � Reusable Write & Wipe Pockets - Set of 30    
You get 5 each of 6 bright colors; 10 1⁄4" x 13 1⁄8". 59.99

PP368 � CLASSROOM SUPPLIES
ORGANIZATION CHART    At-a-glance 
access to essential supplies!  Use the included 
cards to label the 30 vinyl pockets with what’s 
inside or to assign them to individual students.  
Nylon chart measures 25 1⁄4" x 47" and comes 
with 40 cards.  Supplies not included. 29.99
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RA572 n Pattern Blocks
Create patterns and explore geometry 
with 400 plastic blocks in 6 colors and 
6 shapes.  Largest is 1 3⁄4". 29.99

RA313 n Unifix® Cubes    
200 linking plastic cubes are ideal for 
patterning, number sense, place value 
and more.  3⁄4"; in 10 colors. 24.99

RA522 n Double-Sided 
Counters    450 thick foam counters 
are red on one side and white on the 
other; each measures 1 1⁄8". 19.99

RA272 n Tangrams    25 sets of 
plastic tangrams—great for exploring 
shape, size, symmetry and more.  175 
pcs. in 5 colors; largest is 4". 24.99

RA804 n Geometric Foam
Shapes    Children explore 9 geomet-
ric shapes with 45 chunky foam pieces 
in 3 colors.  Cube is 1 3⁄8". 29.99

RA802 n Dominoes
168 wooden dominoes include 
6 complete sets of 28 dominoes.  In 
6 colors; each is 1 3⁄4" long. 29.99

RA302 n Fraction Circles
266 colorful plastic pieces help stu-
dents explore fractions from halves to 
tenths!  Half circle is 4". 29.99

RA510X n LAKESHORE MATH MANIPULATIVE LIBRARY
�CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*  All the manipulatives 
students need to explore essential math concepts—in one convenient center!  
Our handy plastic tubs are filled with a huge variety of manipulatives designed 
to provide lots of hands-on experience with everything from counting and 
patterning to fractions and probability.  Plus, the tubs come in a convenient 
26"w x 12 1⁄2"d x 19 1⁄2"h storage center that gives kids easy access to the 
materials they need!  All 12 tubs, each with an activity guide.   329.00

RA436 n Number Tiles    
162 double-sided tiles with big, bold 
numbers 1-100, plus operation signs.  
Chipboard; each is 1 7⁄8". 24.99

RA807 n Plastic Coins    
1,200 realistic plastic coins include 
pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters and 
half-dollars.  Quarters are 1". 29.99

RA521 n Paper Money    
You get 1,200 authentic-looking bills 
from ones to hundreds—enough for 
the whole class!  2 5⁄8" x 6".  29.99

RA924 n Foam Dice    144 pieces 
include traditional dice, plus dice with 
operation signs and numbers 1-6.  
Each foam die measures 3⁄4". 29.99

RA991 n Place Value Blocks
Plastic block set includes 200 ones 
cubes, 20 tens rods and 10 hundreds 
flats.  Rods are 4" long.  29.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6
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LL984 n Probability Spinners
Make predictions, spin for outcomes…
then practice expressing probabilities!  
24 spinners; 4 1⁄4" diameter. 24.99

LL985 n Card Decks    18 decks of 
52 miniature, 2 1⁄2" cards make it easy 
to explore number sense, operations 
and more!  936 cards total. 29.99

LL986 n Protractors    
Students draw, measure and identify 
angles with clear plastic protractors.  
Set of 30; each is 6". 29.99

LL983 n Fractions, Decimals &
Percents Circles    Children com-
pare fractions, decimals and percents.    
350 pcs.; half circles are 4". 27.99

LL981 n Equation Tiles    Explore 
equations and algebraic thinking with 
250 double-sided, 1 1⁄2" tiles!  With 
numbers, letters and more. 29.99

LL988 n Factor Triangles    
Students find factors and prime num-
bers—with over 160 color-coded tri-
angles!  Largest is 2 3⁄4" tall. 29.99

LL970 n Fraction Multipliers
Students lay 50 transparent tiles over 
50 fraction cards and really see how to 
multiply fractions.  Each is 3". 29.99

LL982 n Whole Number Place
Value Cards    Over 200 color-coded 
cards cover place value from ones to 
millions!  Largest is 5 3⁄4". 24.99

LL976 n Decimal Operations 
Grids    100 grids provide visual sup-
port for adding, subtracting and com-
paring decimals!  Each is 4". 24.99

LL979 n Area Tiles
Reinforce area and perimeter in a 
concrete, visual way—with our giant 
set of 600 tiles!  Tiles are 1". 27.99

LL879 n Linking Centimeter
Cubes    Set of 1,200 plastic cubes in 
10 colors—perfect for measuring, pat-
terning & more!  Each is 1 cm. 29.99

LL859 n Measuring Tapes  
Set of 36 double-sided vinyl measur-
ing tapes with inch and centimeter 
marks.  Each is 5 feet. 24.99

LL860X n UPPER GRADES MATH MANIPULATIVE LIBRARY    
From probability and place value to area and fractions, our comprehensive 
manipulative library reinforces essential math concepts that support 
upper-grade curricula!  Each plastic tub includes enough hands-on 
supplies for the whole class to explore concepts at once, plus a guide 
filled with skill-building activities.  You get a complete set of all 12 tubs 
shown—all in an easy-access storage center.  The metal storage center 
measures 26"w x 12 1⁄2"d x 19 1⁄2"h.   329.00

Grade Level 3 4 5 6
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Ideal for class demonstrations 
and hands-on practice!  

EE924 EE922

RR632  GIANT TEN-FRAMES ACTIVITY DICE    
Kids develop number sense with every roll of our innova-
tive dice!  The rugged foam, 1 5⁄8" dice are printed on each 
side with ten-frames covering numbers 0-20, so they’re 
perfect for a variety of math activities—from rolling and 
comparing numbers to performing simple operations!  
Set of 12 dice in a tub; with an activity guide. 19.99

EE923

EE925X  GIANT MAGNETIC TEACHING MANIPULATIVES - COMPLETE SET    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Perfect for whole-class demonstrations and hands-on learning, our giant magnetic manipulatives 
make math concepts easy to see…and easy to understand!  The big, dense foam pieces are a 
cinch to grab and manipulate, and they stick to any magnetic surface—providing concrete practice 
with everything from place value and regrouping to fractions in bar and circle form.  All 3 sets, each 
with 81-120 pieces.  Largest rectangle is 8".  Magnetic board sold separately below. 169.00
EE924  Geometric Shapes     59.99
EE922  Fraction Circles & Bars    49.99
EE923  Place Value Blocks     59.99
PH346   Magnetic Write & Wipe Board - 24" x 36"   69.99

DD179 � GIANT MAGNETIC DOMINOES    Kids will love to get their hands on these jumbo 
magnetic dominoes as they work on counting, addition, subtraction and more!  The large design makes 
the dots easy to count—and the dominoes stick to any magnetic surface.  You get 28 colorful foam 
dominoes and an activity guide.  Each domino is 4 3⁄4".  Magnetic board sold sep. above.  29.99

RR740 � GIANT ACTIVITY DICE    
Children explore simple counting, addition, multiplica-
tion and more with our jumbo dice!  Perfect for tons of 
math games and activities, the dice feature a soft foam 
design—so they’re quiet to roll.  Set includes 12 dice in 
4 bright colors, a handy storage tub and an activity 
guide.  Dice measure 1 5⁄8". 19.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5

Grade Level 1K 2 3
RR760  GIANT EQUATION DICE 
Build equations, compare numbers and more—with 
our super-size dice that feature easy-to-read numerals 
0-10, symbols and operation signs!  Perfect for small 
groups and independent practice, the set includes 
12 quiet-rolling foam dice in 3 colors, a handy storage 
tub and an activity guide.  Dice measure 1 5⁄8". 19.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4
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GG547 � GEOSTIX® ACTIVITY SET    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Give students solid, hands-
on practice with a variety of geometry concepts!  Kids just snap these ver-
satile Geostix together to practice composing and partitioning 2-D shapes—
as well as identifying and comparing shapes and angles.  Activity set 
includes 200 plastic sticks in 8 different colors and sizes, an activity guide 
and a divided tray for easy organization; longest sticks are 6 1⁄4". 24.99

DD696 � MAGNETIC TEN-FRAMES BUILDERS    Our Magnetic 
Ten-Frames Builders give students hands-on practice making 10 and 
20 by using tons of number combinations!  As kids stick the pieces together 
in formations, they’ll get plenty of practice counting, composing and 
decomposing numbers within 10 or 20.  Plus, the pieces are color-coded by 
number—for super-easy subitizing and grouping!  Set includes 65 magnetic 
foam pieces; longest measures 6 1⁄4".  Magnetic lapboard sold sep. 49.99
RR621 � Magnetic Write & Wipe Lapboard    9" x 12". 6.99

DD136 DD134

DD151DD133

DD138

DD135

Partitioning 
Shapes

Composing 
2-D Shapes

Identifying Angles

RA637  LAKESHORE DOUBLE DICE
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Our ingenious dice let students roll 2 numbers 
at once!  Each translucent die has a smaller 
die inside, so they’re great for practicing 
simple operations and mental math, exploring 
probability and more.  You get 70 plastic dice 
in a handy tub, plus a guide with skill-building 
games.  Large dice measure 3⁄4" each. 19.99

RA629  MATH DICE TUB
Our tub is packed with 90 dice in a 
variety of styles—including polyhedron 
dice in 5 shapes and with up to 
20 sides, number dice, traditional dot 
dice, fraction dice, dice with operation 
signs…even blank dice you can write 
right on!  Set comes complete with an 
activity guide. 29.99

DD150X  MAGNETIC MATH MANIPULATIVES LIBRARY
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Challenging concepts are easy 
to understand when kids grab our magnetic manipulatives!  Includes all 6 sets 
listed below, for a total of over 340 pieces.  Magnetic board sold sep. 59.99
DD133  Fraction Circles    Set of
9 circles; with a total of 51 pieces. 9.99
DD151  Pattern Blocks
Set of 49 pattern blocks. 9.99
DD135  Base 10 Set
Set of 62 base 10 blocks.  9.99
DD136  Coins    Set of 72 coins, 
each showing heads and tails. 9.99

DD134  Bills    
Set of 12 bills, including ones, 
fives, tens and a twenty. 9.99
DD138  Numerals & Operation
Signs    Set of 100 number and  
operation sign magnets.  10.99

PH345  Magnetic Write & Wipe
Board - 18" x 24" 39.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4

Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6 Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5
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Grade Level 1K 2 3

GG901  Money Hands-On Kit
Our kit includes 20 packs of manipulatives—each with 36 plastic coins and 
14 realistic bills—plus a handy guide with reproducible activity mats that 
prompt students to add, combine and compare money values! 89.99
GG844  Money Extra Student Pack
You get a set of 36 plastic coins and 14 bills in a vinyl storage pouch. 5.99

GG905X  HANDS-ON MATH TEACHING KITS - K-GR. 3 - COMPLETE SET    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.* 
It’s easy to demonstrate and reinforce math concepts with our hands-on teaching kits!  Each kit includes 20 packs of student manipulatives that focus on 
a specific math concept—from money and place value to fractions.  Simply use the manipulatives to review key concepts with a small or large group of 
students…or encourage children to use the manipulatives to practice skills on their own!  Each kit also includes a teacher’s guide with reproducible activity 
mats and step-by-step directions.  You get all 4 kits shown below, each in a 14 3⁄4"w x 10"d x 5 1⁄8"h storage box. 349.00

GG906  Ten-Frames Hands-On Kit    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our versatile ten-frames help children practice grouping, 
adding to 20, skip-counting and more!  You get 20 pouches, each with 2 ten-
frames and 20 double-sided counters, plus a teacher’s guide. 89.99
GG843  Ten-Frames Extra Student Pack    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  2 ten-frames and 20 counters in a storage pouch. 5.99

GG902  Base 10 Hands-On Kit    Comes with 20 packs of base 
10 blocks (each with 20 ones, 15 tens and 9 hundreds blocks)…plus a teacher’s 
guide with reproducible activity mats that encourage students to compare 
numbers, practice regrouping, use expanded notation and more. 89.99
GG845  Base 10 Extra Student Pack
You get a set of 44 base 10 blocks in a vinyl storage pouch. 5.99

GG904  Fractions Hands-On Kit
You get 20 packs of 51 color-coded fraction bars representing wholes through 
twelfths…plus a teacher’s guide with reproducible activity mats that help 
students compare fractions, identify equivalents and more! 89.99
GG847  Fractions Extra Student Pack
You get a set of 51 chipboard fraction bars in a vinyl storage pouch. 5.99
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Grade Level 3 4 5
GG580X  HANDS-ON MATH TEACHING KITS - GR. 3-5 - COMPLETE SET
Make difficult math concepts a lot easier to understand!  Perfect for independent practice, small groups or whole-class learning, our teaching kits can be 
easily integrated into your math centers or current curriculum—providing a critical hands-on learning element that takes the struggle out of comprehending 
complex operations!  Each ready-to-use kit includes 20 pouches of manipulatives…plus a teacher’s guide with reproducibles that help students visualize 
their work—and then apply it to real math problems!  You get all 4 kits shown below, each in a 14 3⁄4"w x 10"d x 5 1⁄8"h storage box. 349.00

GG581  Place Value Hands-On Kit    Students boost place value skills 
as they build multidigit numbers, identify whole numbers from ones to millions, 
explore powers of 10 and more.  You get 20 vinyl storage pouches with 
63 color-coded cards each, plus a teacher’s guide with reproducibles. 89.99
GG582  Place Value Extra Student Pack
You get 63 color-coded cards in a vinyl storage pouch. 5.99

GG585  Area & Perimeter Hands-On Kit    Kids use the tiles to find the 
area and perimeter of rectangles and rectilinear shapes…and explore the various 
ways to solve addition and multiplication problems by tiling!  The 20 vinyl storage 
pouches each come with 80 double-sided area tiles; kit includes a guide.  89.99

GG586  Area & Perimeter Extra Student Pack
You get 80 double-sided area tiles in a vinyl storage pouch. 5.99

GG583  Fractions & Decimals Hands-On Kit
A hands-on way for students to practice comparing, ordering and 
equivalencies!  Kit includes 20 vinyl storage pouches with 50 double-
sided pieces each, plus a teacher’s guide; circles measure 4". 89.99
GG584  Fractions & Decimals Extra Student Pack
You get 50 double-sided pieces in a vinyl storage pouch. 5.99

GG587   Multiplying Fractions Hands-On Kit    Now students can 
visualize multiplying fractions by fractions…as they lay transparencies over 
fraction cards.  You get 20 vinyl storage pouches with 6 array cards and 6 array 
transparencies, plus a teacher’s guide with reproducibles. 89.99
GG588  Multiplying Fractions Extra Student Pack
You get 6 fraction cards and 6 transparencies in a vinyl storage pouch. 5.99

Just place the transparencies 
over the cards to see the answer!
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LM250X � GRAB & PLAY MATH GAMES - GR. 1-2 - COMPLETE SET    
Our skill-building games make learning math fun and easy!  Kids just pop 
open a box to master addition facts in an adventure through outer space…
match up shapes to their names and attributes in a memory-style game…
race to collect coins that total a dollar…and so much more!  Complete set of 
all 6 games, each a cinch to set up—with everything students need to play.  
Boxes measure 6 1⁄2" x 7 3⁄4".  For 2-4 players. 115.00
Each game is also available separately.
LM251 � Addition Game   19.99 
LM252 � Subtraction Game  19.99 
LM253 � Shapes Game   19.99 
LM254 � Place Value Game   19.99 
LM255 � Time Game   19.99 
LM256 � Money Game    (Shown.) 19.99 

LM330X � GRAB & PLAY MATH GAMES - GR. 3-4 - COMPLETE SET
Students work in a robot factory building division equations…travel the western 
frontier while comparing fractions…discover an ancient treasure as they solve 
multiplication problems to get 3 products in a row…and more!  Our ready-to-play 
games are easy to set up and include everything kids need to play packed in 
a handy compact box.  Children just grab a game and let the learning begin!  
Set of all 6 games, each for 2-4 players; boxes measure 6 1⁄2" x 7 3⁄4". 115.00
Each game is also available separately.
LM331 � Multiplication Game   19.99 
LM333 � Adding & Subtracting Fractions Game   19.99 
LM334 � Comparing Fractions Game   19.99 
LM335 � Place Value Game   19.99 
LM336 � Geometric Measurement Game   19.99
LM332 � Division Game    (Shown.) 19.99 

FF900X  MATH EQUIVALENCY PUZZLES - COMPLETE SET
Kids practice expressing equivalencies…in 4 different ways!  Each 5" x 6" self-
correcting puzzle has 4 simple pieces—students just choose a large puzzle 
piece that represents a specific value…then connect 3 pieces that express 
the same value!  All 5 sets, each with 12 puzzles and an activity guide. 59.99
Each puzzle set is also available separately.
FF899  Place Value    Place value from ones to thousands. 12.99
FF895  Operations    Multiple ways to represent numeric values. 12.99
FF897  Money    Students identify and compare coin values. 12.99
FF901  Fractions    Fractions in number line & graphic forms. 12.99
FF896  Time    Reinforces both digital and analog time. 12.99

Grade Level 1 2 Grade Level 3 4

Grade Level 1 2 3
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NUMBER TALK DAILY ACTIVITY CENTERS    
Just grab one of our ready-to-use problem cards—and get the 
whole class talking about number concepts!  The activity centers 
each include 120 cards divided into 3 categories, encouraging 
students to model math concepts, explain their reasoning and 
critique the reasoning of others.  Simply use the front of each card 
to introduce a daily problem, then enrich your discussion using the 
follow-up questions on back.  As students think about and discuss 
each problem, they’ll sharpen problem-solving skills and 
strengthen mathematical reasoning!  Each center includes 
3 storage cups to keep cards organized—all in a 10 1⁄2" display tray. 

EE110 � K 29.99
EE111 � Gr. 1 29.99 
EE112 � Gr. 2 29.99

Follow-up questions  
on back dig deeper 
into each problem! 

EE113 � Gr. 3 29.99
EE114 � Gr. 4 29.99
EE115 � Gr. 5 29.99

DAILY MATH PRACTICE JOURNALS    
Refine students’ math skil ls each day of the school year…with 
challenging activities that target important math standards in operations, 
algebraic thinking, geometry and more!  Each journal features 35 weeks 
of problems that cover key math standards in that grade…and focus on 
building conceptual understanding and procedural skills.  We’ve even 
included an answer key for easy self-checking.  Each journal is 78-82 pages.

Shown:  Grade 1

Level Each Set of 10

Grade 1  EE941 4.49  EE971 42.99

Grade 2  EE942 4.49  EE972 42.99

Grade 3  EE943 4.49  EE973 42.99

Grade 4  EE944 4.49  EE974 42.99

Grade 5  EE945 4.49  EE975 42.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5
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Shown:  Place Value

Simple, illustrated instructions on every game folder!
PP710X  MATH FOLDER GAME 
LIBRARIES - K-GR. 1 - COMPLETE SET    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Boosting math skills is a blast—with fun folder 
games children play on their own!  Each ready-to-
use game targets key math standards…and 
comes with everything students need for indepen-
dent practice.  Children simply grab a color-coded 
folder and corresponding pouch of tiles…follow 
the simple 3-step instructions to complete the 
activity…then check their own answers for instant 
reinforcement!  The complete set includes all 
4 libraries listed below, each with 10 games in a 
storage box—for a total of 40 games.  Each folder 
measures 9 1⁄4" x 11 5⁄8".   149.00 
Each library is also available separately.
PP712  Operations Library    Covers every-
thing from addition and subtraction to decompos-
ing numbers and making 10!  (Shown.) 39.99  
PP713  Measurement & Data Library    
Kids measure trees with nonstandard units, graph 
favorite pets, compare sizes and more. 39.99  
PP711  Counting & Place Value Library   
Children sequence numbered race cars, compare 
numbers on treasure chests and more! 39.99  
PP714  Geometry Library    Students build 
early geometry skills as they identify and partition 
shapes, define attributes and more! 39.99  

Shown:  Operations

PP940X  MATH FOLDER GAME 
LIBRARIES - GR. 2-3 - COMPLETE SET  
Children boost their math skills independently…
with fun folder games they’ll love to play!  Students 
just grab a color-coded folder filled with precut and 
sorted game pieces, then follow the step-by-step 
instructions to build skills at their own pace!  Each 
library features 10 different games that target key 
math standards—so children get the practice they 
need with place value, operations, time, measure-
ment and more.  Each folder comes with an answer 
card for easy self-checking, plus a bonus activity to 
reinforce skills even further.  You get all 4 libraries 
listed below, for a total of 40 games.  Folders 
measure 9 1⁄4" x 11 5⁄8". 149.00
Each library is also available separately.
PP942  Place Value Library    
Students explore place value to thousands at the 
circus, in a haunted house, under the pyramids 
and more!  (Shown.) 39.99
PP941  Operations & Algebraic Thinking
Library    Kids master operations at the zoo, explore 
algebraic thinking at a racetrack and more! 39.99
PP943  Money Library
Children practice a variety of money skills—as  
they shop, fish, play football and more! 39.99
PP944  Time & Measurement Library
Children build time and measurement skills—as they 
explore space, visit a dog show and more! 39.99

Each game has simple, illustrated instructions!

Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 2 3
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Includes 3-step instructions students follow on their own!
HH335X  MATH FOLDER GAME
LIBRARIES - GR. 4-5 - COMPLETE SET
Students solve multistep word problems as they 
paddle down a raging river, add fractions while 
playing a game of hoops, and more—with super-
engaging folder games that target critical math 
standards!  Each library includes 10 different self-
checking games designed for independent practice.  
Students just open a color-coded folder, then use 
the corresponding game pieces to solve algebraic 
operations, measure angles, explore equivalencies 
and more.  Each folder comes with an answer card, 
plus a bonus activity that tests what students have 
learned.  Complete set of all 4 libraries (40 games 
total); folders measure 9 1⁄4" x 11 5⁄8". 149.00
Each library is also available separately.
HH334  Place Value Library    
Students identify place value in a hockey game, 
order decimals on a number line and more! 39.99
HH423  Operations & Algebraic Thinking 
Library    Children play soccer, miniature golf and 
more—solving operations as they go! 39.99
HH337  Geometry & Measurement 
Library    Games cover everything from measur-
ing angles to exploring conversions! 39.99   
HH336  Fractions & Decimals Library   
Subtract fractions while surfing, explore equivalen-
cies in a tennis match and more!  (Shown.) 39.99

Shown:  Fractions & Decimals

Shown:  Telling Time

LC198 � GIANT MAGNETIC GRAPH & ARRAY CHART
Demonstrate essential math concepts…with a jumbo-size magnetic 
chart that looks just like graph paper!  Permanent 1" grid lines make it 
super-easy to draw graphs, arrays, area models, line plots and more.  
Plus, with its conveniently designed write & wipe surface, this versatile 
chart can be used again and again from year to year.  Just place it on a 
magnetic surface and you’re ready to go!  Measures 22" x 28". 29.99
DD105 � Write & Wipe Markers    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers.     3.99

TE430X  MATH FLASH CARD LIBRARY    
Math concepts are easy to master—with our self-checking flash cards!  Ideal for 
skills review, extra reinforcement and standardized test preparation, each pack 
listed below includes more than 90 flash cards—all with answers on back—so 
it’s a breeze for students to check their own work.  Library includes all 7 packs 
shown, for a total of 652 cards in all.  Cards measure 3" x 5 3⁄4". 55.00
Each pack is also available separately. 
TE436  Addition 0-12 Flash Cards 7.99
TE437  Subtraction 0-12 Flash Cards 7.99
TE438  Multiplication 0-12 Flash Cards 7.99
TE439  Division 0-12 Flash Cards 7.99
TE433  Fraction Fun Flash Cards 7.99
TE435  Money Flash Cards 7.99
TE434  Telling Time Flash Cards    (Shown.) 7.99

Grade Level 4 5

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6
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HH728 HH729

HH726 HH727

Hands-on activities build strong  
foundations in key math concepts!

EE655X  TEACHING MATH SKILLS 
ACTIVITY CENTERS - COMPLETE SET    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Our skill-building centers make it easy to explore important 
math concepts—with engaging activities students can 
complete on their own!  Each center includes 15 different 
write & wipe mats that focus on foundational math skills…plus 
enough manipulatives for up to 4 students to work with at 
once!  Children just choose an activity and a matching set of 
manipulatives, follow the step-by-step directions to complete 
the activity at their own pace…then use the included answer 
cards to check their work!  Includes all 4 centers, each with 
15 activity mats, 4 write & wipe markers, manipulatives and a 
guide; activity mats are 8" x 10". 159.00
Each center is also available separately.
EE656  Operations    
Ten-frames, chips and number tiles help 
kids build crucial math operations skills—
hands on! 39.99
EE659  Place Value    
Students get a greater grasp of place 
value as they use base 10 pieces and 
linking cubes to visualize math concepts.  
(Shown.) 39.99
EE658  Geometry    
Students reinforce their understanding 
of geometry concepts by identifying, 
building and partitioning shapes.  39.99
EE657  Number Sense    
Kids use number tiles and plastic chips 
to strengthen number sense—from 
cardinality to comparing numbers. 39.99

Shown:  Place Value

PP937 � GIANT MAGNETIC NUMBER OF THE DAY CHART
Now children can represent the number of the day in lots of different 
ways—with our jumbo magnetic write & wipe chart!  Simply write a 
number at the top of the chart…and invite students to draw it as a 
series of tally marks, write it in word form, mark it on a number line and 
more.  Then just wipe the chart clean to start again!  Reusable chart 
adheres to any magnetic surface and measures 22" x 28". 29.99
DD103 � Write & Wipe Markers    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 dry-erase markers in 4 colors. 3.99

HH725X � SELF-CHECKING MATH MATCH-UPS - COMPLETE SET
These self-correcting puzzles give students hands-on practice with early 
math concepts—from number patterns to word problems!  Each set 
includes 30 color-coded 2-piece puzzles that focus on a specific skill.  
Children just match up the pieces to solve equations, see equivalents side 
by side and more.  You get all 4 sets; puzzles measure 3" x 6".  49.99
HH726 � Number Patterns 12.99 HH727 � Equation Match 12.99
HH728 � Numbers to 100 12.99 HH729 � Word Problems 12.99

Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 1K 2
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Awesome!

BD520X � POWER PEN!® MATH 
QUIZ CARDS - COMPLETE SET    
Here’s a super-fun way to build math skills—with 
instant reinforcement!  Kids just touch an answer with 
the special pen…and the pen tells them if they’re right 
or wrong.  You get all 8 packs, each with 53 double-
sided cards and an answer key.  Each card measures 
3 1⁄2" x 5 1⁄2".  Pen sold separately. 85.00

BD530 � Power Pen!® - Each       
Requires 2 “AAA” batteries (not incl.). 11.99
BD530X � Power Pen!® - Set of 4    
Set of 4 pens.  Each requires 2 “AAA” batteries 
(not included).     46.99

BD521 � Addition Cards    (Shown.) 10.99
BD522 � Subtraction Cards 10.99
BD523 � Telling Time Cards 10.99
BD524 � Money Cards 10.99
BD525 � Place Value Cards 10.99
BD526 � Fractions Cards 10.99
BD527 � Multiplication Cards 10.99
BD528 � Division Cards 10.99

Each pack is also available separately.Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5

MATH MANIPULATIVE TOOLBOXES    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*    
Reinforce math concepts with our versatile toolboxes!  Packed with manipulatives that align to major 
standards for each grade level, the toolboxes provide lots of hands-on experience with everything 
from base 10 and place value to fractions and area models.  Simply use the manipulatives to review 
key concepts with a small or large group of students…or encourage kids to practice building math 
skills on their own.  Plus, the sturdy manipulatives and write & wipe math tools are perfect for years 
and years of classroom use!  The convenient plastic toolboxes are designed to fit inside most stu-
dent desks—so manipulatives are always within reach for independent learning.  Each toolbox 
includes an activity guide and measures 6" x 7 1⁄4".

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5
Toolboxes are available individually or in sets of 10. 
LC770  K-Gr. 1 Each    21.99
LC771  K-Gr. 1 - Set of 10  199.00

LC772  Gr. 2-3 Each    21.99
LC773  Gr. 2-3 - Set of 10     199.00

LC774  Gr. 4-5  Each    21.99
LC775  Gr. 4-5 - Set of 10     199.00

Shown:  Addition
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LC610 � FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 
MATH PACK - KINDERGARTEN
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Families use number lines, ten-frame cards, 
counters and more to play age-appropriate 
math games—including bingo to boost 
number recognition.  With 6 write & 
wipe game mats. Each    29.99
LC611 � 
Family Engagement 
Math Pack - Kindergarten - 
Set of 10 289.00

LC612 � 
FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 
MATH PACK - GR. 1
From adding to play mathe-
matical baseball to subtracting 
to hit a “bull’s-eye,” our play-
at-home games keep families 
engaged while helping stu-
dents boost key math skills.  
Includes 7 write & wipe game 
mats, ten-frame playing cards 
and more. Each    29.99
LC613 � 
Family Engagement 
Math Pack - Gr. 1 - 
Set of 10   289.00

LC614 � 
FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 
MATH PACK - GR. 2
Kids and parents work 
together as they build and 
compare 3-digit numbers to 
race around a game board, 
add within 20 to play “Number 
Detective” and more.  Includes 
6 write & wipe game mats, a 
sand timer and so much more.  
 Each    29.99
LC615 � 
Family Engagement 
Math Pack - Gr. 2 - 
Set of 10   289.00

Grade Level K

Grade Level 1

Grade Level 2
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LC616 � 
FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 
MATH PACK - GR. 3
Families put their heads together 
to participate in everything from 
fast-paced multiplication battles 
and a game of rounding rodeo to 
adding & subtracting numbers to 
join the “500 club”!  With 8 write & 
wipe game mats, fraction bars 
and more. Each    29.99
LC617 � 
Family Engagement
Math Pack - Gr. 3 - 
Set of 10   289.00

LC618 � 
FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 
MATH PACK - GR. 4
From working with money to 
creating balanced equations, 
grade-appropriate math skills 
are a blast to practice at home 
with our engaging activities—
like the “Operation Game” and 
“Equivalent or Bust!”  Includes 
10 write & wipe game mats. 
 Each    29.99
LC619 � 
Family Engagement 
Math Pack - Gr. 4 - 
Set of 10     289.00

LC620 � 
FAMILY ENGAGEMENT 
MATH PACK - GR. 5
Family game night gets 
an educational twist with 
activities that help kids practice 
key math skills—from subtract-
ing decimals to multiplying frac-
tions!  Includes 10 write & wipe 
game mats, expression and 
decimal game cards, and more. 
 Each    29.99
LC621 � 
Family Engagement 
Math Pack - Gr. 5 - 
Set of 10 289.00

Family Engagement Math Packs
Keep students learning at home with games that target key math skills…and engage families in the learning process!  
Each pack includes easy-to-follow instructions in English and Spanish…plus lots of engaging materials and write & 
wipe mats for 15 different hands-on math games.  The packs cover grade-appropriate skills like number recognition, 
addition and subtraction, multiplication and division, building equations, rounding decimals, using visual models…
and so much more.  An in-depth activity book walks families through each game…and even includes a helpful letter 
that explains how family engagement can boost student achievement at school.  Each pack comes in a heavy-duty 
plastic pouch that measures 13" x 16".  

Games and activities come  
in a sturdy plastic pouch! 

Grade Level 3

Grade Level 4

Grade Level 5
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Each can has 25 illustrated question
cards & corresponding manipulatives!

Each can is also available separately. 
PP768 � Geometric Measurement 19.99
PP767 � Measurement  19.99
PP762 � Money 19.99 
PP764 �  Algebraic Thinking   19.99 
PP766 �  Operations 19.99 
PP761 � Place Value  19.99 
PP763 � Time 19.99 
PP765 � Fractions    (Shown.) 19.99

Shown:  Fractions

PP769X � MATH IN A FLASH! DISCOVERY CANS - GR. 2-3 - COMPLETE SET
Our ready-to-use math cans are overflowing with fun hands-on activities students com-
plete on their own—providing targeted practice with a variety of key concepts!  In each 
can, students discover 25 self-checking question cards, plus all the manipulatives to 
solve each problem.  Children simply grab a card and the corresponding manipula-
tives—then practice building balanced equations with number tiles, telling time on ana-
log and digital clocks, using number lines to visualize fractions, and much more!  The set 
includes all 8 cans listed at right; each can measures 6 1⁄2" tall. 149.00 

Grade Level 2 3

LC657 � COUNT TO 120! MAGNETIC NUMBER CHART    
Whole-class math sessions are a breeze with our extra-large number chart!  
Featuring numbers from 1 to 120, the 22" x 28" chart is write & wipe on the front 
and magnetic on the back, so it sticks to any magnetic surface.  Plus, it comes 
with 60 square magnets—perfect for skip-counting, identifying evens and odds, 
adding and subtracting within 120…and more!  Magnets are 1 3⁄4". 39.99
DD103  Write & Wipe Thin-Line Markers - 4-Color Set
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4.     3.99

Grade Level 1K 2
STUDENT WRITE & WIPE NUMBER LINES    Our write & wipe num-
ber lines let students explore math concepts right at their desks!  Each set 
includes 30 number lines (10 each of 3 different number lines) with whole 
numbers, decimals or fractions on front…plus open number lines on back 
to use with any math problem!  Each number line measures 3 1⁄4" x 12".

RR669  Fractions    Includes fourths, sixths and tenths. 21.99 
RR667  Decimals    Includes 10ths and 2 different 100ths. 21.99
RR668  Whole Numbers    Includes 1s, 10s and 100s.  (Shown.) 21.99 
DD103  Write & Wipe Thin-Line Markers - 4-Color Set
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4. 3.99

Create your  
own number lines 

on the back!

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5
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PP118X � MATH IN A FLASH! DISCOVERY CANS - GR. 4-5 - COMPLETE SET
Students get targeted practice with place value, fractions, decimals, multiplication, 
division…and so much more!  Packed with hands-on manipulatives and 25 step-by-step 
question cards, each skill-building math can includes everything children need to get 
focused practice with key math concepts.  As students work through each can, they’ll use 
a protractor to measure angles, cubes to determine volume…and more.  Plus, the self-
checking question cards feature answers on the back, so they’re perfect for independent 
practice.  Set of all 8 cans; each measures 6 1⁄2" tall. 149.00 

Each can is also available separately. 
PP416 �  Volume    (Shown.) 19.99
PP414 �  Decimals 19.99 
PP413 � Fractions - Level 1 19.99 
PP411 � Fractions - Level 2  19.99
PP409 � Multiplication & Division 19.99
PP417 � Angles & Symmetry     19.99
PP415 � Measurement Conversion 19.99
PP412 � Place Value    19.99 

25 illustrated cards guide students 
through each activity! 

Shown:  Volume

Grade Level 4 5

PP430X  BUILDING MATH SKILLS PLAYING CARDS - COMPLETE SET    
From money skills slapjack to fractions “War” and more—there are so many ways to play with 
our fun-filled math cards!  Each tub of cards focuses on a specific math skill.  Students just 
grab a deck to use as traditional flash cards…or follow simple directions to play skill-building 
card games!  You get all 6 tubs listed at right, each with 18 decks of cards and a guide featuring 
several card games.  Cards measure 1 3⁄4" x 2 1⁄2". 179.00

Each tub of cards is also available separately.
PP432  Addition & Subtraction  29.99 
PP431  Multiplication & Division  29.99  
PP435  Time 29.99  
PP433  Place Value 29.99 
PP434  Money 29.99
PP436  Fractions 29.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4
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Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5
Each box is also available separately. 
EE991 � Addition/Subtraction     Students practice addition and 
subtraction through 20. 19.99   
EE992 � Multiplication/Division     Children master multiplication 
and division facts through 12.  19.99   
EE993 � Place Value     Students practice decomposing numbers 
into ones, tens and hundreds. 19.99
EE994 � Fractions     Children add and subtract fractions with like 
denominators. 19.99

EE990X � VISUALIZE IT! PART-WHOLE CARDS - COMPLETE SET
Designed to jump-start math fluency, our part-whole cards help students 
visualize math problems—from addition and subtraction to place value 
and fractions!  Each card features a kid-friendly bar model with a 
question mark representing the missing value.  After children solve for 
the missing number, they simply flip the card over to check their answer!  
Perfect for small groups, math centers and independent practice, the 
complete set includes all 4 boxes listed at right, each with 100 double-
sided cards in a sturdy box with tabbed dividers.  Cards measure  
4" x 6".  75.00

Centers include enough materials  
for 4 students!

DD565X  MATH INSTANT LEARNING CENTERS - GR. 1-2    
Our ready-to-use centers have everything kids need to build math skills—
independently!  Just set out the materials, introduce the activity and let kids work at 
their own pace!  Designed for up to 4 students at once, each center has a double-
sided chart with simple instructions that are a cinch to understand.  Complete set 
includes all 8 centers, each with a reproducible write & wipe assessment card, an 
answer card and a guide with differentiated instruction strategies. 269.00
Each center is also available separately.   Each    34.99
DD567  Partitioning Shapes    (Shown.) DD576  Data & Graphing
DD563  Place Value DD575  Geometry 
DD568  Measurement DD571  Addition & Subtraction
DD564  Time  DD573  Money

Grade Level 1 2

Shown:  Partitioning Shapes
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Grade Level 2 3 Grade Level 4 5

Shown:  Operations Shown:  Algebraic Thinking

8 centers come ready to use— 
no prep work required!

HH400X  MATH INSTANT LEARNING CENTERS - GR. 2-3   
Students develop number sense, master problem solving, explore algebraic thinking and 
more—with independent learning centers that build skills at just the right pace!  Each 
ready-to-use center comes with everything you need for up to 4 students to work at 
once, including 4 sets of hands-on materials, a double-sided chart with simple step-by-
step instructions and an answer card for easy self-checking.  Plus, each center includes 
a reproducible write & wipe assessment card to track students’ work!  Complete set 
includes all 8 centers, each with a guide.   269.00
Each center is also available separately.  Each    34.99
HH739  Addition & Subtraction Strategies HH495  Beginning Multiplication
HH492  Elapsed Time HH497  Number Sense
HH494  Comparing Numbers HH498  Problem Solving
HH781  Understanding Fractions HH496  Algebraic Thinking

Grade Level 2 3

Shown:  Addition & Subtraction Strategies

PP650X  GRAB & MATCH LEVELED MATH QUICKIES - GR. 2-3 -
COMPLETE SET    Our easy-to-play card games build math skills—with every 
match!  You get all 6 boxes, each with 15 games that progress in difficulty.  Kids 
just grab a game pouch, then match analog & digital clocks, coins & money 
values, and more!  Each 10 1⁄2" box has 240 cards, plus an answer key. 199.00   

Each box of 15 games is also available separately.  Each    39.99   
PP631  Money PP635  Operations    (Shown.)
PP634  Place Value  PP633  Fractions
PP636  Geometry & Geometric PP632  Time &
 Measurement  Measurement

PP360X  GRAB & MATCH LEVELED MATH QUICKIES - GR. 4-5 - 
COMPLETE SET    Our card games boost critical thinking, speed & accuracy—
to help math become second nature!  Complete set includes all 6 boxes, each with 
15 games that progress in difficulty & cover everything from word problems to 
area & perimeter.  Each 10 1⁄2" box has 240 cards, plus an answer key. 199.00   

Each box of 15 games is also available separately.  Each    39.99
PP361  Operations PP364  Algebraic
PP362  Geometry &   Thinking    (Shown.)
  Measurement PP365  Fractions
PP363  Measurement & Data PP366  Place Value
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Shown:  PP223  Grade 3

Each board has a 
120 chart, ten-frames 

and number lines!

 Each board has an 
array, number lines 
and fraction bars! 

AA651 � BUILDING MATH SKILLS WRITE & WIPE BOARDS -
K-GR. 2    Our double-sided write & wipe boards make practicing early math 
concepts easy!  The 30 plastic boards feature a 120 chart on one side and 
number lines and ten-frames on the other—so students can work on counting, 
adding, subtracting, comparing numbers and more!  Each is 9" x 12". 29.99
DD103 � Write & Wipe Thin-Line Markers - 4-Color Set    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4. 3.99

Grade Level 1K 2
AA652 � BUILDING MATH SKILLS WRITE & WIPE BOARDS -
GR. 3-5    These 30 double-sided boards provide plenty of room to practice 
with fractions, area, perimeter and more!  Each write & wipe board features 
number lines, fraction bars and an array…so you and your students can cover 
a variety of skills—right on one convenient board!  Each is 9" x 12".  29.99
DD103 � Write & Wipe Thin-Line Markers - 4-Color Set    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4. 3.99

Grade Level 3 4 5

POP TO WIN! MATH GAMES
Perfect for demonstrating student 
understanding of math concepts, plus 
extra practice and review, our action-
packed math games let students 
develop essential skills as they play!  
Each grade-appropriate game features 
75 questions based on key math stan-
dards, covering number sense, problem 
solving, time and more.  Students just 
draw a card and solve the problem…
then pop the popper to move around 
the game board!  Each game includes 
everything you need for 2-4 players; the 
game boards measure 13" x 13".

PP221 � Gr. 1      24.99
PP222 � Gr. 2  24.99
PP223 � Gr. 3    (Shown.) 24.99
PP224 � Gr. 4  24.99
PP225 � Gr. 5  24.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5

TT495X  MASTERING MATH GAMES LIBRARY - GR. 1-3   
From solving word problems using realistic coins to practicing fractions 
with slices of pizza, these exciting games give students plenty of fun, 
hands-on experience with essential math skills!  All 4 games listed below, 
each with an 18" x 18" game board.  For 2-4 players.   99.50
Each game is also available separately. 
TT404  Making Cents Money Game    (Shown.) 24.99
TT405  Read the Clock! Time Game 24.99
TT433  Fraction of the Pizza Game    24.99
TT356  Place Value Mystery House Game 24.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 TT404

Lakeshore *For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see page 165.
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Write & wipe! Shown:  Addition

EE485X � ROLL & SOLVE MATH GAMES - COMPLETE SET    
Our fast-paced games boost math fluency!  Kids race to complete their game 
cards, rolling the dice and using the numbers to fill in missing sums, differences, 
coin values & more.  Each game includes 8 double-sided write & wipe game cards, 
4 write & wipe markers, 6 dice, a dice cup and a guide.  You get all 4 games, each 
for up to 4 players.  The cards are self-checking and measure 5" x 7". 75.00
Each game is also available separately.
EE486 � Roll & Solve Addition Game    (Shown.) 19.99
EE487 � Roll & Solve Subtraction Game   19.99
EE488 � Roll & Solve Money Game   19.99
EE489 � Roll & Solve Place Value Game 19.99

Each problem targets key 
math standards—at just 

the right level!

Shown:  Grade 3

PICK-A-PROBLEM MATH WARM-UPS    
Just reach into the mystery box to pick a math problem—and target key 
math standards in just a few minutes each day!  Great for daily warm-
ups, extra practice, math centers and more, each of our sets includes 
100 question cards featuring fun-to-solve riddles, puzzles and word 
problems—all targeting level-appropriate standards for math.  Each set 
even includes a guide with an answer key for easy self-checking, plus a 
7 1⁄2"w x 7 1⁄2"d x 6 1⁄2"h mystery box.

PP661 � Grade 1     29.99 PP664 � Grade 4    29.99
PP662 � Grade 2     29.99 PP665 � Grade 5    29.99
PP663 � Grade 3    (Shown.) 29.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5Grade Level 1 2

TT650X  MASTERING MATH GAMES LIBRARY - GR. 4-5    
Students master essential math skills…with our action-packed games!  
Each game provides exciting practice with a specific math skill:  Kids use 
multiplication & division to storm a castle, solve word problems in a space 
race & more!  All 4 games; game boards are 18" x 18".  2-4 players. 99.50
Each game is also available separately. 
TT671  The Math Star Word Problem Game    (Shown.) 24.99
TT672  Climb the Cliff Fractions Game    24.99
TT673  Multiply, Divide & Conquer Game    24.99 
TT674  ATM Action! Money Game    24.99

Grade Level 4 5

Shown:  Grades 1-3

MATH START STORIES    
From dividing up foods and estimating 
the number of jelly beans to counting the 
days in school, these delightful easy-to-
read books make math super-accessible 
to students…and show how we use math 
in our everyday lives!  Each set listed 
below includes 10 paperback books; each 
book is 33-35 pages. 

DT576 � Math Start
Stories - Gr. 1-3    (Shown.) 59.50
DT577 � Math Start
Stories - Gr. 2-4    59.50

Grade Level 1 2 3 4

TT671

www.lakeshorelearning.com
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JJ664  CALENDAR MATH CENTER
Everything you need for daily practice with a variety of essential math skills—in one 
complete center!  Our chart features a hands-on calendar you can customize any 
way you like, plus 4 separate areas that make it easy to add math practice to your 
daily schedule.  Simply choose a different activity each day to provide targeted 
practice with important skills, from solving word problems to creating money 
combinations!  The 39" x 44" nylon chart comes with a write & wipe number 
sentences board, a write & wipe hundreds chart, and a total of more than 
350 cards—including 50 double-sided problem cards, over 150 calendar cards 
and more.  Includes an activity guide.     99.50

PP929 � GIANT MAGNETIC VISUAL MODELS CHART    
Show the whole class how to use ten-frames, number bonds and num-
ber lines!  Our giant chart is write & wipe, so students and teachers can 
write directly on three types of visual models…to practice modeling and 
solving tons of different math problems again and again.  Perfect for add-
ing, subtracting and finding unknown numbers, the 22" x 28" chart 
sticks on any magnetic surface.   29.99
DD106 � Write & Wipe Markers    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 dry-erase markers in 4 colors.     4.99

Back is magnetic! 

JJ330X  MATH BINGO LIBRARY - GR. 1-3    
Our high-interest bingo games reinforce essential math skills—in a fun, easy-
to-play format!  From time and money to numerical operations, 6 games each 
focus on a different concept…with all you need for up to 36 players. 59.99
Each bingo game is also available separately.  Each    10.99
JJ391  Time     JJ395  Subtraction  
JJ691  Place Value    JJ332  Measurement   
JJ396  Money    JJ394  Addition    (Shown.)

JJ660X  MATH BINGO LIBRARY - GR. 3-5    
These fast-paced bingo games provide skill-building practice with challenging 
math concepts…developing mental math skills and reinforcing fractions, 
decimals, geometry and more!  All 6 games, each for up to 36 players. 59.99
Each bingo game is also available separately.  Each    10.99
JJ656  Problem Solving JJ393  Multiplication     
JJ658  Geometry   JJ695  Division 
JJ392  Fractions  JJ654  Fractions & Decimals    (Shown.)

Grade Level 1K 2
Grade Level 1 2

Grade Level 1 2 3 Grade Level 3 4 5
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Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K 2

LC471 � JUMBO MAGNETIC TEN-FRAMES - SET OF 4   
Now you can explore base 10 number concepts with the whole class—
with our Jumbo Magnetic Ten-Frames and counters!  Simply stick the 
ten-frames onto any magnetic surface…then use the counters to explore 
essential math concepts, including making 10, addition & subtraction, 
more than/less than, and more!  You get a set of 4 ten-frames and 
40 counters in 2 colors; ten-frames measure 5" x 12 1⁄4" long. 19.99

Grade Level 1K 2

DD144  TEN-FRAMES CARD DECKS -
SET OF 8    These ten-frames cards help stu-
dents visualize numbers and develop essential 
math skills—from making 10 to decomposing 
numbers!  The versatile card decks are perfect 
as flash cards…or follow the included direc-
tions for a variety of skill-building games and 
activities kids will love to play!  Plus, the set 
includes decks that cover numbers 0-10 and 
0-20, so students can practice at just the right 
level.  You get 8 card decks, for a total of  
368 cards.  Each card is 2 1⁄2" x 3 1⁄2". 29.99

Counters are double-sided!

GA920  TEN-FRAMES CLASS SET    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Kids can visualize a variety of math concepts with our skill-
building trays & counters!  Each tray has raised grid lines that keep counters in 
place as kids practice addition, subtraction and more.  Plus, the counters are red 
on one side and blue on the other…so they’re perfect for making 10 and simple 
operations!  You get 20 plastic trays & 220 counters; trays measure 6 3⁄8".    39.99

Double ten-frames on back 
provide higher-level practice!

DD467 � TEN-FRAMES MAGNETIC 
ANSWER BOARDS    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Kids learn to show their work with our magnetic answer boards!  Each write & 
wipe board has 3 ten-frames and room to write equations, plus magnetic  
counters that make modeling simple operations easy!  You get 4 double- 
sided boards and 80 foam counters.  Boards measure 6 1⁄2" x 6 3⁄4". 29.99
DD105 � Write & Wipe Markers    �CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers. 3.99

Grade Level 1K 2

PP514 � HANDS-ON NUMBER GRID    
Kids get hands-on practice with simple addition and subtraction, 
number patterns, grouping and more—with our jumbo number grid!  
Ideal for developing number sense, the grid features 100 removable 
cubes that are color-coded by evens, odds and multiples of 5.  Plastic 
tray is 13 1⁄4" x 14 1⁄2"; cubes are 1". 49.99

Grade Level 1K
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PP618 � STUDENT REKENREK    �CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Perfect for hands-on activities, math centers 
and more, our counting frame is a fascinating way to introduce kids 
to tons of math skills—including counting to 20, comparing 
numbers, decomposing numbers…even addition & subtraction!  
Sturdy wooden rekenrek has steel rods and durable plastic beads 
in 2 colors.  Measures 2 1⁄2" x 10 3⁄4". Each    9.99
PP617 � Student Rekenrek - Set of 4 37.99

LL658 � GIANT NUMBER SENSE STAMP SET    Our giant stamps give 
students the visual models they need to grasp early math concepts!  Kids just use 
the stamps to instantly create 120 charts, ten-frames and number lines—then write 
directly in them to practice counting, operations and more!  Set includes 3 wooden 
stamps, a guide and a storage box.  Largest stamp measures 4" x 4".     19.99
LA768BU � Giant Washable Color Ink Pad    Blue ink pad measures a big 
6" in diameter.  (Not shown.) 6.49

DD425 � REKENREK TO 100    �CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Kids explore tons of math skills visually and hands 
on with our giant rekenrek!  Secured plastic beads give kids the visual 
cues they need to practice grouping by 5s & 10s, skip-counting, adding, 
subtracting and more!  Wood & steel; measures 8 1⁄4" x 11 1⁄2". 19.99

DD445 � GIANT MAGNETIC REKENREK    �CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Just the thing for classroom demonstrations, our Giant 
Magnetic Rekenrek is a great way to help kids understand tons of math skills, 
including decomposing numbers, addition and subtraction, and more!  This huge 
rekenrek has a super-strong magnetic backing…so you can stick it on any magnetic 
surface for tons of valuable demonstrations.  Made of wood with stainless steel 
rods, the 5 1⁄2" x 22 1⁄2" rekenrek comes complete with an activity guide.  29.99

LC165  PLACE VALUE ACTIVITY KIT    Hands-on place value blocks 
help students visually represent ones, tens, hun dreds and thousands—even 
build and solve equations!  Our kit includes two 14" x 171⁄2" write & wipe 
mats, 121 plastic place value blocks (100 unit cubes, ten 10-unit rods, ten 
100-unit flats and one 1,000-unit cube) and 2 write & wipe mark ers.  34.99  
LC1636  Place Value Blocks Only    You get 121 plastic pieces. 24.99

TT429 � CONNECT & COUNT NUMBER RODS   
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  A cinch to snap together 
and pull apart, our hands-on number rods make it easy for kids to count, 
compare, add and subtract!  Each color-coded rod features a numeral on 
one side and the corresponding number of dots on the other.  Set includes  
32 plastic rods representing numbers 1-10; longest rod is 8 1⁄4".   39.99

Numbers on one 
side…corresponding 

dots on the other!

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K 2Grade Level 1 2 3

Lakeshore *For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see page 165.
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FF292X � HANDS-ON REGROUPING KITS - COMPLETE SET
Students master math with fun-to-use regrouping kits that make complicated 
problems easy to solve!  Each kit includes a place value regrouping tray and 
place value coins…plus 40 self-checking problem cards.  Students simply 
place a card onto the tray and use the color-coded coins to visually represent 
the problem.  Then students regroup the coins and use the handy write & 
wipe activity mat to work out the answer.  After solving, students flip the card 
over to easily check their own work!  You get all 4 kits below, each with a 
guide.  Write & wipe marker not included. 149.00
Each kit is also available separately. 
FF297 � Addition    75 coins and an 8 5⁄8" x 14 1⁄4" tray.  (Shown.) 34.99   
FF298 � Subtraction    75 coins and an 8 5⁄8" x 14 1⁄4" tray.  34.99   
FF293 � Multiplication    85 coins and a 12 1⁄8" x 18" tray.  39.99
FF294 � Division    85 coins and a 12 1⁄8" x 18" tray.    39.99

Shown:  Addition

FF300 � GIANT MAGNETIC REGROUPING CHART
Help students understand addition and subtraction!  Our giant chart features 
write & wipe spaces for tons of different addition and subtraction problems…
and comes with magnetic place value coins in ones, tens and hundreds.  
Simply place the coins to visually represent each number in the problem, then 
regroup the coins to work out the answer.  Includes a 19" x 24" write & wipe 
magnetic chart, 50 coins and a vinyl pouch.  39.99
DD107 � Write & Wipe Markers - Broad-Tip    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers. 4.99

RR175  STUDENT PLACE VALUE PRACTICE BOARDS - 
SET OF 10    Kids practice place value right at their desks!  The 10 boards 
have 7 sets of flips with numbers 0-9, plus blank flips for covering numerals 
so kids can focus on one place value at a time.  Boards are 4" x 11". 39.99

RR491 � PLACE VALUE COINS    Kids boost place value skills—with 
coins that bring number sense activities to life!  240 color-coded foam coins are 
printed with place values from ones to hundred thousands—so students can 
visualize place value, expanded notation and more!  You also get a reproducible 
place value mat for sorting, building and decomposing numbers…even 
representing large numbers!  Coins are 1" in diam.; in a storage box.     19.99

Students position place value coins for 
each part of the problem…

…then regroup the coins 
to find the answer!

Grade Level 2 3 4 5

Grade Level 1 2 3

Grade Level 1 2 3 4

Grade Level 2 3

www.lakeshorelearning.com
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Grade Level 1K 2Grade Level 1K
FISHING FOR MATH FACTS    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children practice math skills with every catch!  Each of 
our engaging fishing games helps students practice 75 different math 
problems.  Kids simply reel in a fish, solve the problem and use the answer 
card to check their work—mastering math facts to 20 as they clear the water!  
Both games include a fishing mat, a magnetic fishing pole and 75 magnetic 
fish…plus an activity guide and an answer card.  Mats measure 12" x 12 1⁄2".  

EE824 � Fishing for Math Facts - Subtraction 24.99
EE823 � Fishing for Math Facts - Addition    (Shown.) 24.99
EE809 � Extra Magnetic Fishing Poles - Set of 2 12.99

DD267 � SNAP & SLIDE
NUMBER BONDS - SET OF 4
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Students build their own 
visual models as they explore our hands-on number bonds!  Kids just write a 
number from 1 to 20 on top of each board, snap on the counting pieces and 
slide them into 2 groups to show as many number combinations as possible!  
You get four 14 1⁄2" activity boards with write & wipe spaces to write out each 
number bond, plus 84 counting pieces. 29.99
DD105 � Write & Wipe Markers    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers. 3.99

Simply snap  
on and slide  
the counting 

pieces to 
decompose 
numbers! 

Just press…and up  
pops the answer!

LC1170  SELF-TEACHING 
MATH MACHINES - COMPLETE SET    
Our fun-to-use machines make math so simple, 
kids can teach themselves!  Children just press 
the equation buttons—and up pop the answers 
for immediate reinforcement!  This hands-on 
approach to basic math operations helps stu-
dents master addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion and division facts through self-checking practice.  The 81 equation 
buttons are locked securely into each tough 8 1⁄2" x 9 1⁄2" plastic frame.  
Complete set includes all 4 math machines. 75.00
Each machine is also available separately.    
LC1166  Addition Math Machine    (Shown.) 19.99
LC1167  Subtraction Math Machine  19.99
LC1168  Multiplication Math Machine 19.99
LC1169  Division Math Machine 19.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6

Shown:  Addition

AA620X  ADDITION FLUENCY PUZZLES - COMPLETE SET
As kids put together our skill-building sun puzzles, they boost addition fluency—
in a concrete, visual way!  Each self-correcting, 6" puzzle features a number 
from 1 to 20, plus 5 problem pieces.  Kids just match the number in the 
sun’s center to the corresponding problems—developing addition fluency with 
instant reinforcement!  Each set includes 17 puzzles divided into 4 skill levels that 
gradually progress in difficulty.  All 3 sets.     69.99
Each puzzle set is also available separately.
AA621  Adding 3 Numbers Puzzles   24.99 
AA622  Missing Addend Puzzles  24.99
AA623  Decomposing Numbers Puzzles    (Shown.) 24.99

Grade Level 1 2
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Shown:  Addition
TT330X � MATH FACTS FOLDER GAME 
LIBRARIES - COMPLETE SET
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
What better way to learn essential math facts 
than with hands-on games that are super-fun to 
play!  Each library comes complete with 10 folder 
games, so up to 10 students can play at once—
with no prep work required.  Children simply 
grab a folder and the color-coded pouch of 
game pieces…follow the illustrated 3-step 
instructions on the folder to play the game inde-
pendently…then use the included answer card 
to check their own work.  And, because each 
library focuses on a single operation, students 
receive all the reinforcement they need to master 
the math facts!  The complete set includes all 
4 libraries listed below (40 games total); each 
folder measures 9 1⁄4" x 11 5⁄8". 149.00
Each library is also available separately.
TT326 � Addition Facts Library    
Focuses on addition facts and strategies for 
sums within 20.  (Shown.) 39.99
TT327 � Subtraction Facts Library    
Kids get plenty of hands-on practice subtracting 
numbers 0 through 10.    39.99
TT328 � Multiplication Facts Library    
Students learn to fluently multiply within 100, 
mastering factors 1 through 10.   39.99
TT329 � Division Facts Library    
Dividing up to 100 is a cinch—with folder games 
that cover divisors 1 through 10. 39.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5

TT850X  TOWER OF MATH GAMES - COMPLETE SET    
In these fun-filled games, the excitement and suspense build with each player’s 
turn—along with essential math skills!  To play, students remove one block at a 
time from the tower of math, then solve the problem on the block aloud.  If they 
answer correctly, they keep the block…but if they make the tower tumble, they’ll 
have to start again!  At the end of the game, the player with the most blocks 
wins!  All 4 games, each with 48 wooden blocks, plus a guide with an answer 
key and instructions for more ways to play.  Blocks measure 3" long. 99.50 
Each game is also available separately.
TT852  Subtraction Tower of Math Game    (Shown.) 24.99 
TT851  Addition Tower of Math Game 24.99 
TT853  Multiplication Tower of Math Game 24.99 
TT854  Division Tower of Math Game 24.99

Shown:  Subtraction

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5

LC164 � 
JUMBO MAGNETIC MULTIPLICATION ARRAYS - SET OF 4
Our jumbo arrays make beginning multiplication easy to understand!  Perfect 
for classroom demonstrations, the grids stick to any magnetic surface…and 
come with magnetic counters that make it a cinch to show multiplication 
arrays and introduce multiplication concepts—even model simple division!  
Includes 4 magnetic arrays and 100 magnetic counters—to cover 
multiplication up to 100.  Arrays measure 9 3⁄4" x 9 3⁄4". 39.99

Grade Level 2 3 4
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AA391  NUMBER LINE MATH
ACTIVITY CHART    Help stu dents 
visualize math concepts…and give 
them hands-on practice, too!  Double-
sided number cards let you create a 
customized number line showing any 
sequence of numbers from 1 to 120, 
so children can count by ones, practice 
skip-counting by fives…and more!  
Plus, you get activity cards that provide 
focused practice with basic skills, 
including addition & sub trac tion, more 
than/less than, sequenc  ing and more.  
The 18" x 53 3⁄4" chart comes with over 
140 cards and 6 manip ulatives for 
counting and problem solving. 49.99

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K 2 3
LC928  CLASSROOM MAGNETIC NUMBERS & OPERATIONS KIT
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our magnetic numbers 
and operation symbols help students develop math skills at every level—
from counting and building number sense to forming and solving equations!  
You get a total of 160 super-sturdy plastic magnets, including 60 operation 
symbols and 10 each of numbers 0 through 9—all in a partitioned, labeled stor- 
age box that keeps the magnets organized.  Numbers are 1 1⁄2" tall. 39.99

Students complete the  
open equations on back!

DD927 � NUMBER BOND MAGNETIC 
ANSWER BOARDS    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Our magnetic write & wipe boards help students visualize numbers, add, sub-
tract and more!  Kids just write a numeral in one circle and place counters in the 
other two circles to decompose the number in various ways…flip the board over 
to write equations that represent the number…then raise the board to show their 
work!  Set of 4 boards, each 7" x 7", plus 100 foam magnetic counters. 29.99

Grade Level 1K 2

LC133 � ADDITION LEARNING LOCKS    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Unlock addition skills with the simple turn of a key!  Our 
self-correcting locks & keys make learning addition facts to 20 a breeze!  Kids 
simply pick a key…solve either one of the 2 problems printed on it…then find the 
lock with the answer.  If they’re correct, the key will turn & the lock will open for 
instant reinforcement!  Set of 20 locks and 39 keys; locks are 3 1⁄4". 36.99

Grade Level 1K

Each key has 
2 problems—solve 

either one and 
the lock opens!

TW450X � ALL FACTS MATH FLASH CARDS - COMPLETE SET  
Help students learn math facts with these self-checking flash cards!  Each card 
features a math problem on the front and the answer on the back, so it’s easy 
for students to work independently.  Plus, the cards cover each fact through 
12—to help students master every math fact.  You get all 4 sets, each with 
156-169 cards packed in a handy storage box.  Cards are 3" x 6". 55.00
Each set is also available separately.  
TW451 � Addition   13.99 TW453 � Multiplication    13.99
TW452 � Subtraction    13.99 TW454 � Division 13.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5

Answers 
on back!
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LL696  NUMBER LINE SLIDER BOARDS - SET OF 10
Perfect for use on desktops or in learning centers, these kid-friendly 
number lines provide hands-on practice with skip-counting, addition and 
sub traction, mental math and more!  Each easy-to-use board features 
numbers 0 to 20, plus a sliding pointer.  We’ve even included 48 practice 
problems with answers on back for convenient self-checking.  Set includes 
10 slider boards; each board measures 2" x 11". 29.99

Grade Level 1 2

DD335 � MULTIPLICATION WRITE & WIPE BOARDS    
Students get a solid grasp of multiplication—with double-sided write & wipe 
boards they can fill out again and again!  Each board features two ways to learn, 
with a preprinted table on one side to multiply with numbers 1-10 and open 
equations on the other that allow students to demonstrate their knowledge of 
any multiplication facts.  Set of 30 plastic, 9" x 12" boards. 29.99

Grade Level 3 4 5
DD468 � VISUALIZE MATH WRITE & WIPE BOARDS    
Our double-sided write & wipe boards make it easy for students to 
visualize number concepts!  Each board features a bar model and a fact 
family triangle on one side and number bonds on the other—so students 
can practice making 10, operations and more!  Set of 30 plastic boards; 
each measures 9" x 12".  29.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5

Double-sided Double-sided

Each card shows the  
correct answer on back!  

LC166 � HANDS-ON MULTIPLICATION & DIVISION KIT
It’s easy to solve complex multiplication and division problems…with this 
hands-on approach!  Our kit includes a work tray, place value blocks and 
self-checking problem cards.  Students simply place a card in the handy well 
at the top of the tray and create an area model using the ones, tens and 
hundreds blocks—making it a breeze to visualize each problem and solve it.  
Each problem card shows the answer on back…so kids can check their own 
work as they go.  Kit includes 60 ones cubes, 30 tens rods and 4 hundreds 
flats, plus 40 problem cards, an 11" plastic tray and a guide. 39.99

Grade Level 3 4
Grade Level 1K 2

PP754 � STACK & BUILD ADDITION/SUBTRACTION FLIP BOOKS
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Now students can flip, stack 
and build simple equations!  Children just open a flip book and build the 
equation represented by the ten-frame.  Then students stack on new tiles as 
they flip the pages—changing out numbers until they’ve built all the 
equations in the book.  Kids complete all 3 levels to build 60 different 
equations.  You get 12 flip books, 136 tiles in 3 pouches and a guide with an 
answer key.  Flip books are 2" x 7 3⁄4". 49.99

LL609 � TACTILE NUMBER LINES - SET OF 30
With our hands-on number lines, students use their 
sense of touch to practice early math skills!  Children 
simply move their finger over the textured dots above 
numbers 0 to 20 for a tactile experience counting, 
adding, subtracting and more!  Set of 30 number lines; 
each measures 2 1⁄2" x 19 1⁄4". 39.99

Textured dots 
help kids count!

Grade Level 1K 2
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FG349  FOLD & LEARN GEOMETRIC SHAPES    
Give students a unique understanding of area, nets, symmetry and more—
with hands-on shapes that make geometry concepts easy to grasp!  Set 
includes 8 transparent, 3-D forms—each labeled with its name…plus 8 flat 
plastic nets that fold up and fit inside.  As students explore the shapes in 
solid and flat form, they learn to visualize the difference between 2-D and 3-D 
shapes, calculate surface area and more.  Cube is approx. 3 1⁄8". 39.99

PP447 � GIANT GEOMETRIC SHAPES    
Children identify and analyze the characteristics of three-dimensional 
shapes—and get a solid grasp of early geometry concepts!  The 10 big 
shapes are perfectly related in size, so children can easily compare 
attributes—and discover what makes each shape unique!  Plus, the 
shapes are made of super-tough plastic that’s ideal for classroom use.  
Cube measures 3 1⁄2". 24.99

BEST-BUY GEOBOARDS    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
As children explore our sturdy plastic geoboards, they get 
a concrete grasp of geometry concepts!  Double-sided 
geoboards are available in the 2 sizes listed below.  Each 
set comes with over 100 rubber bands.

DA362  6" Geoboards - Set of 6     16.99
DA363  9" Geoboards - Set of 6     21.99
DA365  Extra Rubber Bands    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
The 300 rubber bands come in 6 colors.      4.99

DA363DA362

EE498  3-D GEOMETRIC SHAPES TUB
�CHOKING HAZARD (2). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Beginning geometry students get a hands-on introduction to solid 
forms…with our jumbo tub of plastic 3-D shapes!  The 80 pieces 
include 10 each of 8 different shapes—from cones and spheres to 
cubes and pyramids.  Cylinders measure 1" tall.     24.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6 Grade Level 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 1K 2 3

DD908 � PATTERN BLOCKS ACTIVITY CARDS    
Students get busy mastering geometry concepts with our activity-packed 
cards!  Designed for use with pattern blocks, the 20 write & wipe cards reinforce 
skills in 5 key areas—from composing and decomposing shapes to partitioning 
shapes and more.  Cards are 8 1⁄2" x 11".  Blocks sold separately.  14.99
DA910 � Plastic Pattern Blocks    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Explore geometry with our tub of 250 plastic blocks in 
6 shapes and 6 colors.  Hexagon is approximately 2". 19.99
DD105 � Write & Wipe Markers    �CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers. 3.99

Grade Level 1 2
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TT565X � BUILD & LEARN 
GEOMETRY KITS - 
COMPLETE SET
�CHOKING HAZARD (2).  
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our hands-on 
kits help students visualize, build and 
manipulate geometric figures—deep-
ening their understanding of geometry 
every step of the way!  Perfect for prac-
tice with identifying shapes, solving 
area and perimeter equations, and find-
ing the volume of geometric figures, 
our Build & Learn kits come packed 
with easy-to-follow activity cards, plus 
tons of durable manipulatives.  Stu-
dents simply choose an activity card, 
then use everything from sticks and 
connectors to tiles and cubes to com-
pose, decompose and manipulate 
geometric figures—from every angle!  
The activity cards encourage students 
to use their models to help solve each 
problem…and when kids are finished, 
they simply flip each card over to check 
their answers!  Each kit even includes 
definition cards to help reinforce key 
geometry vocabulary as kids build.  
Complete set of all 3 kits. 115.00
Each kit is also available separately.
GG458 � Build & Learn 
Geometric Shapes Kit - Gr. 2-5
�CHOKING HAZARD (2). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  As students piece 
together over 200 easy-fitting sticks 
and connectors, they learn to build, 
identify and describe geometric shapes!  
With 12 activity cards.  Large sticks 
measure 4 1⁄4" each.  39.99 
TT566 � Build & Learn 
Area & Perimeter Kit - Gr. 3-4
Kids solve area and perimeter problems 
with 240 colorful wooden tiles—plus 
20 kid-friendly activity cards featuring 
helpful pictures, formulas and hints.  
Tiles measure 1" each. 39.99  
TT567 � Build & Learn
Volume Kit - Gr. 5    
Students find the volume of rectangu-
lar prisms and rectilinear figures with 
160 wooden cubes—plus 20 activity 
cards.  Cubes are 1" each. 39.99

DG546  MAGNA-TILES® - STARTER SET   
These translucent magnetic tiles give students 
a fun way to explore geometry concepts…as 
they build!  The 32 plastic tiles have magnets 
built right in, so they stick together from every 
side—as students explore symmetry, area, 
perimeter, angles and more.  Large squares 
measure 6".  (Shown.) 52.99
DG547  Magna-Tiles® - Class Set    
You get a giant set of 100 magnetic tiles in  
5 shapes and 6 colors. 129.99

Build & Learn Geometric Shapes Kit - Gr. 2-5 

Build & Learn Area & Perimeter Kit - Gr. 3-4 

Build & Learn Volume Kit - Gr. 5

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 2 3 4 5
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Timer also has a built-in 
stand and wall mount!

Magnetic on back!

Write & wipe!Write & wipe!

10 Minutes

1 Minute

3 Minutes

5 Minutes

JJ484  WRITE & WIPE STUDENT CLOCKS - SET OF 10     
Our student-sized clocks let children develop time-telling skills on their 
own…and the handy write & wipe surface makes it easy to practice again 
and again!  You get 10 clocks with movable hands; each is 4 1⁄2" x 6". 12.99
DD105  Write & Wipe Markers    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers.     3.99

PP183  COUNT UP & 
COUNT DOWN DIGITAL TIMER   
Our dual-function timer has simple 
controls and an extra-large display, so 
it’s easy to track elapsed time or count 
down to zero!  The 2 1⁄2" x 3" timer has 
both a magnetic back and an easel 
back for tabletop display. 14.99

JD642  LAKESHORE STUDENT CLOCKS - SET OF 12    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Freestanding clocks have 
color-coded hour & minute hands.  Each wooden clock is 4" x 4 1⁄4". 24.99

FF726  ELAPSED TIME WRITE & WIPE BOARDS - SET OF 10
Build essential time-telling skills with write & wipe clock boards that make it 
easy to visualize elapsed time!  Children use the movable clock hands to set a 
time on each analog clock, write in the matching digital times…then use the 
number line to figure out the elapsed time!  Boards are 6 1⁄2" x 10 1⁄2".   24.99
DD105  Write & Wipe Markers    �CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers. 3.99

PP181 � GIANT CLASSROOM TIMER   
Our large-screen digital timer lets you view the time from anywhere in the 
room—whether you mount it to a wall, set it on a table or stick it to a magnetic 
surface!  Plus, the easy-touch buttons make it simple to start and stop the 
timer, adjust the volume and more!  Timer measures 3 3⁄4" x 7 3⁄4". 39.99

FD875 � 
TEACHING GEAR CLOCK   
As children turn the hands on 
our giant clock, the digital 
display advances at the same 
pace—so telling time is a 
breeze!  Sturdy gears maintain 
the correct  hour/minute 
relationship…and the adjust-
able window makes i t  a  
cinch to hide the time for 
convenient self-checking.  The 
plastic 16 1⁄2" clock can be 
mounted on a wall…or use the 
collapsible stand in back for 
tabletop display. 39.99

FD876 � STUDENT GEAR CLOCKS - SET OF 6    
Our easy-to-read plastic clocks have geared hands that maintain the 
correct hour/minute relationship.  Set of 6 clocks; each measures 
approximately 5" x 5". 34.99

EA210X � GIANT SAND TIMERS - COMPLETE SET
Our colorful sand timers provide a highly visual way to measure time—from 
60 seconds to 10 full minutes!  Each timer has been tested for accuracy and 
features a giant, easy-view design that’s ideal for classroom use.  Set 
includes all 4 timers shown.  Each timer measures 6 1⁄4" tall.  65.00
Each sand timer is also available separately.
EA292 � 1-Minute Giant Sand Timer 16.99
EA293 � 3-Minute Giant Sand Timer 16.99 
EA294 � 5-Minute Giant Sand Timer 16.99
EA295 � 10-Minute Giant Sand Timer 16.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3

Grade Level 1K 2 3

Grade Level 1K 2 3

Grade Level 2 3

Grade Level 1K 2 3
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DD320X  COUNTING MONEY PUZZLES - COMPLETE SET     
As students put together these fun-filled puzzles, they practice counting coins and bills…and 
master money concepts piece by piece!  Each set listed at right provides skill-building practice at 
a different level:  Children match coins with their correct money value, add up coins to reach the 
total, or add both coins and bills for more challenging practice!  Complete set includes all 3 levels 
(total of 36 self-correcting puzzles); each puzzle measures 5" x 6". 36.99

Each level is also available separately.
DD321  Level 1    Set of 12 puzzles. 12.99
DD322  Level 2    Set of 12 puzzles. 12.99
DD323  Level 3    Set of 12 puzzles. 12.99

LC1279  THE ALLOWANCE GAME®    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Wash the car & earn $1.30, but forget your homework 
and lose a turn!  In this fast-paced game, players race around the colorful 
board doing chores and collecting an allowance, then spend their earnings 
on the things they want.  For 2-4 players; game board measures 18". 19.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3
LC887 � LAKESHORE CLASSROOM MONEY KIT    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Help kids learn to work with money!  The kit includes 
200 paper bills (ones, fives, tens and twenties) and 
200 plastic coins—plus a realistic 11 1⁄4" x 14 1⁄2" cashier’s 
tray with wells for every bill and coin! 29.99

PP709  JUMBO DOUBLE-SIDED MAGNETIC MONEY   
Math concepts are a cinch to understand with our jumbo magnetic 
money!  Set of 50 double-sided pieces includes coins from pennies 
through half-dollars, plus bills from $1 to $100—all in an extra-large, 
chunky design that makes it easy to demonstrate concepts for the 
whole class.  Bills measure approximately 4" x 9 3⁄4". 49.99

DD739 � SELF-INKING COIN STAMPS
Kids explore money values with our self-inking 
money stamps!  Each one shows heads or 
tails of a penny, nickel, dime or quarter and 
has built-in ink for no-mess stamping.  Set of 
8 plastic 1 1⁄4" x 2 1⁄4" stamps. 19.99

Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Grade Level 1 2 3

Grade Level 1K 2 3

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5
Grade Level 2 3 4

TR823 � TIME & MONEY ACTIVITY MATS
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*
Students learn to tell time and count money by 
matching up time and money tiles with corresponding 
images!  You get 120 tiles and 10 double-sided mats, 
plus a guide.  Mats measure 7 1⁄2" x 10". 14.99

Grade Level 1K 2
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TT486 TT487 TT488

RE313  LAKESHORE LIQUID MEASUREMENT KIT
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our handy set includes 
4 jars with lids, 5 measuring spoons and 8 measuring cups—all labeled 
with customary and metric mea sure ments, from 1⁄4 teaspoon to 1 gallon.  
You get a total of 17 plastic pieces; gallon jar is 10 1⁄4" tall. 34.99

RC244  1" GRAPHING CHART PAD    These 50 perforated sheets of 
graphing paper have a 1" grid and come on a convenient chart pad.  The 
27" x 34" chart pad even has 3 holes for easy hanging!  (Shown.) 21.99
TA531  1" GRAPHING PAPER - 500 SHEETS    
Heavy newsprint paper has a big 1" grid.  500 sheets; each is 9" x 12". 13.99
TA342  1⁄4" GRAPHING PAPER - 500 SHEETS    
With a preprinted 1⁄4" grid on both sides.  500 sheets; each is 8 1⁄2" x 11". 10.99

TT485X  HANDS-ON MEASUREMENT CENTERS - GR. 2-3 -
COMPLETE SET    Students gain a concrete understanding of mea sure ment 
concepts—with hands-on activities that cover customary and metric units!  Each 
ready-to-use center has 10 different self-directing activity cards that are write & 
wipe and reproducible, plus all the tools to com plete each activ ity—from com paring 
weights with balance and platform scales to measuring area with 1" tiles!  You also 
get a free standing reference chart…plus a guide with repro ducibles and differentiated 
instruction strategies.  Includes all 3 centers listed at right.  179.00
DD105  Write & Wipe Markers    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers. 3.99

Each center is also available separately.
TT486  Length, Perimeter & Area Center    
Students estimate and measure items using rulers, measuring 
tiles, geoboards and more. 59.99
TT487  Capacity Center    
Children measure and compare capacity using fun see-inside 
containers, a funnel, a measuring cup and more. 59.99
TT488  Weight Center    
Students use a balance scale, platform scale and weight set to 
make predictions, explore mass and more. 59.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 2 3
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TT491 TT492 TT493

TT490X  HANDS-ON MEASUREMENT CENTERS - GR. 4-5 -
COMPLETE SET    Challenging measurement concepts are a breeze to 
understand when students get their hands on our activity-filled centers!  Great for 
self-directed learning, each center includes 10 write & wipe and reproducible activity 
cards, plus all the hands-on tools children need to complete each activity—from 
finding and measuring angles to identifying volume with 1" cubes.  Plus, each ready-
to-use center includes a freestanding reference chart, as well as a teacher’s guide 
with a reproducible assessment.  Includes all 3 centers listed at right.  179.00
DD105  Write & Wipe Markers    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers. 3.99

Each center is also available separately.
TT491  Angles Center    
Students make, measure and identify angles using protractors, 
angle circles, foam cubes and more. 59.99
TT492  Volume Center    
Children explore, estimate and measure volume using 1" foam 
cubes, rulers, volume activity flip books and more. 59.99 
TT493  Conversions Center    
Students convert time, length, capacity and weight…with meter 
sticks, measuring cups, a platform scale and more. 59.99

GT278  WRITE & WIPE GRAPHING 
BOARDS - SET OF 30    
Plastic boards feature a write & wipe 
surface and a perma nent 1 cm grid.  Each 
measures 9" x 12". 29.99
GT279  WRITE & WIPE GRAPHING 
BOARDS WITH X-Y AXIS - SET OF 30
Just like our boards above, but with a 
permanent X-Y axis.  Each is 9" x 12". 29.99

CW345  PRECISION SCHOOL BALANCE 
WITH METRIC WEIGHTS    
Super-accurate, 11 1⁄8" bal ance includes 10 metal 
metric weights ranging from 1 gram to 50 grams, 
plus tweezers and removable pans. 39.99
CW346  Customary Weight Set    
You get 13 easy-to-grip metal weights ranging from 
1 ounce to 1 pound. 34.99

CW346

CW345

DD349 � EASY-READ RULER - SET OF 30   
These handy student rulers feature benchmark 
fractions that are clearly labeled and color-
coded at the quarter inch!  Plus, each ruler is 
made of classroom-tough plastic that’s both 
sturdy and flexible.  30 rulers; 12" each. 21.99

Color-coded fractions  
make measuring a breeze!

Grade Level 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 4 5
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Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 3 4 5 Grade Level 3 4 5

Grade Level 3 4

HANDS-ON MATH TILES    Give students a concrete grasp of frac tions, decimals 
and percents…with hands-on tiles that make concepts in credibly easy to see and 
understand!  The tiles are color-coded and per fect ly related in size, so it’s easy to 
compare equivalent values.  Each set includes 51 tiles in a 10 3⁄4" storage tray.

Fractions Decimals Percents

Hands-On Math Tiles Each Set 10 Sets

Fractions BF191   11.99 BF191X   99.50
Decimals BF194   11.99 BF194X   99.50
Percents BF196   11.99 BF196X   99.50

Each board has fraction number 
lines on one side…and open 
number lines on the other! 

PP863 � FRACTION NUMBER LINES WRITE & WIPE BOARDS  
The 30 double-sided write & wipe boards feature open and labeled number lines, 
so students can practice identifying fractions, comparing them and more.  Each 
board measures 9" x 12".  29.99
DD103 � Write & Wipe Markers    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 dry-erase markers in 4 colors. 3.99

PP866 � COMPARING FRACTIONS FLIP BOOKS - SET OF 10
Our flip books make it super-easy to visualize equivalent fractions, 
compare fractions with different denominators and more!  Each 
book has 2 sets of flips—simply turn the flips to see how one half 
is equivalent to 3 sixths, 2 halves add up to one whole, and more!  
Set of 10 flip books; each measures 4" x 7". 39.99

HH978 � BUILDING FRACTIONS ACTIVITY CENTER    Our hands-on center 
helps students develop a strong understanding of how to build fractions!  The center 
includes an 11 1⁄2" x 12 1⁄8" tray, 250 labeled fraction pieces and 22 activity cards that 
prompt kids to build fractions from halves to twelfths.  Students combine fraction pieces 
to cover the shaded area of circles on the cards…write corresponding fraction equations 
in the write & wipe space below…then use the answer key to check their work! 49.99
DD105 � Write & Wipe Markers    �CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set of 4 black, dry-erase markers. 3.99

FR774 � FRACTION STAX®    Kids’ math skills “stack up”—with 
a hands-on set that helps them recognize fractional relationships!  
The color-coded stackers represent one whole through 1⁄12.  
Students just slide them onto the stand’s pegs to build equivalent 
fractions, add and subtract fractions—and more!  Durable plastic 
set includes 51 stackers and a handy 14 1⁄4" stand. 26.99
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PP723  REAL-WORKING CASH REGISTER    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Reinforce real-world math skills…with a cash register that really works!  The built-in calculator and 
digital display let students add, subtract, multiply and divide as they ring up purchases.  The cash 
drawer even pops open so children can figure out the correct change!  The 10 1⁄2" cash register 
has a large solar-powered digital display; includes a “credit card” and play money.    36.99

PP157  MATH BRAIN ELECTRONIC GAMES
Students race against the clock to solve math 
problems…and have a blast as they play their 
way through each challenging level!  Our hand-
held game console features timed math drills that 
gradually progress in difficulty…giving kids tons 
of practice with addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, division, fractions and decimals.  Plus, it fea-
tures motivating lights and sound effects for 
positive reinforcement, and an easy-to-read LCD 
screen…there’s even a handy calculator function!  
Console measures 5 1⁄4" x 5 3⁄4".  Requires 3 “AAA” 
batteries (not included). 29.99

Math Brain 
covers 

6 essential 
math skills—
with 8 levels  

of play  
per skill!

XT240  
BASIC SCHOOL
CALCULATOR    
This solar  ca lcu lator 
features an 8-digit display, 
automatic shutoff & 3-key 
memory, plus percent and 
square root functions.  
 Each    5.99  

XT241X  
Basic School 
Calculator - Set of 10    
Each is 4 1⁄4" long. 59.50

TT243  
CLASSROOM CALCULATOR 
CENTER FOR 30    
Our indispensable calculator center 
is a must-have for every classroom!  
You get 30 of our XT240 calculators, 
all in a nylon storage case with a zip-
close top and an easy-tote carrying 
handle.  Each calculator fits in its own 
padded compartment for safekeeping 
and organization. 199.00 
TT246  Calculator Storage Case
This 5 1⁄2" x 8" x 12" case fits up to  
30 of our XT240 and NZ8 calculators 
(sold separately).   34.99

NZ8  T.I.-108 CALCULATOR    Our solar 
calculator features color-coded command keys, 
memory, automatic shutoff and a correction func-
tion.  Calculator is 4 1⁄2" in length. Each    8.49   
NZ18  T.I.-108 Calculator - Set of 10    
You get 10 calculators and a CD-ROM with a digital 
teacher’s guide featuring reproducibles. 79.99    
TT118  T.I.-108 Calculator Caddy    
Our durable wire caddy holds 10 T.I.-108 
calculators.  Measures 6"l x 4"w x 6 1⁄2"h.   12.99

NZ44  T.I.-15 CALCULATOR    Kids explore 
square root, exponents and more!  Solar calculator has 
a 2-line display for equations and stacked fractions, plus 
a quiz mode.  Measures 6 3⁄4" in length. Each    24.99
NZ45  T.I.-15 Calculator - Set of 10
Set includes 10 calculators and a CD-ROM with a 
digital teacher’s guide featuring reproducibles. 239.00
TT119  T.I.-15 Calculator Caddy    
Store and organize 10 T.I.-15 calculators in our sturdy 
wire caddy.  Measures 7 1⁄2"l x 4 1⁄2"w x 9"h. 14.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6
Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 3 4 5 6
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LC942  Foam 
Shapes Pack
Includes 10 plastic 
foam sheets and 
30 plastic foam cylin-
ders.  Largest sheet 
is 4 1⁄2" x 8 1⁄2". 16.99

LC951  Electrical 
Components Pack
40-piece set includes 
double “AA” battery 
packs, buzzers, DC 
motors & more.  Larg- 
est is 2 1⁄4". 49.99

LC939  
Hardware Pack
Includes more than 
1,400 wood nails, 
wood screws, hinges 
and hooks.  Hinges 
measure 1". 39.99

LC940  Craft 
Boxes Pack    
Includes 10 rectangle 
and 10 cube craft 
boxes.  Largest box 
is 6" long when 
assembled. 19.99

LC952  Craft 
Tubes Pack
Includes 20 small & 
20 large thick card-
board craft tubes. 
Each tube measures 
6" long. 24.99

LC941  Assorted 
Material Sheets
Pack    70 sheets of 
art card, plastic, syn-
thetic paper & ripstop 
nylon fabric; each is 
8 1⁄2" x 11". 29.99

LC943  Wooden 
Shapes Pack
82 wood triangles, 
panels & planks, plus 
6 sheets of sand-
paper.  Largest panel 
is 4 1⁄2" x 6". 21.99

LC945 
Containers Pack
You get 40 small 
and 30 large plastic 
containers with lids.  
Largest container 
holds 3 oz.  19.99

LC948  Gears & 
Spools Pack
Inspire creativity with 
100 plastic gears and 
20 plastic spools.
Each spool measures  
1 1⁄2" high.  21.99

LC946  Plastic 
Tubing Pack
Set of 100 small and 
100 large tubes, plus 
2 pieces of flexible 
PVC tubing, each 
2 m long.  24.99

LC949  Wheels & 
Propellers Pack
Includes 40 plastic 
wheels, plus 20 small 
and 20 large propel-
lers.  Large propeller 
is 3" long. 14.99

LC950  
Wire Pack    
Includes 50 feet of 
forming wire, 50 feet 
of electrical wire, plus 
4 black and 4 red alli-
gator wires.  39.99

LC947  
Fasteners Pack 
Pack comes with 
800 plastic zip ties 
and 50 feet of nylon 
cord.  Zip ties mea-
sure 4" long. 24.99

LC944  Wooden 
Dowels Pack
320 small, medium 
and large wood dow-
els, plus 6 sheets of 
sandpaper.  Largest 
dowel is 5". 29.99

Grade Level 2 3 4 5
LC935X  MAKER SPACE MOBILE 
PROJECT CART - FULLY LOADED 
Give students everything they need to put STEM 
skills into action as they invent, innovate and 
discover with our all-in-one mobile cart!  Packed 
with everything listed below—from tools and tubes 
to gears and wood supplies—our sturdy cart 
creates an instant maker space anywhere.  It even 
comes with 6 large and 8 small bins for easy 
organization…plus pegboards on the sides to 
keep tools within easy reach!  Rolls on 4 casters, 
including 2 that lock.  Assembly req. 899.00
LC937  Maker Space Mobile Cart Only
Metal cart includes pegboards, hooks, a divider 
tray & bins to fill with your own supplies.  Cart is 
25 1⁄2"w x 15 1⁄2"d x 45"h.  Assembly req. 499.00

LC938  Tool Pack    Our 18-piece set 
includes real-working tools and 2 pairs of 
safety goggles.  Saw is 14 1⁄2". 89.99

18-piece set (2 of each tool)

114 STEM
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Beep!Beep!

Shown:  Grades 2-3

LEARN TO CODE FILE FOLDER GAMES    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
These ready-to-use folder games help students master a range of coding skills—from logic and 
point of reference to creating an efficient sequence of actions!  Children just follow the simple 
3-step instructions to code a path from start to finish on 10 colorful, engaging folders—develop-
ing computational thinking and problem-solving skills along the way!  Perfect for learning centers 
or independent practice, each grade-appropriate set includes 10 different activity folders at 
3 levels of difficulty, each with precut and sorted game tiles, a pawn and a handy storage pouch.  
Each set comes complete with an activity guide; folders measure 17 1 ⁄2" wide when open. 

TT760  Kindergarten-Grade 1 39.99
TT761  Grades 2-3    (Shown.) 39.99
TT762  Grades 4-5   39.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5

BT363 � BEE-BOT® 
PROGRAMMABLE ROBOT   
Students just push the buttons on 
top of our adorable bee…press GO…and watch as it follows 
their every command!  Ideal for helping kids understand 
cause & effect, directional language and early programming, 
our robotic bee can carry out 200 consecutive commands—
including moving forward & backward and turning left & 
right!  With a rechargeable battery, a USB cable and a 
guide.  Measures 5 1 ⁄4" long.  79.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5
POWER TILES CIRCUIT KITS    Introduce 21st-century 
topics like electronics and robotics—as students design and 
build with our action-filled circuits!  Interchangeable circuit tiles snap together in every direc-
tion for endless exploration, and a variety of tiles lets children experiment with light, sound, 
motion and more.  Follow the guide included in each set to build 2-D and 3-D circuits—from 
a night-light to a beeping alarm—or let kids design their own creations!  Tiles are 3" square.

PP738 � Starter Set    Set of 15 tiles requires one 9-volt battery (not included).   99.50 
PP739 � Master Set    Set of 34 tiles requires two 9-volt batt. (not incl.).  (Shown.) 199.00

Tiles easily 
snap together 

to create 
circuits!

Students build 2-D & 3-D 
creations with light, 
sound and motion!

Grade Level 1K 2

Kids program the bee 
using the buttons! 

Grade Level 2 3 4 5
LC991 � MAKER SPACE PROJECT CARDS    
With our STEM cards, students can build, test and modify every-
thing from vehicles to bridges!  The double-sided, 7" x 8" cards 
feature open-ended projects that can be built using materials 
from our LC935X cart (sold on p. 114).  With 55 cards at 3 levels 
of difficulty across 4 categories, plus a 60-page guide. 39.99

115STEM
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LL570 � ENGINEER-A-COASTER 
ACTIVITY KIT    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1).
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Kids design their 
own roller coaster—and experiment 
with how track positions affect the disk 
as it rolls & falls!  The magnetic tracks 
stick to any flat magnetic surface, so 
they’re perfect with our Stand-Up 
Magnetic Design Center (sold sep. 
below).  5 double-sided challenge cards, 
3 disks, a goal box and 10 magnetic 
tracks.  Longest track is 15". 49.99

LL570 DD939

LA583 LA583

TT231 � JUMBO SIMPLE 
MACHINE BUILDERS
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Students get 
hands on with STEM as  
they build jumbo-size simple 
machines!  From a real-working 
dolly to a functioning pulley system, 
kids can design and construct 
different contraptions—then use 
them to explore motion, weight, 
gravity and more.  Plus, our set 
includes kid-friendly materials like 
predrilled wooden boards and 
easy-grip nuts & bolts that make 
construction a cinch!  You get 
279 pieces; longest board is 
37 1⁄2".  Buckets not incl. 399.00

DD939 � TURN & LEARN 
MAGNETIC GEARS    Children see 
STEM at work as they cre ate their 
own spinning show with colorful gears 
that slide right together!  Kids simply 
stick the interchangeable pieces onto 
a magnetic surface, such as LA583 
below…fit them together any way 
they like…then turn one of the built-in 
handles to set the whole creation in 
motion!  Set of 22 magnetic gears in 
2 sizes; large gears are 3 3⁄4". 29.99
LA583 � Stand-Up Magnetic 
Design Center    Wood center is 
magnetic and write & wipe on both 
sides!  Measures 22"w x 11 3⁄4"d x 33"h.  
Easy assembly. 129.00

Gr. Level 1K 2 3 4 5

Chunky nuts & bolts are a breeze 
to connect—no tools required!

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K 2 3

3

Lakeshore *For an explanation of Lakeshore’s “Safety Key,” see page 165.
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The Three Billy Goats Gruff

Goldilocks & the Three Bears The Three Little Pigs

PP640X � FAIRY TALES PROBLEM SOLVING STEM KITS    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Kids engineer happier endings to fairy 
tales—as they design a house that can’t be blown down, construct a bridge that keeps 
3 goats safe from the troll and build a chair even Goldilocks can’t break!  Our kits help 
kids discover the STEM in their favorite fairy tales—and naturally inspire them to explore 
each challenge until they find a solution!  All 3 kits, each with a STEM-focused story card, 
building materials, plus student and teacher cards with lesson plans and support.    149.00

Each kit is also available separately.
PP639 � Goldilocks & the Three Bears Kit    40 pegs, 36 plat-
forms, cards, 4 figures and a guide.  Longest platform is 5 3⁄8".   49.99
PP637 � The Three Little Pigs Kit    18 foam blocks, 36 panels 
in 2 sizes, cards, 3 pigs, a wolf and a guide.  Blocks are 1 1⁄2". 49.99
PP638 � The Three Billy Goats Gruff Kit    35 wooden blocks 
with hook & loop fastener, cards, 3 goats, a 4" troll & a guide.    59.99

Grade Level 1K

FF998 � I CAN BUILD IT! CONSTRUCTION PLANKS    Using an inspiration 
card to guide their design, kids balance wooden planks on top of each other to build a 
mini airplane, bed & more—no glue, screws or snaps needed!  100 planks with rounded 
edges and 15 double-sided, 8" x 8" cards color-coded by level of difficulty. 39.99

AA898 � ROLL & RACE! 
ACTIVITY RAMP
Kids explore motion, friction, cause & 
effect, and more—with a 2-lane activity 
ramp that brings STEM concepts to life!  
Children just place a textured path on each side 
of the divided wooden ramp…then compare how 
the different textures affect the speed and 
momentum of rolling objects.  Great for use with 
toy vehicles, balls and more, the ramp includes 
6 rugged plastic paths.  Ramp measures 16" long.  
Cars not included. 59.99

Grade Level 1K

Grade Level 1K

www.lakeshorelearning.com
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TS696 � STEM CAREERS BOOK SET    
Who creates special effects for movies or engineers the cars of the future?  
Someone with a STEM education!  Our book set is packed with insight into 
real careers that leverage a STEM education, plus insider photos, fun 
facts and more.  Set of 8 paperback books, each 48 pages. 87.50

FF579 � BLOCKS & BLUEPRINTS LEARNING CENTER    Packed with 
50 wooden blocks, our center challenges children to re-create 20 different 
designs using blueprints to guide their building.  Each blueprint has a footprint 
of the structure that kids can build on top of—plus illustrations that show the 
design from 3 angles…so kids get hands on with STEM concepts.  Includes 
10 double-sided, laminated 13" x 13" blueprints at 3 levels. 59.99
FF559 � Extra Wooden Blocks    Set includes 50 blocks in 5 shapes; 
rectangular prisms measure 1 1⁄4" x 1 1⁄4" x 2 1⁄2". 29.99

Grade Level 2 3 4 5

Grade Level 1K 2 3

PP380X � FOLK TALES PROBLEM SOLVING STEM KITS    Kids live the legends—
helping John Henry race a steam-powered drill, giving Johnny Appleseed a hand fencing in 
his orchard, and building a wagon strong enough to carry Paul Bunyan’s giant knapsack!  
Our kits help kids discover the STEM in their favorite folk tales—inspiring them to use 
hands-on materials to design, build and test one-of-a-kind creations…then improve upon 
them like real engineers!  All 3 kits, each with a STEM-focused story card, student challenge 
cards and detailed lesson plans—plus the building materials listed at right. 169.00

Each kit is also available separately.
PP129 � John Henry Kit    102 conveyor-belt builders, 
10 rocks, a crate, a 16 1 ⁄2" mountain facade & a ruler. 59.99   
PP128 � Johnny Appleseed Kit    30 apple trees, 20 logs, 
two 16", double-sided landscape mats & a ruler. 59.99     
PP127 � Paul Bunyan Kit    52 wagon builders, a 4 1 ⁄2" 
weighted knapsack, rubber bands & a tape measure. 59.99

Johnny AppleseedJohn Henry

Grade Level 2 3

Paul Bunyan
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Beep,
beep!

INSTANT STEM ACTIVITIES    
Incorporating STEM into the classroom is 
a breeze—with comprehensive activity 
sets focused on life, earth and physical 
science!  From animal adaptations and 
natural disasters to renewable energy 
and properties of matter, each ready-to-
use set includes 15 information-packed 
folders—just assign a specific folder to a 
small group of students and let the inves-
tigation begin!  Each folder features a 
read-aloud nonfiction article about the 
topic…5 double-sided task cards with 
step-by-step instructions for 2 experi-
ments…2 corresponding reproducible 
worksheets for recording data and dis-
coveries…plus teaching notes with 
background information and more.  You 
even get bonus online resources!  Folders 
are 8 1 ⁄2" x 11" & come in a display box.

TS697 � Gr. 1-3    (Shown.) 49.99    
TS698 � Gr. 4-6     49.99

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

Alexander Graham Bell Samuel Morse

PP340X � FAMOUS INVENTORS PROBLEM SOLVING STEM KITS    Integrate 
STEM with history using our hands-on kits!  After reading about a famous inventor, kids use the 
included pieces & step-by-step design cards to plan, build & test one of the inventor’s important 
creations—a telephone system, a telegraph or a motion-picture viewer.  As kids test & stream-
line each design, they sharpen their problem-solving skills!  All 3 kits, each with a story card 
about the inventor, 3 design cards, a reproducible design sheet, a detailed lesson plan, plus all 
the materials listed at right.  PP341 and PP342 each require 2 “AA” batt. (not incl.). 169.00 

Each kit is also available separately.
PP342 � Alexander Graham Bell Kit    With 12 building 
pieces, 10 wires, a speaker & more; largest piece is 6 1 ⁄2".    59.99
PP341 � Samuel Morse Kit    With 50 building pieces, a 
buzzer, lead wires and more; largest piece is 4". 59.99
PP343 � Thomas Edison Kit    Includes 73 building pieces, 
3 double-sided filmstrips & more; largest piece is 6 1 ⁄2".  59.99

Build a real motion-picture viewer!

Grade Level 3 4 5

Students turn 
the crank 

to bring the 
animation  

to life!

Design a telephone system!

Make a 
working 

telegraph!

Thomas Edison

Ring, 
ring!
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Shown:  Motion

TT155X � STEM SCIENCE STATIONS -  
K-GR. 1 - COMPLETE SET   
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
With our early learning STEM Science Stations, 
kids explore magnetism, motion and buoyancy—
as they complete hands-on experiments and 
engineering activities!  Each station includes 
8 cards that prompt children to perform simple 
experiments…and comes with all the hands-on 
materials needed to complete each one.  Plus, 
each station features an engineering activity to 
extend the learning—and build critical-thinking 
and problem-solving skills!  You get all 3 stations, 
each with a guide and a wooden stand to display 
the 8" x 8" activity cards. 149.00
Each station is also available separately. 
TT158 � STEM Science Station - Motion    
Students get a hands-on understanding of 
objects in motion—as they race carts down 
ramps, launch “bugs” toward a target and more!  
(Shown.) 49.99
TT156 � STEM Science Station - Magnets    
Children use magnets to push cars up a ramp, 
move a magnetic mouse through a maze, and 
more—as they learn all about magnetism and 
magnetic fields!   49.99 
TT157 � STEM Science Station - 
Sink or Float    From making a raft sink to get-
ting a sea star to float, our hands-on experiments 
help children explore and understand the science 
behind buoyancy. 49.99

Grade Level 1K
Each station comes with all  

the hands-on materials needed to 
complete 8 experiments!

PP750X � DESIGN & BUILD ENGINEERING CENTERS   
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  What makes a bridge strong?  How do 
vehicles roll, tow & carry things?  Our engaging building centers teach kids to look closer 
at real-life designs—and make original structures that use the same important elements!  
Created to encourage open-ended building with minimal teacher involvement, each center 
has 8 photo cards showing actual bridges, vehicles & buildings, plus tons of hands-on 
manipulatives that invite kids to build, explore and engineer—again & again!  For easy refer-
ence, the back of each photo card explains key elements for each design—so it’s a cinch 
to guide children’s learning.  All 3 centers, each in an 11 1⁄2" plastic storage box. 129.00

Each center is also available separately.   
PP751 � Bridge Building Center    
Includes 480 plastic bridge building pieces and 8 photo 
cards.  Longest piece is 4 7⁄8". 39.99 
PP752 � Vehicle Building Center    
You get 60 snap-together plastic pieces and 8 photo cards.  
Longest piece measures 2 3⁄4". 39.99  
PP753 � House Building Center    
With 130 geometric, interlocking plastic pieces and 8 photo 
cards.  Longest piece is 4". 49.99

Grade Level 1K
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PP900X � STEM LEARNING LABS - GR. 4-5 - COMPLETE SET    
With our innovative STEM Learning Labs, students really become part of the scientific 
process—as they design and build roller coasters, complete electrical circuits, explore 
gravitational forces and more!  Designed to integrate STEM education into daily instruc-
tion, each project-based lab has step-by-step activities that kids complete in order—cul-
minating in an in-depth engineering activity that really brings concepts to life.  Children 
just work through each activity with partners or in groups…and build the critical-thinking 
and problem-solving skills they’ll need for success in the future!  All 3 labs, each with all 
the materials needed to complete 4 activities—from designing and creating real-working 
roller coasters to researching and building their own pencil box alarms! 199.00 

Each lab is also available separately.
PP903 � Don’t Lose Your Marbles Lab    
Kids explore potential & kinetic energy, how angles affect motion, and 
more…then design, build & evaluate roller coasters!  (Shown.) 69.99    
PP905 � Alarm Your Pencil Box Lab    
Students build electrical circuits and research how alarm systems 
work…then design and build their own pencil box alarms! 69.99 
PP902 � Space Lander Lab    
Children learn all about Newton’s laws of motion and explore how 
parachutes work…then create their very own space landers! 69.99

Grade Level 4 5

Each lab is also available separately. 
PP923 � Windmill Designer Lab
Kids learn the basics of airflow and uncover how they can utilize natural 
resources…then design and create a real-working windmill!  (Shown.) 69.99  

PP921 � Car Designer Lab
Kids explore motion, energy & force, learn how friction affects movement, and 
more…then design, build & evaluate their own rubber band roadsters! 69.99    

PP922 � Plane Designer Lab    
Students study air resistance, aerodynamics, flight and more…then design and 
build their own custom fliers! 69.99

Shown:  Don’t Lose Your Marbles Lab

PP920X � STEM LEARNING LABS - GR. 2-3 - COMPLETE SET
�CHOKING HAZARD (3). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Students explore flight, 
friction, airflow and more as they design and build rubber band roadsters, 
create custom fliers and construct a real-working windmill!  Perfect for 
integrating STEM into your curriculum, each of our project-based labs 
includes 4 step-by-step activities that students complete in order—build-
ing on the skills they learned in the previous activity until they’re ready to 
complete one final engineering feat!  As students work, they get hands-on 
experience with the design process—making predictions, testing theories, 
and ultimately designing and building more efficient machines!  You get all 
3 labs, each with the materials needed to complete 4 activities. 199.00

Shown:  Windmill Designer Lab

Grade Level 2 3
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Children set up the  
preassembled parts to  
create chain reactions!

CREATE-A-CHAIN REACTION STEM KITS - K-GR. 2      
�CHOKING HAZARD (1,2). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Kids set off a chain reaction of fun!  
Our super-engaging kits let children set up a course of ramps, pendulums, hammers 
and more…then drop a ball onto the tracks and go for the goal box!  After each test 
run, students will fine-tune the placement, distance & angle of each piece—getting 
firsthand practice with STEM concepts such as gravity, force & momentum!  Packed 
with super-durable pieces, each kit is perfect for open-ended building—or kids can 
use the leveled challenge cards to create a variety of different courses from scratch! 

PP565 � Starter Set    37 super-tough plastic pieces—including 
tracks, pendulums, hammers, a switch, a goal box & more—plus 
4 balls, 6 challenge cards and a guide.  Tracks are 12" long. 49.99
PP566 � Class Set    67 durable plastic pieces—including tracks, 
pendulums, hammers, switches, a goal box & more—plus 6 balls, 
10 challenge cards & a guide.  Tracks are 12" long.  (Shown.) 79.99

REAL-WORLD STEM CHALLENGES - K-GR. 1
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Children learn to think like real scientists and engi-
neers—as they design, build and test a working parachute, a leakproof roof and a floating raft!  Our chal-
lenges introduce kids to the STEM design process as a way to solve problems.  Students plan, build and 
test their designs, then improve them until they are successful.  The kits include everything you need 
for 3 exciting challenges—even detailed lesson plans and careers cards.  Cards measure 8 1⁄2" x 11".

PP907 � Small-Group Kit    1 set of all the materials shown above. 149.00 
TT970 � Whole-Class Kit    5 sets of all the materials shown above. 699.00

122 STEM
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Kids put together all the 
pieces to build their very own 

chain reaction courses!

REAL-WORLD STEM CHALLENGES - GR. 2-3    
Kids save a town from a flash flood, rescue a toy bear from a well and guide a family safely across a 
bridge—building STEM problem-solving skills along the way!  Our kits present real-world design chal-
lenges and ask kids to find solutions.  Students plan, build, test and improve their designs, while teachers 
use the lesson plans to explain key concepts and help troubleshoot design flaws.  Featuring 3 exciting 
challenges—plus careers cards that show kids how STEM applies to real jobs!  Cards measure 8 1⁄2" x 11".

PP908 � Small-Group Kit    1 set of all the materials shown above. 149.00
TT980 � Whole-Class Kit    5 sets of all the materials shown above. 699.00

CREATE-A-CHAIN REACTION STEM KITS - GR. 3-5  
Students learn firsthand how STEM concepts such as gravity, force and 
momentum can create a chain reaction! Our kid-pleasing kits challenge stu-
dents to build a variety of chain reaction courses—complete with switches, 
seesaws, hammers and more.  Children simply grab a challenge card…build 
each of the pictured components with help from the “how-to” book…then set 
up their course.  With the drop of a ball onto the tracks, kids will find out 
whether their course works—fine-tuning the distance and angle of the pieces 

until the ball reaches the goal box.  Perfect for building 21st-century skills like 
perseverance and STEM problem solving, the kits even let kids create their 
very own chain reaction courses—for unlimited building possibilities!

PP848 � Starter Set    59 plastic builders, 8 challenge cards, 4 balls, 
4 cords, a “how-to” book & a guide.  Largest piece is 12".  (Shown.) 49.99   
PP849 � Class Set    129 plastic builders, 12 challenge cards, 6 balls, 
8 cords, a “how-to” book & a guide.  Largest piece is 12". 89.99

123STEM
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PP438 n HYDRAULICS
ENGINEERING STEM KIT
Explore the scientific power of liquid in 
motion—as students build their own 
hydraulic machines!  Our kit includes 
4 step-by-step activity booklets and all 
the reusable building pieces kids need to 
create 4 different hydraulic machines—
from a working drawbridge to a crane 
that really lifts objects.  Plus, we’ve 
included syringes and tubes students fill 
with water & connect to each machine—
learning how to convert energy as they 
set each machine in motion!  With 
4 activity booklets, a hydraulics informa-
tion card, 126 sturdy plastic building & 
testing pieces, and a teacher’s guide.  
Longest building piece is 6 1⁄2". 59.99

REAL-WORLD STEM CHALLENGES - GR. 4-5      
Construct an earthquake-safe structure, design a robotic hand that can pick 
up a ball…and engineer a filter that purifies water!  Our kits help students think 
like scientists and engineers as they explore the STEM design process and 
solve problems.  Children plan, build and test their designs, then improve them 

until they are successful.  Each kit comes with materials for 3 engaging 
challenges, detailed lesson plans packed with tips…plus careers cards that 
apply what kids are learning to the real world!  Cards measure 8 1⁄2" x 11". 

PP909 n Small-Group Kit    1 set of materials.  (Shown.) 149.00 
TT990 n Whole-Class Kit    5 sets of materials.  699.00

124 STEM
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Oil Spill

Clean up an oil spill to 
protect sea life.

Water Shortage

Energy Crisis

Build a working 
solar still to 

desalinate water.

Create a solar panel system to 
collect, store & use solar energy.

PP370X n GLOBAL CHALLENGES 
PROJECT-BASED STEM KITS   
Students complete meaningful projects to solve 
real-life problems faced around the globe—using 
STEM skills to find inventive solutions!  Each kit 
includes an attention-grabbing card that intro-
duces a modern-day problem—such as an oil 
spill—plus 4 student booklets that help kids 
explore the issue in depth.  After conducting their 
research, students use the information they’ve 
learned to complete a hands-on STEM project, 
like building and testing a model home that runs 
on solar power!  Each kit comes complete with 
materials for each project, plus an extensive 
24-page guide with 10 detailed lesson plans—
from introducing the topic to assessing students’ 
final project presentations.  All 3 kits.   199.00
Each kit is also available separately.
PP371 n Water Shortage Kit    
Students combat the water shortage problem 
by turning saltwater into clean freshwater—
using a plastic tub, mirrors, angle blocks and 
more!  Tub measures 11".  69.99 
PP373 n Energy Crisis Kit 
Kids explore alternatives to fossil fuels…and 
design a solar panel system that powers a light-
bulb!  With solar cells, rechargeable batteries, 
pieces to build a 7" house, and more. 69.99
PP372 n Oil Spill Kit
Children discover ways to protect wildlife as they 
clean up a mock oil spill—using foam pieces, 
absorbent fabric, oil dispersant, sea life figures, 
feathers and more.  Water tray is 14 1⁄2". 69.99 

TT759 n BUILDING BRICK 
STEM CHALLENGE KIT  
Young engineers boost STEM 
skills as they complete one hands-
on challenge after another—from 
constructing a spinning windmill to 
building a solvable maze!  Students 
simply choose a challenge card, 
use the snap-together building 
pieces to engineer a solution…and 
then test their creation, revising 
and retesting until their design is 
successful.  Our kit includes over 
250 building pieces and 10 double- 
sided challenge cards with possi-
ble solutions on the back.  Cards 
measure 8 1⁄2" wide. 49.99

125STEM
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Shown:  Landforms & Erosion Earth Science Kit

Shown:  Force & Motion Physical Science Kit

LM280X n MEET THE STANDARDS HANDS-ON SCIENCE KITS - GR. 3 - 
COMPLETE SET    Get students thinking like scientists as they master key Next 
Generation Science Standards** for third grade—identifying patterns in movement to pre-
dict future motion, using data to describe climates in different regions, and more!  The set 
includes all 3 hands-on kits, each with 4 double-sided, 8 1 ⁄2" x 11" Investigation cards that 
help students make inquiries & design investigations, materials for conducting 4 different 
investigations, and 4 Connection cards for relating findings to the real world.  Each kit also 
includes a comprehensive guide with lesson plans, safety tips and more! 149.00 

Each kit is also available separately.
LM274 n Force & Motion Physical Science Kit    Students 
inves tigate forces, magnetic interactions and more!  (Shown.) 49.99 
LM275 n Weather & Climate Earth Science Kit    Kids learn 
about forecasting, climate-related risks & potential safeguards! 49.99  
LM276  n Habitats Life Science Kit    Students analyze fossil data, 
explore animal habitats and habitat change, and much more! 49.99

Grade Level 3

LM270X n MEET THE STANDARDS HANDS-ON SCIENCE KITS - GR. 2 - 
COMPLETE SET    �CHOKING HAZARD (2,3). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Designed to support specific learning objectives of the Next Generation Science 
Standards** for second grade, these hands-on kits target essential standards—from 
developing a model to represent landforms to comparing plants in various habitats!  
You get all 3 kits, each with 4 double-sided, 8 1 ⁄2" x 11" Investigation cards that help 
students make inquiries and design investigations, materials to complete the 4 inves-
tigations, 4 Connection cards that help relate findings to the real world, plus a detailed 
guide featuring full lesson plans, possible outcomes and more! 149.00 

Each kit is also available separately.
LM272 n Landforms & Erosion Earth Science Kit    
Kids explore erosion control, bodies of water & more!  (Shown.) 49.99
LM271 n Matter Physical Science Kit    Students describe and 
classify matter, assess material properties and more! 49.99 
LM273 n Seeds & Plants Life Science Kit    Kids learn what 
plants need to survive, how plants get energy and more! 49.99 

Grade Level 2
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** NGSS is a registered trademark of Achieve.  Neither Achieve nor the lead states and partners that developed the  
 Next Generation Science Standards were involved in the production of these products and do not endorse them.

Shown:  Energy Physical Science Kit

Shown:  Ecosystems Life Science Kit

LM320X n MEET THE STANDARDS HANDS-ON SCIENCE KITS - GR. 5 - 
COMPLETE SET    Our information-packed kits encourage kids to conduct investiga-
tions that support Next Generation Science Standards** for fifth grade!  From synthesiz-
ing information about how science can boost conservation to developing a model to 
show that matter is made of particles too small to see, kids map out investigations, 
explain their process & relate findings to the real world.  All 3 kits, each with 4 double-sided, 
8 1 ⁄2" x 11" Investigation cards, materials for 4 investigations and 4 Connection cards.  
Plus, you get a guide with extensive lesson plans, possible answers & more!  149.00 

Each kit is also available separately.
LM316 n Ecosystems Life Science Kit    Kids investigate plant 
growth, create their own small ecosystem and more!  (Shown.) 49.99
LM314 n Properties of Matter Physical Science Kit    Students 
learn why air is matter, study chemical reactions and more! 49.99  
LM315 n Water Conservation Earth Science Kit    Kids are intro-
duced to the water cycle, transporting water, desalination & more! 49.99 

Grade Level 5

LM310X n MEET THE STANDARDS HANDS-ON SCIENCE KITS - GR. 4 - 
COMPLETE SET    From asking questions & predicting outcomes about how energy 
changes when objects collide to using a model to describe how animals receive and  
process information, our engaging kits support Next Generation Science Standards** for 
fourth grade!  The set includes all 3 kits, each with 4 double-sided, 8 1 ⁄2" x 11" Investiga-
tion cards that encourage critical and scientific thinking, materials for 4 investigations & 
4 Connection cards for making real-world connections.  Plus, you get a guide with 
detailed lesson plans, investigation tips, possible solutions & much more! 149.00 

Each kit is also available separately.
LM311 n Energy Physical Science Kit    Students compare potential 
and kinetic energy, investigate collisions and more!  (Shown.) 49.99 
LM312 n Changes in Landscape Earth Science Kit    Kids are 
introduced to weathering, erosion, rock layers and Earth’s forces. 49.99
LM313 n Human Body Life Science Kit    Students explore the skel-
etal system, the human hand and eye, and different types of teeth!  49.99 

Grade Level 4
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LA910  TAKE-APART HUMAN BODY MODEL    Students get a 
detailed view of the body’s major organs…and learn how they all fit together 
to help us function!  Each organ comes out for up-close ex am i na tion.  Kids 
can even open the head to reveal the brain…and open the heart to see all 
4 chambers!  You get 11 pieces total, including the torso and removable 
organs.  Durable plastic torso measures 19 1⁄4" tall; with a guide. 99.50

Grade Level 3 4 5 6

EE810X  CAN DO! SCIENCE GAMES - COMPLETE SET    
Students learn about the planets, matter, muscles & more—as they 
race to answer science questions!  Each can has a spinner built into 
the lid…and comes with everything kids need, including themed game 
tokens and 60 self-checking question cards written in standardized test 
format.  Kids just spin to pick a category…answer each question…then 
collect tokens for correct answers!  Includes all 6 games. 115.00
Each game is also available separately. Each    19.99
EE803  Solar System  EE806  Force & Motion
EE801  Human Body EE802  Animals
EE804  Earth                EE805  Matter    (Shown.)

Grade Level 2 3 4

Shown:  Matter Game

DD175X � SCIENCE BINGO LIBRARY    
Students explore scientific concepts and master important terms…with fun-
filled bingo games they’ll love to play!  Each game covers a specific science 
topic, from plants to weather—engaging children as they build their 
science knowledge.  All 4 games, each with enough cards and playing 
pieces for up to 36 players.  Game cards measure 6 1⁄2" x 9". 39.99
Each bingo game is also available separately. Each    10.99
DD673  Plants DD674  Matter & Energy
DD672  Weather DD677  Health & Nutrition    (Shown.)

Grade Level 2 3 4 5

Shown:  Health & Nutrition

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5
DAILY SCIENCE REPRODUCIBLE ACTIVITIES    
Introduce standards-based science lessons in your classroom—every day of 
the school year!  Our grade-appropriate books have daily 10- to 15-minute 
activities that teach kids life, earth and physical science concepts with repro-
ducibles, hands-on experiments and more!  192 pages each. 

DS101  Daily Science Reproducible Activities - Gr. 1   29.99
DS102  Daily Science Reproducible Activities - Gr. 2  29.99
DS103  Daily Science Reproducible Activities - Gr. 3   29.99
DS104  Daily Science Reproducible Activities - Gr. 4   29.99
DS105  Daily Science Reproducible Activities - Gr. 5   29.99
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PP529 � Electricity Lab    
Our classroom-safe lab makes electricity concepts easy to grasp—with hands-
on experiments and ready-to-use tools!  The 29 pieces come with 7 cards 
featuring step-by-step experiments, from testing for conductors to creating 
a simple switched circuit.  Plus, the back of each card has background 
information on the scientific concept covered by the experiment—so students 
learn important facts as they work!  4 “D” batteries not included. 69.99

PP527 � Force & Motion Lab    
Students develop a concrete understanding of gravity, energy, friction 
and more…as they experiment with forces and learn how they affect 
motion!  Children just follow simple instructions to complete 7 hands-on 
experiments—from creating pendulums and experimenting with friction to 
measuring pull forces and building inclined planes!  You get 53 experiment 
pieces, including pulleys, spring scales, ramps, launchers and more. 79.99

PP528 � Magnet Lab    
Our ready-to-use lab has every thing students need to explore 
magnetism—hands on!  You get 7 easy-to-follow experiment cards with 
skill-building investigations on front and scientific information on back…
plus all the mate rials needed for unlimited exploration and discovery—
including bar magnets, compasses, electromagnets and more.  Lab 
comes with 50 experiment pieces.  4 “AA” batteries not included. 69.99

PP226 � Simple Machines Lab    Students discover how simple machines 
make work easier…as they build realistic models and perform hands-on 
experiments!  Our lab includes high-quality, extra-durable beechwood 
components, plus 7 hands-on experiment cards that walk students through 
how to build and use a pulley, an inclined plane, a wheel & axle, and more.  
The cards even include information on back that explains each machine and 
how it’s used in the real world!  Comes with 39 experiment pieces. 79.99

PP220X � PHYSICAL SCIENCE ACTIVITY LABS - COMPLETE SET    The perfect addition to classroom science centers, our hands-on activity 
labs give students an engaging way to explore physical science!  Each lab comes with cards that walk students through exciting, skill-building experi-
ments…plus all the materials needed to complete each one.  Children just display a card in the wooden stand, then follow the simple instructions to 
complete the experiment—and bring concepts to life!  We’ve even included fascinating information on the back of each card that explains the science 
behind each experiment and how it relates to the real world.  You get all 4 labs, each with a guide. 299.00

Electromagnets 

Ring Magnets 

Compasses 

Bar Magnets 

Brick Magnets 

Launchers 

Pulleys 

Static 
Electricity 

Series Circuit

Switched Circuit 

Simple Circuit

Ramps & Tumblers

Spring 
Scales

Weights

Pulleys 

Wheel & 
Axle

Inclined
Planes

Lever

Grade Level 3 4 5
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Gr. Level 1 2 3 4 5 6
RE266  LENS & PRISM SET
Our 4-piece discovery set includes a 
prism & 3 lenses—concave, double 
concave and double convex.  Each 
piece is made of lightweight, shatter-
proof acrylic.  Prism is 3". 24.99

LA444  HEAVY-DUTY HAND
MAGNIFIERS - SET OF 12
Magnifiers feature 2 1⁄2" glass lenses 
and tough plastic frames. 39.99
LA573  Heavy-Duty Hand
Magnifiers - Set of 36 99.99

Gr. Level 1 2 3 4 5 6
LA216  STUDENT SAFETY 
GOGGLES - SET OF 12   
Our flexible plastic goggles adjust to 
give students a perfect fit. 49.99
LA217  Student Safety
Goggles - Set of 36 139.00

BG776  3-WAY 
SCHOOL MICROSCOPE    
Intended especial ly for 
school use, our sturdy 
metal microscope has a 
versatile, student-friendly 
design with 40X, 80X and 
120X  magn i f i ca t i ons !  
Includes both a lamp and a 
mirror, an adjustable lens 
and an arm that tilts for 
easy viewing.  11 3⁄4" tall.  
2  “AA”  ba t te r i es  no t 
included.  Slide sets are 
sold separately below.

129.00

Gr. Level 1 2 3 4 5 6
LC3540X  PREPARED
SLIDES - COMPLETE SET    
Each kit includes 12 safe plastic 
slides—all color-coded and clearly 
labeled.  All 4 kits. 49.99
Each slide kit is also available sep.
LC3543  Insects 12.99
LC3541  Plants 12.99
LC3545  Vegetables 12.99
LC3547  Animals 12.99
FT452  BLANK SLIDES -
SET OF 18    Safe, shatterproof 
plastic.  (Not shown.) 5.99

BV633
GRADUATED CYLINDERS SET
Sturdy plastic cylinders have easy-
to- read mark ings in  increments 
from 0.5 mL up to 1,000 mL.  Set 
includes 7 graduated cylinders; tallest 
measures 11 1⁄4". 29.99

DS693  DIGITAL SCALE    
Our scale displays weight in both grams 
and ounces…and it’s super-accurate—
with a 1-gram variance.  The 8 5⁄8" scale 
features an automatic shutoff and holds 
up to 6 1⁄2 pounds. 49.99 
DS694  Gram Weight Set    
The 30 color-coded stackable weights 
range from 1 to 20 grams. 5.99

IgneousSedimentaryMetamorphicFossilsMinerals

Each collection is also available separately. 
FE406 � Mineral Collection 29.99
FE404 � Fossil Collection    29.99
FE403 � Metamorphic Rock Collection   29.99
FE402 � Sedimentary Rock Collection    29.99
FE401 � Igneous Rock Collection    29.99

FE405X �

CLASSROOM ROCK, FOSSIL & MINERAL COLLECTIONS - COMPLETE SET    
From the glassy texture of obsidian to the distinct layers of mica, our collec tions let students 
explore the prop er ties of rocks, fossils and minerals—firsthand!  Each of our collections 
includes 15 easy-to-handle specimens—all labeled for simple identifi  ca tion.  The com-
plete set includes all 5 collections listed at right, each with a teacher’s guide and a 
compartmentalized box for display and storage.  Largest rock specimens are 2 1⁄2". 139.00

Grade Level 1 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 2 3 4 5 6

Grade Level 2 3 4 5 6

Gr. Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6
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PP183

XK556

BA109 SEE-INSIDE BUCKET BALANCE
Our super-versatile bucket balance gives kids a clear view 
of science in action!  Each removable, see-inside bucket 
holds liquids and solids…so students can observe, weigh 
and compare water, rocks, feathers, sand and much 
more.  Durable plastic balance is 15 1⁄2" wide. 19.99

LA123  BEST-BUY 
MAGNIFIERS - SET OF 12   
Our handy magnifiers feature dual 
plastic lenses with 3X and 6X magni-
fication; large lens is 1 1⁄2". 12.99
LA124  Best-Buy 
Magnifiers - Set of 36 36.99

CS547  STUDENT
MICROSCOPES - SET OF 12
6 1⁄2" plastic microscopes are super-
easy to use…and feature 60X, 80X 
and 100X magnification. 99.99
CS548  Student Microscopes - 
Set of 36    289.00

WF216  STARTER SLIDE
PACKS - SET OF 12    Kids get 
an up-close look at plants, insects & 
more!  12 packs of 4 labeled plastic 
slides; each slide is 2 1⁄2". 49.99
WF217  Starter Slide Packs -
Set of 36  139.00

LA333  STUDENT 
COMPASSES - SET OF 12   
Our easy-to-read plastic compasses 
feature directions & degrees.  Each 
compass is 1 1⁄2" in diameter. 14.99  
LA334  Student Compasses - 
Set of 36    42.99

LA445  STUDENT 
THERMOMETERS - SET OF 12
Glass thermometers have safe 
plastic backings.  Each is 6". 16.99
LA574
Student Thermometers - 
Set of 36 49.99

TE313  MEASURING TAPES - 
SET OF 12    Double-sided, 5-foot 
measuring tapes have inch and centi-
meter marks, plus a classroom-
tough plastic design. 8.99
TE312  Measuring Tapes -
Set of 36    24.99

CX648  50-MILLILITER 
GRADUATED CYLINDERS - 
SET OF 12    Easy-pour, 5 1⁄2" plas-
tic cylinders have clear markings in 
increments up to 50 mL. 24.99
CX649  50-Milliliter 
Graduated Cylinders - 
Set of 36    69.99

LA657  BAR MAGNETS -  
SET OF 12    All-purpose magnets 
have color-coded poles for easy 
identification.  3" long. 39.99
LA658  Bar Magnets - 
Set of 36 99.99

LA443  UNBREAKABLE 
MAGNETS - SET OF 12    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  12 tough, 
easy-to-hold, 2 1⁄2" magnets. 19.99
LA572  Unbreakable
Magnets - Set of 36 54.99

PP183  COUNT UP & COUNT DOWN 
DIGITAL TIMER    Our dual-function timer has simple 
controls & a large display showing minutes & seconds, 
so it’s easy to track elapsed time or count down to zero.  
2 1⁄2" x 3"; with a magnetic back & an easel back. 14.99
XK556  CLASSROOM STOPWATCH    
Our 6-digit stopwatch has stop and start timing for 1 or 
2 students, an alarm and more.  Cord is 18" long. 7.99

EE759  SCIENCE TOOLS SUPPLY CENTER
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Give kids 
the tools they need to gather facts, observe specimens and 
make discoveries…with top-quality science supplies that will 
stand up to years of use!  Our center comes with 12 each of 
the 9 tools shown below—for a total of over 100 pieces—
all in a sturdy, 18 1⁄2" chest with labeled compartments that 
keep supplies organized and easy to access.  299.00

Grade Level 1K 2 3

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6
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Animals Library

FF980X  LEARNING SCIENCE ACTIVITY TUBS - GR. 1-3
�CHOKING HAZARD (2,3). Not for under 3 yrs.*  From exciting experiments to high-interest 
writing projects, our tubs have everything you need to investigate 8 important science 
concepts!  Each tub includes 40 cards with engaging, standards-based activities covering 
5 core curriculum areas—from math and language to science and social studies.  Plus, you 
get tons of ready-to-use materials for exploring concepts in depth, including science tools, 
write & wipe experiment posters, vocabulary cards and more!  Set of all 8 tubs. 499.00
GG860X  LEARNING SCIENCE LIBRARIES - GR. 1-3
Perfectly coordinated to the tubs listed above, our libraries help students investigate topics 
even further…as they take a tour of the solar system, explore the animal kingdom and more!  
Each paperback library features 5 accessible books that make concepts easy to grasp—
including both fiction and nonfiction titles.  You get all 8 libraries.  259.00

Rocks & Soil Library Force & Motion Library Matter Library

Shown:  Matter Activity Tub

Hands-on activity tubs & themed libraries                 

Grade Level 1 2 3
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Individual activity tubs and book libraries are also available separately below.

Insects Library Plants LibrarySolar System LibraryWeather Library

Shown:  Plants Activity Tub

explore science across the curriculum! 

Subject Activity Tub Book Library

Rocks & Soil FF982    69.99 GG862    30.50

Animals  FF987    69.99 GG866    30.50

Force & Motion FF984    69.99 GG864    28.50

Matter  FF988    69.99 GG867    36.50

Insects   FF985    69.99 GG863    33.50

Weather  FF983    69.99 GG869    31.50

Solar System  FF989    69.99 GG868    34.50

Plants FF986    69.99 GG865    36.50
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DD350X  LEARNING SCIENCE ACTIVITY TUBS - GR. 4-6
Students conduct lots of fascinating experiments—and experience the scientific 
process in action!  Our tubs each include 8 experiment cards with involving activities 
based on national science standards.  Plus, you get tons of materials to complete each 
experiment and explore concepts in depth—from microscopes, pulleys and 3-D models 
to fun flip books, vocabulary cards and full-color charts that make key concepts easy to 
grasp!  Complete set of all 8 tubs; each includes a guide with reproducibles, extension 
ideas and more.  499.00
EE410X  LEARNING SCIENCE LIBRARIES - GR. 4-6
Students explore essential science concepts even further—with involving book libraries 
coordinated to our tubs above!  Each library listed at right includes 5 paperback books that 
reinforce and expand on the themes presented in our activity tubs…with wonderfully illustrated, 
high-interest titles that make concepts super-easy to grasp.  You get all 8 libraries. 359.00

Activity-filled tubs & corresponding libraries

Electricity Library Matter Library Simple Machines Library Force & Motion Library

Shown:  Force & Motion Activity Tub

Grade Level 4 5 6
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Individual activity tubs and book libraries are also available separately below.

make it easy to reinforce science standards! 

Cells & Organisms Library Human Body Library Properties of Earth Library Solar System Library

Shown:  Solar System Activity Tub

Subject Activity Tub Book Library

Electricity DD351    69.99 EE466    43.50

Matter DD353    69.99 EE190    47.50

Simple Machines   DD356    69.99 EE468    46.50

Force & Motion DD354    69.99 EE194    46.50

Cells & Organisms  DD358    69.99 EE195    47.50

Human Body  DD352    69.99 EE464    40.50

Properties of Earth  DD357    69.99 EE192    47.50

Solar System  DD355    69.99 EE193    44.50
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K-Grade 1 Grades 2-3 Grades 4-5

DS737 n DEALING WITH FEELINGS
BOOK SERIES    Help young readers identify and 
work through their emotions with this paperback 
collection—featuring 8 different common feelings!  
Set of 8 books; each is 24 pages. 54.50

Grade Level 1K 2

Grade Level 1K
GR501 n SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL 
PAPERBACK LIBRARY - K-GR. 1 
From honesty and kindness to perseverance and 
courage—the beloved books in our library present 
social-emotional topics in relatable, kid-friendly 
ways.  Set of 10 paperback books.  76.50

Grade Level 2 3
GR502 n SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL 
PAPERBACK LIBRARY - GR. 2-3  
What better way to incorporate social-emotional 
learning into the classroom than with favorite 
storybooks children will love reading again and 
again!  Set of 10 paperback books.  75.50

Grade Level 4 5
GR503 n SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL 
PAPERBACK LIBRARY - GR. 4-5 
The higher-level books in our library feature advanced 
themes that invite students to think about their own 
emotions and relationships with the people around 
them.  Set of 10 paperback books. 79.50

Grade Level 1K 2
EE100X n SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL MATCH-UPS - COMPLETE SET    From fostering healthy 
relationships to making responsible decisions—our hands-on match-ups feature illustrated scenes kids can 
really relate to!  Each self-correcting puzzle is made up of 2 captioned pictures—one depicting an everyday 
scenario children may encounter and the other showing a positive outcome.  As kids match up each pair, 
they learn the best way to handle even the trickiest situation!  All 3 sets; each match-up is 3 1⁄4" x 8". 36.99          
Each set is also available separately.
EE104 n Understanding Myself Match-Ups    Set of 20 two-piece puzzles. 12.99  
EE105 n Building Relationships Match-Ups    Set of 20 two-piece puzzles. 12.99   
EE106 n Making Good Choices Match-Ups    Set of 20 two-piece puzzles.  (Shown.) 12.99

Shown:  Making Good Choices

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6
HH346 n WHAT SHOULD YOU DO? 
A GAME OF CONSEQUENCES    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
In this fun-filled game of consequences, players face everyday 
dilemmas involving topics like honesty, bullying, manners 
and more!  As children race around the game board, they 
take turns deciding what they should do in each situation—
moving closer to the finish line with each correct answer!  
You get an 18" game board, 80 game cards, 4 pawns, a 
die and an answer key.  For 2-4 players. 19.99
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SOCIAL STUDIES FILE FOLDER GAMES    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Our folder games are 
a fun way for students to explore social studies at community, national & global levels—using a hands-on format that helps 
them retain what they learn!  There’s no prep work required—each set includes 10 tabbed folders, plus 10 pouches containing 
precut, sorted and color-coded pieces.  Kids just choose a folder and start discovering fascinating concepts—independently!

PP856 n K-Gr. 1 39.99
PP857 n  Gr. 2-3      39.99 

(Shown.)
PP858 n Gr. 4-5 39.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5

Each folder features 3-step  
illustrated instructions!

Shown:  Grades 2-3

HH175 n UNITED STATES
GOVERNMENT RESOURCE BOX
Our ready-to-use resource box 
contains everything you need to teach 
students about the U.S. government!  
It’s packed with tons of materials that 
make i t  easy to explore the 
government’s history and function 
hands on—from a flip book that 
visually explains our system of checks 
and balances to stamps that allow 
students to approve and veto “bills.”  
You also get reading comprehension 
folders, writing prompt cards and 
information-filled photo cards that 
boost reading and writing skills…plus 
a guide with over 20 pages of skill-
building reproducibles and activities 
that students will love to complete.  
Box is 15"l x 12"w x 5 3⁄4"h. 99.50

Grade Level 4 5

DS195 n UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PAPERBACK LIBRARY
Students discover the history of the Constitution, their rights as U.S. citizens and 
more—with captivating books that bring social studies concepts to life!  Our library 
includes nonfiction titles that give students a unique view of events and help them 
explore topics in depth.  Library includes 8 paperback books.    71.50

Grade Level 4 5
DS729 n BUILDING CHARACTER PHOTO BOOKS  
Accessible photos and relevant examples define positive character 
traits in a way students can really identify with!  Set includes 7 paper-
back books; each is 32 pages long.     57.50

Grade Level 1 2 3
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DS710 � EXPLORING OTHER COUNTRIES PHOTO BOOKS    
Discover fascinating countries of the world—from Australia to Canada…and 
China to Brazil!  With easy-to-read text, maps and photographs, these books 
help students explore multiple facets of each country—including its history, 
traditions, landforms and animals.  You get 10 paperback books covering 
10 countries; each book is 32 pages long.   89.50

Grade Level 2 3

Grade Level 1 2 3

Each center has enough materials 
for up to 4 students at once! 

PP910X � SOCIAL STUDIES INSTANT LEARNING CENTERS -
COMPLETE SET    Put important social studies concepts right at kids’ 
fingertips—with ready-to-use learning centers that set up in a flash!  
Simply set out the easy-to-follow, illustrated instruction chart and all the 
hands-on materials children need to complete the activity…then stu-
dents work at their own pace to discover fascinating facts about American 
symbols, identify continents and oceans, explore cultures around the 
world, and more!  Complete set includes all 6 centers, each with a guide 
and everything you need for up to 4 students at once. 199.00
Each center is also available separately.   Each    34.99
PP916 � Continents & Oceans    (Shown.)
PP914 � Cultures Around the World 
PP913 � Landforms & Mapping  

Grade Level 2 3

PP911 � Economy   
PP912 � U.S. Symbols    
PP915 � Then & Now

EE222 � LANDFORMS & 
MAPPING RESOURCE BOX
Our activity-filled resource box has 
everything students need to learn 
about using maps and identifying 
important geographical features…
and develop reading and writing 
skills at the same time!  The set 
features realistic props that give 
students a tactile and visual sense 
of important topics—from a full-
color map and globe to a working 
compass and 3-D landform 
mold.  Plus, we’ve provided tons 
of ready-to-use teaching tools 
that build essential language skills 
as students explore geography 
concepts.  You even get a guide 
with over 20 pages of skill-building 
reproducibles and activities.  Box is 
15"l x 12"w x 5 3⁄4"h. 99.50

DS142 � LANDFORMS & MAPPING PAPERBACK LIBRARY
Students learn how to find their way with a map, explore Earth’s land-
forms and more—with engaging books that bring geography concepts 
to life!  Featuring beautiful images and clear, simple text, the nonfiction 
books introduce and explain each concept in a way students can really 
grasp.  Library includes 8 paperback books. 66.50

Grade Level 1 2 3
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Write & 
wipe!

DD103 n Write & Wipe Markers   
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Set of 4 thin-line markers in 4 colors. 3.99

WRITE & WIPE MAPS    Students explore states, coun tries, 
continents and more—with full-color maps they can write on…then 
wipe clean to use again and again!  Choose from U.S. or world maps 
in a giant 33" x 49" wall size…or a smaller 12" x 17 1⁄2" size for desktop 
use.  The desktop versions even have blank black & white maps on 
back—so kids can practice labeling them on their own!  

Grade Level 3 4 5 6

Write & Wipe Map World U.S.A.
 Desktop Map - Each SF215 4.99 SF210 4.99
 Desktop Map - Set of 10 SF215X 47.99 SF210X 47.99
 Wall Map - Each WT108 27.99 WT109 27.99

GT539 n HANDS-ON 
TEACHING GLOBE    
Give kids a hands-on view of 
the entire world—with our 
l ightweight ,  f ree-mounted 
teaching globe!  The detailed 
10" globe sits on a removable 
base, so students can easily 
lift and rotate the globe to 
get an up-close and accurate 
view of the world’s continents, 
geographical  borders and 
more!  Plus, the bold and 
colorful design, clear text, and 
latitude and longitude lines 
make it easy to locate and 
identify countries.   39.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6

AW447 n CLASSIC
SCHOOL GLOBE
Re in fo rce  wo r ld  geo-
graphy…with a full-color 
school globe that provides 
a super-clear view of Earth! 
Perfect for the classroom, 
this student-friendly globe 
features simple, easy-to-
see outl ines, plus wel l-
de f ined count r ies  and 
legible text…with enough 
detail to hold kids’ inter-
est without overwhelming 
them. The handy school 
globe measures 12" in 
diameter and is mounted 
on a solid wood base for 
easy viewing.    54.99

Grade Level 1K 2 3 4 5 6

Each game card has 4 different questions— 
for a total of 160 questions in each game!

FF770X n GRAB & PLAY 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
GAMES - COMPLETE SET    
As students play our skill-building games, they explore everything from U.S. 
history and geography to landforms and map symbols!  Each game includes a 
full-color map and 160 questions, plus a die and 40 point tokens.  To play, kids 
take turns rolling the die to select questions, then use their mapping skills and 
social studies knowledge to answer them.  For each correct answer, players 
collect tokens—as they race to earn 100 points!  Largest map is 11 1⁄2" x 18".  
Complete set includes all 5 games; for 2-4 players each. 95.00
Each game is also available separately. 
FF774 n Native Americans Game   19.99
FF775 n Explorers Game   19.99
FF773 n Landforms & Mapping Game    19.99 
FF772 n The World Game   19.99
FF771 n United States Game    (Shown.)   19.99

Grade Level 3 4 5
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JJ618 � TABLETOP COMMUNICATION CENTER    
Perfect for announcements, classroom schedules, parent communication and 
more, our tabletop center gives everyone easy access to important informa-
tion!  The hardwood center features 12 sturdy shelves that hold folders and 
papers up to 9" x 12", and it has built-in handles for super-easy transport, 
plus handy rubber feet.  Rugged center measures 21"w x 131⁄2"d x 14 1⁄2"h.  
Comes assembled. 119.00

FF336  FILE HOLDER TEACHER’S TOTE
Important papers stay neat and super-
organized—even when you’re on the go!  Our 
rugged tote features a built-in metal frame that 
holds standard hanging folders, so you can 
transfer files directly from your desk with ease.  
There’s also a label holder for your name…
pockets for essential supplies…and long 
handles for carrying the tote over your shoulder!  
Made of durable canvas, the roomy tote 
measures 5" x 14" x 10" high.    39.99

PP116 � SORT & STORE BOOK TOTES    
Our colorful totes make it easy to sort, carry & 
store classroom books!  Ideal for reading centers, 
sending books home with students & more, each 
sturdy canvas tote has a label holder in front, plus 
a clear vinyl window to see inside.  4 totes in 
4 colors; with reinforced bottoms and hook & loop 
closures.  Each tote is 12 1⁄2" x 14 1⁄2". 26.99

TT136 � NEON SORT & STORE BOOK TOTES
Store & carry books, folders and classroom materials 
in handy totes featuring kid-favorite neon colors!  
With label holders, clear vinyl windows, reinforced 
bottoms and hook & loop closures, our rugged totes 
are perfect for keeping important school items 
secure—at school and at home.  4 canvas totes in 
4 neon colors; each tote is 121⁄2" x 141⁄2". 26.99

RA414 � TABLETOP PAPER CENTER    Our handy tabletop organizer 
has 8 sturdy shelves that hold notebooks or paper up to 9" x 12"…and the 
durable cardboard center is light enough to easily transport anywhere!  
Measures 19 1⁄2"w x 12 1⁄4"d x 10 3⁄4"h.  Easy assembly.    26.99

Just peel off the 
backing—and stick 

the pocket on!

AS214 � SELF-ADHESIVE LIBRARY POCKETS    
These ready-to-use pockets have self-adhesive backings that easily adhere to 
any smooth surface—great for sticking on library books & file folder games, 
creating behavior charts and more!  You get 375 sturdy cardstock pockets in 
5 vibrant colors—all perfectly sized to hold 3" x 5" index cards. 59.99

JJ877 � 

TURN-IN-YOUR-WORK 
ORGANIZER    
It’s a cinch for students 
to turn in their work with 
our convenient desktop 
organ izer !   I t  features 
4  r o o m y ,  a c c e s s i b l e 
trays that each hold over  
500 sheets of standard-
size paper…so you can 
easi ly col lect and orga-
nize homework, quizzes, 
notes and more.  Metal 
rack measures 15 3⁄4" tall.  
Sturdy plastic trays come 
in the 4 colors shown; 
e a c h  t r a y  m e a s u r e s 
9 3⁄ 4" x 13" x 2 1⁄ 2" high. 
 49.99
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JJ273  MANUSCRIPT NAMEPLATES - SET OF 36
Nameplates that double as a desk reference!  Our 36 nameplates each 
include a number line, the alphabet, a 120-chart and more!  Each 
nameplate measures 4" x 18". 7.99
LL119 � Self-Adhesive Nameplate Sleeves - Set of 12    
Keep nameplates looking like new all year with protective sleeves 
that stick right on children’s desks!  Set of 12 sleeves; each fits 
4" x 18" nameplates. 29.99

JJ689 � PRIVACY PARTITION - SET OF 10
Just place each of our partitions on a desk or table…
to create an instant distraction-free environment for 
tests, quizzes and more!  Set of 10 sturdy 14" x 42" 
cardboard partitions, each with a freestanding tri-fold 
design. 36.99

JJ635 � SEE-ME PRIVACY PARTITION - 
SET OF 10    The distraction-free environment your 
students need…with a handy cutout so you can make 
sure kids stay on task!  Set of 10 freestanding card-
board partitions that fold up for easy storage.  Each 
measures 14" x 42".       36.99  

JJ670 � PRIVACY PARTITION 
STORAGE RACK    Quick and easy 
storage for our JJ635 & JJ689 Privacy 
Partitions!  The durable steel rack stores 
up to 30 partitions (not incl.).  Handy blue 
rack is 13 1⁄2"w x 8 1⁄2"d x 16"h. 39.99

GG978GG975 GG979

GG975 � SELF-INKING TEACHER STAMPS - SET 1     Recognize a job 
well done, stamp words of encouragement, even request parent signatures…our  
8 self-inking stamps let you do it all!  Each stamp is 21⁄4". 19.99
GG978 � SELF-INKING TEACHER STAMPS - SET 2     8 more self-inking 
stamps make it easy to assign homework, give extra credit, recognize students’ 
achievements and more!  Each stamp is 2 1⁄4". 19.99
GG979 � SPANISH SELF-INKING TEACHER STAMPS         Now you can 
send students encouraging messages—in Spanish!  These 8 self- 
inking stamps have the same messages as Set 1.  Each stamp is 2 1⁄4". 19.99

BEST-BUY WRITE & WIPE MARKERS    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Our nontoxic markers are perfect for any write & wipe surface!  Each 
class pack listed below includes 32 markers—4 each of 8 colors.

LA138 � Broad-Tip - Class Pack     34.99
DD338 � Thin-Line - Class Pack     27.99

LL878 � CLASSROOM CLIPBOARDS -
SET OF 6    Designed especially for kids, 
our sturdy, lightweight clipboards feature a 
safe, easy-press clip that makes it a cinch to 
add and remove paper!  The 10" x 13 1⁄2" plastic 
clipboards hold paper up to 9" x 12".  You get 
2 each of 3 colors. 29.99
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FA844 � MAGNETIC
PAPER POCKETS - SET OF 4     
Paper will never get lost in the shuffle with  
our handy magnetic pockets!  Each super-
sturdy pocket holds up to 100 sheets of 
8 1⁄2" x 11" paper—perfect for distributing assignments, turning in home-
work, organizing lessons & more.  Just stick the pockets to any magnetic 
surface to keep materials right within reach!  The 4 vinyl pockets come 
in 4 colors and include labels.  Each pocket is 9 3⁄8" x 11 3⁄4". 21.99

You get 4 sturdy  
magnetic pockets!

PP589 � MAGNETIC WRITE & WIPE 
ORGANIZATION CHARTS    There are countless 
ways to customize our magnetic write & wipe charts 
to meet your classroom needs!  Designed in bold neon colors, these versatile 
charts adhere to any magnetic surface and draw students’ attention to learn-
ing goals, assignments, daily schedules, reminders and much more.  Plus, the 
charts are durable enough to stand up to busy classroom use!  Set includes five 
8 1⁄2" x 11" note magnets and one 5" x 16" header magnet.      29.99

PP281 � MAGNETIC STORAGE BOXES - SET OF 4    
Keep supplies within reach—without taking up valuable table space!  Our 
versatile boxes hold tight to any magnetic surface and have write & wipe 
labels on front to keep materials organized.  Each plastic box measures 
4 1⁄4"w x 2"d x 3 1⁄4"h. 14.99

PP476 � MAGNETIC DISPLAY SHELVES    
These incredibly sturdy shelves stick to any magnetic surface—
making it easy to display books and other classroom materials!  Plus, 
each shelf is extra-deep and super-strong—so even heavy items stay 
securely in place as you teach!  Set comes complete with 2 durable 
plastic shelves; each measures 18 1⁄2"w x 2 1⁄4"d x 4 1⁄4"h. 39.99

VR455 � MAGNETIC HOOKS - SET OF 5    
Instantly organize everything from flash cards and word lists to keys 
and supplies—with handy hooks that stick to any magnetic surface!  
Set includes 5 durable metal hooks with extra-strong magnets on 
back; each hook measures 1 1⁄4" in diameter. 9.99

PP873 � MAGNETIC FOLDER BINS - 
SET OF 3    These incredibly durable bins stick to 
any magnetic surface—and hold up to  
2 1⁄2 pounds—keeping file folders and other 
paperwork within easy reach!  Plus, the rugged 
plastic bins feature reusable, wet-erase spaces 
on front, so you can quickly and easily label 
what’s inside.  Set includes 3 bins in the 3 colors 
shown; each bin measures 7" x 13".    39.99
VC441 � Wet-Erase Markers    
8 fine-line markers in 8 colors. 7.99

3 sturdy bins stick to  
any magnetic surface!

Each chart features a 
full magnetic back!
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TAKE-HOME BACKPACKS   
It’s easy to keep track of 
what kids take home—with 
our see-inside backpacks!  
Each pack has two clear 
zippered pockets with tons 
of room for books, journals 
and other suppl ies…plus 

adjustable straps to f i t 
a range of sizes.  The 
large pack even features 
padded st raps and a 
reinforced bottom!  Small 

backpack fits kids ages  
4-5; large backpack fits kids 
ages 6-10.  Please see the 
chart below to order.

FG826 � FOLD & GO 
ROLLING CART    With easy-
rolling wheels and an extendable 
handle, our sturdy cart makes it 
easy to tote tons of teaching sup-
plies—even heavy items like books 
and binders!  Best of all, the cart 
folds flat in seconds, so it’s super-
easy to store when it’s not in 
use!  Durable plastic cart is 
14 1⁄2"w x 12 3⁄4"d x 14"h 
when open. 34.99

Cart folds flat for 
easy storage! 

JJ110

AT-YOUR-SEAT STORAGE
SACKS    Our handy nylon storage 
sacks put supplies right within reach 
and keep desks neat and clutter-free!  
They have 2 easy-access pockets:  
a small one on top for supplies like 
scissors and pencils…plus a big, 
reinforced bottom pocket for books, 
notebooks and more.  Regular sack 

is 16 1⁄4"w x 15"h and fits chair 
backs up to 13" wide.  Extra-
large sack is 18"w x 15"h 
and fits chair backs up to 
15" wide.  See the chart 
below to order.

Roomy lower  
pocket is reinforced  
to hold heavy items  

like books!

GG338 � TAKE-HOME POUCH    
Now it’s easy to transport materials 
between school and home—and 
communicate important information 
to families!  Featuring a hook & 
loop closure, our pouch is sized 
to hold everything from lunch 
money and permission slips to 
notebooks and homework—year 
after year!  Rugged vinyl pouch is 
10 1⁄2" x 13". Each    4.99
GG338X � Take-Home Pouch - 
Set of 10     46.99

Chart features a 
full magnetic back!

Size Each Set of 10

Regular JJ110 12.99 JJ110X 119.00

Extra-Large JJ120 13.99 JJ120X 129.00

Size Each Set of 10

Small  (Specify:  red, blue or green.) RR752  9.99 RR752X  89.99

Large  (Comes in blue.) GG964 21.99 GG964X 199.00

GG566 � MAGNETIC BEHAVIOR 
MANAGEMENT CHART
Here’s a highly visual way to manage and 
monitor students’ behavior in the class-
room!  Just move kids’ name magnets up 
and down the magnetic chart to let them know how they’re doing.  And 
because they start each day at Ready to Learn, kids understand that 
every day presents new opportunities to make positive choices!  Chart 
is 12 1⁄8" x 36 3⁄4"; with 30 wet-erase foam name magnets. 39.99
VC441 � Wet-Erase Markers    
8 fine-line markers in 8 colors. 7.99
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TT794X � STORE-IT-ALL 
ROTATING CADDIES - SET OF 4    
Store it all—and have it all—right at your 
fingertips!  Our handy rotating caddies 
allow you to store all your important 
supplies in one place.  Each caddy 
features 4 spacious compartments,  
perfect for holding scissors, pencils, 
markers, glue sticks and more—while 
a circular, compact design makes the 
most of valuable classroom space.  
Plus, an easy-grip handle at the top 
makes them super-easy to carry.  Set of 
4 sturdy metal caddies in 4 colors; each 
caddy is 8 1⁄2" in diameter. 89.99 
TT794 � Store-It-All 
Rotating Caddy    
Please specify color:  green, red, blue 
or yellow.  Each    22.99

LL112 � HEAVY-DUTY PAPER TRAY
Our stackable tray is ideal for turning in home-
work, organizing worksheets and so much 
more!  The tough plastic tray measures 
11" x 14" x 3" high and holds paper up to 
9" x 12".  Please specify color:  red, blue, yellow, 
green, purple or orange.   Each    7.99
LL131 � Paper Tray Lid 
Please specify color:  red, blue, yellow, green, 
purple or orange.  Each    3.99

PP506 � CLASSROOM SUPPLY
CADDIES - SET OF 6    
Store everything from pencils and highlight-
ers to calculators…and easily transport 
them where you need them!  Set includes 
6 caddies in 6 colors.  Each caddy mea-
sures 9 1⁄4" x 9 1⁄4" x 3 1⁄2" high.       39.99
PP268 � Classroom Supply Caddy 
Please specify color:  blue, green, yellow, 
orange, red or purple.  Each    6.99

AA758X  CONNECT & STORE BOOK BINS - 
SET OF 6    Our linking bins organize classroom 
books…and keep reading stations clutter-free!  
Sturdy plastic bins connect for storage—and easily 
disconnect to tote to reading centers!  Each bin 
measures 5 1⁄4" x 14" x 7 1⁄4" high; with label holders in 
front.  You get 6 bins in 6 colors, plus labels.  34.99
AA758  Connect & Store Book Bin    
Please specify color:  red, orange, green, purple, 
yellow or blue.  Each    5.99

BX700X � HEAVY-DUTY 
BOOK BINS - SET OF 6    
Big, brawny and a breeze to tote—
our heavy-duty plastic bins provide 
convenient, easy-access storage 
for tons of books!  Bins measure 
11 3⁄4" x 14 1⁄4" x 7 1⁄2" high and have 
molded handles for easy carrying.  
Includes 6 bins in 6 colors. 49.99
BX708 � Heavy-Duty Book Bin
Please specify color:  red, blue, 
purple, orange, yellow or green. 
 Each    8.99
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TT769X � NEON CONNECT & STORE BOOK BINS - 
SET OF 6    Connect our brightly colored bins to organize 
classroom books—or disconnect them for easy toting to 
reading stations, group tables and more!  Sturdy plastic 
bins have label holders in front to organize books by 
genre, author or subject.  Includes 6 bins in 6 colors, plus 
labels.  Bins measure 5 1⁄4" x 14" x 7 1⁄4" high.   34.99
TT768 � Neon Connect & Store Book Bin    
Please specify color:  bright green, bright pink, bright yellow, 
bright blue, bright orange or bright purple.  Each    5.99

TT192 � NEON HEAVY-DUTY 
PAPER TRAY    Keep worksheets, assign-
ments and other papers organized!  Our sturdy 
plastic tray holds paper up to 9" x 12" and mea-
sures 11" x 14" x 3" high.  Please specify color:  
bright purple, bright yellow, bright green, bright 
orange, bright pink or bright blue.  Each    7.99
TT193 � Paper Tray Lid    Specify color:  
bright purple, bright yellow, bright green, bright 
orange, bright pink or bright blue.  Each    3.99

TT305X � NEON CLASSROOM SUPPLY 
CADDIES - SET OF 6    
Use our caddies to store and tote lots of 
classroom supplies!  Includes 6 tough plas-
tic caddies in 6 colors.  Caddies measure 
9 1⁄4" x 9 1⁄4" x 3 1⁄2" high. 39.99
TT304 � Neon Classroom Supply Caddy 
Please specify color:  bright green, bright 
blue, bright orange, bright purple, bright 
yellow or bright pink.  Each    6.99

TT300X � NEON STORE-IT-ALL 
ROTATING CADDIES - SET OF 4   
Keep classroom essentials organized 
and right where you need them—
with our super-convenient rotating 
caddies!  Perfect for storing pens, 
glue sticks, scissors and other impor-
tant supplies, each vibrant caddy 
features 4 roomy compartments…a 
compact, circular design that works 
great in any space…plus a built-in 
handle at the top so it’s a cinch to 
tote anywhere.  Set of 4 durable 
metal caddies in 4 colors; each 
caddy is 8 1⁄2" in diameter. 89.99
TT393 � Neon Store-It-All 
Rotating Caddy    Please specify 
color:  bright blue, bright pink, bright 
green or bright purple.  Each    22.99

TT730X � NEON HEAVY-DUTY 
BOOK BINS - SET OF 6    
Our classroom-tough bins make it super-
easy to store and organize books, supplies 
and more!  Each durable plastic bin has  
molded, easy-grip handles —so they’re a 
breeze to carry anywhere.  You get a set 
of 6 bins in 6 colors; each bin measures 
11 3⁄4" x 14 1⁄4" x 7 1⁄2" high. 49.99
TT729 � Neon Heavy-Duty Book Bin    
Please specify color:  bright orange, bright 
yellow, bright pink, bright blue, bright 
green or bright purple.  Each    8.99
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FF524 � SMALL-GROUP TEACHING EASEL
Set up a learning station anywhere in the classroom…
with a compact tabletop easel designed for small-
group teaching!  Our rugged hardwood easel features 
a magnetic write & wipe board on front with a sturdy 
ledge to hold books, markers and more.  Plus, there’s 
a convenient storage chart on back with roomy pock-
ets and pouches—so frequently used teaching tools 
and supplies are always right within reach!  Measures 
17 1⁄2"w x 11 1⁄2"d x 21"h; folds flat for storage. 79.99

Storage chart on back  
keeps all your materials  

within easy reach!

LC298 � MOBILE BOOK BIN STORAGE CENTER    
Our compact storage center makes it easy to store tons of classroom 
books in a minimum of space!  The rugged laminate unit features 
3 shelves with 6 extra-deep compartments that are great alone or big 
enough to hold all 12 of our bins (sold separately below)—just fill them 
with the books of your choice.  Plus, the center has 4 locking 3" casters, 
so it’s simple to move anywhere—and it’s the perfect height for kids 
to help themselves!  Center measures 32"w x 14 1⁄2"d x 34 1⁄4"h.  
GREENGUARD® Certified.  Lifetime warranty.  Comes assembled. 459.00
LM453 � Book Bins - Set of 12    12 blue plastic bins made espe-
cially for books.  Each is 14" x 7" x 5" high; with labels.  89.50

TT379

WRITE & WIPE
MAGNETIC BOARDS    
TT379 � Double-Sided 
Write & Wipe Magnetic Easel
Freestand ing ease l  has a 
magnetic write & wipe surface on 
both sides.  20"w x 16"h; folds 
flat for storage. 79.99

PH345 � 18" x 24" Write & 
Wipe Magnetic Board   
Hang this versatile board on the 
wall…or use the detachable easel 
back for tabletop display. 39.99 

PH346 � 24" x 36" Write & Wipe Magnetic Board    
Board can be wall-mounted or displayed on tabletops.    69.99

PH346

PH345

MOBILE BIN STORAGE 
CENTERS    Our rugged mobile 
organizers really store it all—and are a cinch to move anywhere in the classroom!  
Each durable metal center features 5 rows of removable plastic bins in 2 different 
sizes, plus 6 locking casters that make it easy to set up the centers in just the right 
spot—then roll them out of the way!  The small bins measure 12" x 16 1⁄2" x 3" high; 
the large bins measure 12" x 16 1⁄2" x 6" high.  Assembly required.

FF347  10-Bin Storage Center    
Center measures 27 1⁄2"w x 17"d x 28"h. 279.00 
FF348  15-Bin Storage Center    
Center measures 41"w x 17"d x 28"h. 399.00
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Arms extend to hold 
charts up to 50" wide.

Safety ledge and magnetic 
page holders for big books.

The 8 big storage bins keep 
supplies in easy reach!

LM540 � STORE & DISPLAY TEACHING CART    Our versatile unit is 
an easel, a chart stand and a storage cart—all in one!  It has a magnetic 
write & wipe board on one side—with a safe plastic ledge and magnetic 
page holders that make it easy to display big books, and handy rings to 
hang charts and writing tablets.  You can even hang pocket charts on 
back…with adjustable telescoping arms that extend to 50" wide!  The 
steel-frame unit also comes with 8 big bins that keep tons of sup plies 
within reach…and it has 4 locking casters for mobility!  Cart is 
27"w x 28"d; adjusts from 57" to 69" high.  Easy assembly. 499.00

Blank magnetic write & 
wipe board on one side.  

Lined magnetic write & 
wipe board on the other!  

Easily displays pocket 
charts and chart tablets.

Sturdy shelf keeps 
supplies in easy reach! 

FF688 � FILE AND STORE MOBILE CART    All your supplies 
and classroom files…in one compact cart!  Mobile cart fits tons of file 
folders on top—with an open design that provides easy access to 
all your files.  Plus, the 3 shelves in front are great alone or with our 
paper trays (sold sep. below)…and the back shelf stores binders, 
manuals and more!  Measures 16 1⁄2"w x 23"d x 30"h; with locking 
casters.  Super-simple assembly.  File folders not included. 229.00
LL130 � Heavy-Duty Paper Trays - Set of 3    
For 8 1⁄2" x 11" or 9" x 12" paper.  You get 3 trays in 3 colors; 
each tray measures 14" x 11" x 3" high. 23.50

JJ185 � ALL-PURPOSE 
TEACHING CART    An organizer, 

a chart stand and a storage center—all 
in one!  Our cart has 3 levels of storage:  3 big bins on 
bottom, 4 smaller bins in the middle and a shelf on top for 
larger items.  It also has 2 handy organizers that attach to 
the sides for markers, sentence strips and more.  There’s 
even a pocket chart on back for easy teaching and display!  
The metal-frame cart measures 34"w x 16"d x 33"h; with 
locking casters.  Simple assembly.   249.00

Includes a full-size 
pocket chart that 

hangs right on back!

2 hanging organizers 
attach to the sides—
for added storage!

Even more roomy
storage space in back!

LM520 � ALL-PURPOSE 
MOBILE TEACHING EASEL    
Our mobile easel is just right for elementary 
class rooms!  It has a magnetic write & wipe sur-
face on each side:  One is blank for drawing and 
demonstrating concepts, and one has perma-
nent, 1 1⁄2" lines for writing.  Plus, the easel has a 
tray for books, handy rings to hang charts and 
tablets…even a shelf for supplies.  Steel-frame 
easel sits on 4 locking casters for easy mobility. 
Measures 30"w x 62"h.  Easy assembly. 429.00
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BOOKS ON WHEELS MOBILE CARTS    
Store and organize tons of books…and easily transport them anywhere 
in the school!  Our super-convenient carts have sturdy metal frames, 
with roomy book bins that provide easy access to books of all sizes.  
Plus, each bin has a label holder in front, so you can organize books by 
any topics you choose…and the bins easily lift right out for use in  
literacy corners or learning centers!  Each unit has locking casters.

JJ302 � Books on Wheels Mobile Cart -
6 Bins    Unit measures 30 1⁄4"w x 15 1⁄4"d x 34 3⁄4"h.  
Assembly required. 199.00
JJ303 � Books on Wheels Mobile Cart -
12 Bins    Unit measures 59 7⁄8"w x 15 1⁄4"d x 34 3⁄4"h.  
Assembly required. 379.00

FF127 � MAGNETIC STORE & DISPLAY CHART EASEL    
At last—a multipurpose easel that doubles as a storage center for all your visual 
aids!  Our ingenious easel features a 28" x 36" magnetic write & wipe board with 
plenty of space for writing, drawing and sticking on magnets…a handy tray to 
keep markers and erasers within reach…a long clip at the top for hanging tablets, 
charts and posters…and an 8-tier metal rack in back where you can neatly store 
and organize tons of display materials.  We’ve even included 16 clips for hanging!  
Measures 28"w x 61"h; with sturdy metal legs.  Assembly required. 259.00

The tiered metal rack in back 
makes it easy to keep  

tablets, charts and posters  
neat and organized!

FF419 � BEST-BUY BACKPACK STORAGE CART   
Easy-access backpack storage for every student in the 
class—in one convenient cart!  The 28 rounded hooks provide 
easy-reach storage for up to 28 backpacks, while a spacious 
rack on bottom keeps bags from dragging.  Plus, the rugged metal 
cart has 2 locking casters, so you can transport the unit anywhere 
you need it—and lock it in place!  Measures 54 1⁄8"w x 23 1⁄8"d x 53 5⁄8"h.  
Assembly required. 399.00
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FF509  MOBILE MEDIA CART    
Make the most of valuable classroom 
space—with a mobile cart that lets you 
store all your media equipment in one 
place!  Our rugged metal cart has a shelf on top that’s perfect for a projector 
or your interactive whiteboard setup…a locking pull-out drawer that can 
hold a 17" laptop…plus 2 shelves to store a CD player, printer and more.  
There are even trays on each side to keep supplies like pens, markers and 
books!  Cart comes with a 6 1⁄2-foot power cord and a 4-outlet power strip.  
30"w x 16"d x 33"h; with 2 locking casters.  Easy assembly. 499.00

The locking drawer keeps  
your laptop safe and secure!

FF319 � SIT & TEACH MOBILE MEDIA CART    Your document camera, 
projector, scanner, CD player and more—our handy media cart lets you store and 
use it all!  The rugged metal cart saves valuable classroom space, with 3 fixed 
shelves for bulkier pieces of equipment and materials like textbooks, binders and 
more, plus a slide-out shelf that’s perfectly sized for most laptop computers.  
There’s even a basket on the side that keeps markers and manuals right within 
reach during lessons…and a convenient power strip with a built-in cord organizer.  
Plus, the cart’s low design lets you teach while seated—so kids always have a great 
view!  28 1⁄4"w x 18"d x 27 1⁄2"h; with 4 locking casters.  Assembly req. 479.00 

FF460 � BEST-BUY MOBILE ORGANIZATION STATION    
A one-stop organization station for all your essential materials!  Our 
3-shelf metal organizer comes with 18 rugged plastic bins that are per-
fect for storing everything from notebooks and journals to marker packs 
and school-to-home correspondence for parents.  Simply label the 
included cards however you choose—with the names of individual stu-
dents, learning centers, school subjects and more—and slide the cards 
into the vinyl pocket on the front of each bin.  Best of all, the station rolls 
on 4 locking casters, so you can easily transport it anywhere in your 
classroom!  Unit measures 33"w x 15 3⁄8"d x 44"h; each bin measures 
5 1⁄4" x 14" x 7 1⁄4" high.  Assembly required. 249.00 

FF916 FF407

FF916 � 16-TRAY MOBILE ORGANIZER    Our mobile organizer is perfect 
for storing worksheets, 9" x 12" paper, manipulatives and more…and it’s a breeze 
to roll anywhere in the classroom!  The durable metal unit comes with 16 removable 
plastic trays that are great for prepping materials for centers, teacher-parent cor-
respondence and more.  Plus, the 4 locking casters hold the organizer firmly in 
place.  Measures 25 1⁄2"w x 14 5⁄8"d x 38 1⁄4"h.  Assembly required. 249.00 
FF407 � 8-TRAY MOBILE ORGANIZER    Our 8-tray organizer is roomy 
enough for tons of materials, yet compact enough to set up anywhere!  The 
rugged metal unit has 8 removable plastic trays that hold 9" x 12" paper, 
manipulatives, writing supplies and more…plus 4 sturdy casters for easy 
rolling.  Measures 12 3⁄4"w x 14 5⁄8"d x 38 1⁄4"h.  Simple assembly. 129.00
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Easy-to-carry trunk features extra 
storage compartments on top!

CE326  CLASSROOM CD/CASSETTE PLAYER 
WITH BLUETOOTH®    A classroom-quality CD and cassette player 
equipped with BLUETOOTH technology!  Our portable multifunction player lets 
you wirelessly stream music from BLUETOOTH devices, such as phones and 
tablets.  It also has a programmable CD player, a cassette player and recorder, 
an FM radio…plus an auxiliary jack for non-BLUETOOTH devices.  There are 
even six 1⁄8" headphone jacks—perfect for listening centers!  13 1⁄4" long; plugs 
into the wall or runs on 8 “C” batteries (not included). 129.00   

JJ665  PORTABLE
CD PLAYER    This top-
quality player is lightweight, 
compact and completely por-
table!  Our heavy-duty player 
features a built-in speaker, anti-
skip technology, repeat and 
shuffle functions…plus 1⁄4" and  
1⁄8" headphone jacks.  CD 
player measures 10 1⁄2" long; 
plugs into the wall or runs on  
4 “C” batt. (not incl.). 99.50

CE772  READY-TO-GO LISTENING CENTER FOR 8
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set up a listening station 
anywhere, anytime—with our portable all-in-one center!  It comes with every-
thing you need for up to 8 children:  our JJ665 CD player (below), 8 pairs of 
our DD210 headphones (p. 151) and our LA803 junction box (p. 151).  The 
21 3⁄4"w x 10 3⁄4"d x 11"h 
plastic storage trunk is 
rugged yet lightweight, 
so it’s a cinch to tote 
from one room to the 
next.  There’s even 
extra storage 
right in the 
lid for CDs  
and other 
supplies!
229.00

LA620 � ALL-IN-ONE CD PLAYER WITH BLUETOOTH®    
This do-it-all player features a built-in junction box and BLUETOOTH wireless 
technology!  Our compact CD player has 8 evenly spaced 1⁄4" headphone 
jacks to make it easy for kids to gather around and listen.  Plus, 4 speakers 
broadcast sound all around the classroom when kids aren’t using head-
phones.  This player even has an anti-skip feature and BLUETOOTH technol-
ogy that lets you wirelessly stream music from BLUETOOTH devices, such as 
smartphones & tablets.  Includes an AC wall adaptor; also runs on 8 “AA” bat-
teries (not included).  Measures 7 1⁄2" x 7 1⁄2".  Headphones sold sep. 129.00
FN2924CX � Listening Center Headphones - Set of 8    
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  Details on p. 151. 129.00 

FF290 � BEST-BUY LISTENING CENTER    �CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Set up a complete listening center…in half the table 
space!  The rugged metal center comes with our JJ665 CD player (above right), 
4 pairs of FN2924C adjustable headphones (p. 151) and our LA802 junction 
box with volume controls (p. 151).  Plus, it’s easy to keep materials organized 
with a designated space for everything—including read-along books and 
CDs!  Measures 12"w x 9"d x 9 1⁄4"h.  CDs and books not incl. 229.00 
FF289 � Best-Buy Storage Center Only    Our compact metal storage 
center only; designed to fit our junction box (sold on p. 151) & a player.  With 
handy hooks for headphones & storage space for books and CDs. 39.99

FF290 (Includes CD player, 
headphones and junction box.)
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Adaptable plugs

Volume control

FN2924C  LISTENING 
CENTER HEADPHONES
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). 
Not for under 3 yrs.*  Classroom-
quality head phones specially sized for 
kids!  Our durable headphones have 
wipe-clean ear cushions that provide 
an extra-comfy fit…plus adjustable, 
no-stretch vinyl head bands that will 
never lose their shape.  With 1⁄4" and 
1⁄8" adaptor plugs. Each    16.99  
FN2924CX  Listening Center 
Headphones - Set of 8    
Perfect with our junction box 
below. 129.00

Tub door locks for 
extra-secure storage!

CD796  CLASSROOM DOCUMENT CAMERA    A classroom-quality 
document camera—with an incredibly simple plug and play design!  Just install 
the software, plug the included USB cord into your computer or projector and 
you’re ready to go.  The high-resolution, 5-megapixel camera has a flexible arm to 
project images from any angle, plus an 8X digital zoom, LED lights, autofocus…
even a video function with a built-in microphone.  Best of all, the camera folds to 
just 6 3⁄4" x 10 1⁄4" x 1 1⁄2" deep—for easy toting and storage!  Mac/Win. 199.00

TB600  TECH TUB2®    Store, charge and transport up to 6 devices at 
one time!  The heavy-duty plastic tub has adjustable shelves, a cable organizer 
to keep cords tidy…plus an internal 6-outlet power strip to charge tablets 
and laptops up to 9" x 12".  The tub also features super-convenient carrying 
handles—making it a breeze to tote from class to class!  Includes a lock with 
2 keys and mounting hardware to secure the tub to a surface.  Tub measures 
11 1⁄2"w x 15 1⁄4"d x 13 1⁄4"h.  Devices and charging cables not incl. 279.00

DD210 �  

MULTIPURPOSE HEADPHONES WITH VOLUME CONTROL
�CHOKING HAZARD (1). Not for under 3 yrs.*  
Versatile, comfortable and super-easy to use, our high-quality headphones 
are perfect for any classroom!  The padded, adjustable headphones 
feature adaptable plugs that fit into CD and cassette players, junction 
boxes—even computers.  Plus, they have a handy volume control right 
on the 74" cord!  Each    10.99
DD220X � Multipurpose Headphones
with Volume Control - Set of 8 86.99

LA802  8-STATION JUNCTION
BOX WITH VOLUME CONTROLS
Kids ad just their own sound levels with 
our handy junction box.  With 1⁄4" jacks 
for headphones.  (Shown.) 26.99    
LA803  8-Station Junction  
Box Without Volume Controls
Like LA802 above, only without 
the volume controls. 16.99

DD518 � 
WIRELESS CLASSROOM HEADPHONES SET    
These super-durable headphones have a completely 
wireless design—so your listening center stays neat  
and tangle-free!  Set includes 4 pairs of adjustable 
headphones with cushioned ear pads and individual 
volume controls, plus a radio frequency transmitter  
with a range of 50 feet!  The 3 1⁄2" transmitter plugs into 
any standard headphone jack and accommodates an 
unlimited number of headphones—so multiple kids  
can listen at once!  Transmitter runs on the included 
AC adaptor; headphones use 2 “AAA” batteries each 
(not included). 199.00
DD519 � Extra Wireless Headphones
 Each    49.99
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Honk!

Whistle!

Boing!
Crash!

Timer also has 
a built-in stand 
and wall mount!

ES119  HEAVY-
DUTY ELECTRIC
PENCIL SHARPENER
Our safe, heavy-duty 
sharpener is built for 
constant classroom use! 
The 8" sharpener has 
a large dial with 6 size 
settings for pencils up to 
3⁄8" thick—plus a sturdy 
aluminum base and an 
extra-large receptacle to 
hold shavings. 79.99

XC341  CLASSROOM LAMINATING MACHINE    
Laminate just about anything…neatly, quickly and easily!  Our electric 
machine is super-simple to use:  Just place your item in a laminating pouch 
and feed it right through!  Laminates posterboard or paper up to 11" wide.  The 
machine measures 3 1⁄2" x 6 1⁄2" x 18 1⁄2".  Pouches sold sep. below. 129.00
XC342  4 3⁄8" x 6 1⁄2" Pouches    Pack of 100 pouches. 14.99
XC343  9" x 11 1⁄2" Pouches    Pack of 100 pouches. 29.99
XC344  11 1⁄2" x 17 1⁄2" Pouches    Pack of 100 pouches. 49.99

EA163

EA165EA166

TIME TIMERS    It’s easy to time classroom activities…with timers that show 
students how much time is left!  Just slide the red dial to select the amount of 
time you want to track, then watch as it slowly disappears—and listen for the 
beep when time is up!  Each 60-minute timer has a built-in stand in back for 
tabletop display and requires one “AA” battery (not included).

EA166  Mini Time Timer    Portable mini timer measures 3" x 3". 29.99
EA163  Time Timer    Wall-mountable timer measures 7 1⁄2" x 7 1⁄2". 34.99
EA165  Jumbo Time Timer    Wall-mountable timer is 12" x 12". 39.99

PP181 � GIANT CLASSROOM TIMER    Big-screen digital timer lets 
you view the time from anywhere—whether you mount it to a wall, set it on 
a table or stick it to a magnetic surface!  Plus, the easy-touch buttons make 
it simple to start & stop, adjust the volume and more!  3 3⁄4" x 7 3⁄4". 39.99

Magnetic on back!

PP374 � I KNOW THE ANSWER! GAME BUZZERS
Bring the excitement of a game show right into your classroom—with 
our interactive game buzzers!  Kids love buzzing in to give the correct 
answer…and each buzzer features a distinct sound, so you’ll always 
know who buzzed in first.  Perfect for boosting student participation in 
quizzes, games and more.  You get 4 plastic, 3 1⁄2" x 3 1⁄2" buzzers; each 
requires 3 “AAA” batteries (not included). 19.99

PP182 � LIGHT-UP COUNTDOWN TIMER    Our timer has 360° viewing—so 
kids can keep track of time from anywhere in the room!  Easy-to-set timer features a 
3-stage countdown to help kids learn to manage their time.  Simply set an overall time 
and a warning time…adjust the volume or opt for a visual-only alarm…and let kids go 
to work!  Plastic, 3 3⁄4" x 5" timer can be set in 1-minute increments up to 10 minutes and 
5-minute increments up to 95 minutes.  Requires 3 “AAA” batt. (not incl.). 29.99

When you press start, 
time begins, and 

the light turns green.

At the warning, a 3-tone 
alarm sounds, and 

the light flashes yellow.

When time runs out, 
the final alarm sounds, 

and the light flashes red. 

XK555 � CLASSROOM STOPWATCHES - SET OF 4    
Our high-quality stopwatches are great for timing all sorts of activities!  Each 
6-digit LCD stopwatch features stop and start timing for 1 or 2 students, 
time and day display, an alarm and more.  Set of 4; cords are 18". 29.99
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Complete
Classrooms®

as easy as

Our
Customer
Commitment

We Unconditionally
Guarantee Every Item!
We stake our reputation on the quality of our products.  If 
you are unhappy with any item for any reason, return it to 
us for a full refund or exchange.  Your satisfaction is our 
top priority!  If you ever have questions or concerns, just 
call Customer Service at (800) 428-4414.

Always in Stock & Ready to Ship!
We work hard to keep every item in stock—with a 
99% success rate!  If we ever do need to back-order an 
item, we won’t bill you until your entire order has shipped.

We Deliver Fast!
Now with two distribution centers serving the eastern 
and western regions, we can provide even faster 
shipping anywhere in the country!  Plus, our processing 
time is incredibly quick—with orders out the door 
within 24-48 hours.  And if you ever need your items 
sooner, just call us for an express shipping quote or 
visit us online.

To learn about our warranties, visit
LakeshoreLearning.com/warrantyinfo

We offer Charge Accounts for Schools.  Institutions with authorized 
purchase order numbers and private schools with established credit are 
free to charge their orders.  With your principal’s written permission, we 
can charge teacher orders directly to your school.

Prices are subject to change.  Please visit our website for the most 
up-to-date pricing.

Complete Classrooms service is provided for orders of $10,000 or more that 
ship to a single location in the contiguous United States.  Additional charges 
may apply for remote locations.

Meet with our experts.
Show us your space—and we’ll work within 
your budget to create the ideal classroom!

Design your spaces.
Our design experts will create a custom 3-D 
layout that brings each space to life!

Leave the rest to us.
We unload and assemble the furniture and set up all the 
materials—taking care of every detail from start to finish!

LAKESHORE SAFETY KEY 
Some items in our catalog have important safety 
notices.  To find them, just look for the number 
keys below, which are located with the product 
descriptions. 

�WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Small parts. Not for 
children under 3 yrs.

�WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — This toy is or contains
a small ball. Not for children under 3 yrs.

�WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — This toy is or
contains a marble. Not for children under 3 yrs.

�WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD — Children under 8 yrs. can 
choke or suffocate on uninflated or broken balloons. Adult 
supervision required. Keep uninflated balloons from children. 
Discard broken balloons at once.

�

1.

2.

3.

4.

3 Ways to Order
LakeshoreLearning.com

(800) 778-4456 toll free
Monday-Friday 6 am to 6 pm, PST
Saturday 7 am to 3:30 pm, PST

(800) 537-5403 toll free

ONLINE:

PHONE:

FAX:

WE WILL 
MAKE YOUR 

DREAM SPACE 
A REALITY!
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Lakeshore Gift Cards...give the gift of learning!
Our gift cards never expire and ship free of charge!  To purchase, visit us in stores or online.  

Visit Our Stores For maps to store locations, visit us online:  

LakeshoreLearning.com

stores I catalog I online
3 Ways to Use

Order Information
online at LakeshoreLearning.com 
by phone (800) 778-4456  
by fax (800) 537-5403 
Mon.-Fri. 6:00 am to 6:00 pm, PST
Sat. 7:00 am to 3:30 pm, PST

Headquarters 
toll free (800) 421-5354 
local (310) 537-8600
2695 E. Dominguez St.
Carson, CA  90895

Customer Service 
(800) 428-4414
Mon.-Fri. 6:00 am to 6:00 pm, PST

Arizona
Paradise Valley
(Phoenix Area) 
4727 E. Bell Rd. 
(602) 482-7900
Phoenix
4819 E. Ray Rd. 
(480) 940-7700

California
Carson  
2695 E. Dominguez St. 
(310) 537-4778
Fountain Valley
18679 Brookhurst St. 
(714) 963-8255
Laguna Hills
23501 Avenida de la Carlota 
(949) 462-9353
Los Angeles
2323 S. Sepulveda Blvd. 
(310) 893-1150
Murrieta
24420 Village Walk Pl. 
(951) 461-1352
Northridge
17072 Devonshire St. 
(818) 366-4105
Pasadena 
3848 E. Foothill Blvd. 
(626) 356-3848
Roseville 
1850 Douglas Blvd. 
(916) 774-4304
San Bernardino
898 E. Harriman Pl. 
(909) 890-1222
San Diego 
7510 Hazard Center Dr. 
(619) 297-8494
San Jose
1099 S. Bascom Ave. 
(408) 998-0794

California cont’d
San Leandro  
1144 Montague Ave. 
(510) 483-9750
San Marcos
702 Center Dr. 
(760) 504-0292
Upland
125 N. Mountain Ave. 
(909) 985-9945 
Ventura  
4300 E. Main St. 
(805) 289-1550
Walnut Creek
1929 Mt. Diablo Blvd. 
(925) 944-1495

Colorado
Littleton 
8680A Park Meadows 
Center Dr. 
(303) 768-8484

Connecticut
Hamden 
2335 Dixwell Ave. 
(203) 287-0900

Florida
Davie  
5795 S. University Dr.
(954) 284-0411
Fern Park 
335 E. State Rd. 436 
(407) 260-5531
Tampa  
4501 W. Kennedy Blvd. 
(813) 207-0468

Georgia
East Cobb 
(Marietta Area) 
4287 Roswell Rd. 
(770) 578-3100

Idaho
Boise  
417 N. Milwaukee St. 
(208) 377-1855

Illinois
Chicago  
2255 W. 95th St. 
(773) 233-9210
Orland Park 
15780 S. La Grange Rd. 
(708) 403-6300
Palatine
1403 N. Rand Rd. 
(847) 705-5052

Indiana
Indianapolis
1300 E. 86th St. 
(317) 574-0304

Kansas
Merriam
5670 Antioch Rd. 
(913) 432-3998

Maryland
Towson  
1620 E. Joppa Rd. 
(410) 296-5888

Massachusetts
Newton
230 Needham St. 
(617) 969-1171
Saugus
352E Broadway 
(781) 233-3770

Michigan
Sterling Heights
12210 Hall Rd. 
(586) 803-1435

Minnesota
Maplewood
1721 Beam Ave. 
(651) 777-0650
St. Louis Park
5699 W. 16th St. 
(952) 541-0991

Nebraska
Omaha
12005 W. Center Rd. 
(402) 334-4466

Nevada
Henderson 
1243 W. Warm  
Springs Rd. 
(702) 396-2890

New Jersey
Cherry Hill 
2020 Marlton Pike West 
(856) 910-0888
East 
Brunswick  
269 State Route 18 
(732) 967-8585
Hackensack
449 Essex St. 
(201) 441-9214

New Mexico
Albuquerque 
6646 Indian School Rd. NE 
(505) 884-4866

New York
New Hyde Park
2079 Hillside Ave. 
(516) 616-9360
Scarsdale
969A Central Park Ave. 
(914) 472-1820

North Carolina
Matthews
10005 E. Independence 
Blvd. 
(704) 849-2370

Ohio
Cleveland
(Beachwood Area) 
27500 Chagrin Blvd. 
(216) 378-9488
Columbus
2148 Polaris Pkwy. 
(614) 846-1710

Oklahoma
Oklahoma City
6300 N. May Ave. 
(405) 858-8778

Oregon
Lake Oswego
16901 SW 65th Ave. 
(503) 620-9888    

Pennsylvania
King of Prussia 
340 W. DeKalb Pike 
(610) 354-0551

Rhode Island
Cranston 
1400 Oaklawn Ave. 
(401) 463-8800

Tennessee
Nashville  
21 White Bridge Rd.
(800) 428-4414

Texas
Austin
9828 Great Hills Trail 
(512) 241-2885

Texas cont’d
Dallas
14060 N. Dallas Pkwy. 
(972) 934-8866
Friendswood
19032 Gulf Fwy. 
(281) 461-6263
Houston
2405 Post Oak Blvd. 
(713) 355-1893
McAllen
1316 E. Expressway 83 
(956) 618-0225
San Antonio
327 NW Loop 410 
(210) 340-0504
The Woodlands
(Shenandoah Area) 
19075 Interstate 
45 South 
(936) 271-3585

Utah
Salt Lake City
5480 S. 900 East 
(801) 268-2224

Virginia
Alexandria
7009A Manchester Blvd. 
(703) 719-0202

Washington
Bellevue
11027 NE 4th St. 
(425) 462-8076
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